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SYNOPSIS 
Settlement and ground deformation were measured around a 
horizontal, 4-25m external diameter, shielu-driven tLmnel at an 
axis depth of 13.375m at Willington Quay on the north be.nk of the 
River Tyne, using an instrumented borehole and surface survey 
array normal to the tunnel centre line. 
The particular length of tunnel under investigation 1tJCiS 
constructed to accommodate an inverted sewage siphon passjng 
beneath a brick panel infilled frame factory structure at groUY1d 
surface. 
The tunnel passed through a recently deposited channel of 
soft alluvial silt having an average undrained cohesion of 25 kN/m2 
giving a stability ratio of 9.58 at axis level. This was reduced 
;:> 
to 5-97 by the use of compressed air at a prcssure'of 90 kN/m-. 
7. 
The silt had an average bulk density of 1.82 Hg/m./, a moisture 
content of 42 to 46% and an organic content of 2.5 to 4.0%. 
Analyses showed an interrelationship between the moisture content, 
organic content and clay content of various sa.r.1ples. The original 
water table level was 2.25m below ground level and therefore 9.0m 
above the tunnel crown. 
Surface and sub-surface settlement profiles (Figures 4.2 ~d 
4.9) show that there was a continuation of settlement after 
completion of the tunnel and removal of the supporting air pressure. 
At 224 days a maximum settlement of 66rrun e.t the surface and 88mm above 
soffit level at the side of the tunnel were observed. Settlement 
12 JM! 1978 
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~.<ms continuing at a logarithmically-decaying rate(Figure 4.5). 
Ground movement vectors in the vertical plane of the instr•JJ~e.c'l.t 
array (Figure Lt.16) serve to isolate several major settlement r-hnse.s. 
Up to 51 days after the tunnel had passed the array deformatioE '.·ias 
predominantly towards the tunnel annulus. Between. 51 and 31 days~ 
movement was away from the tlmnel under the influence of .secoEcls.ry 
grouting at pressures of 690 kN/m2 • Thereafter deforrr:ation 
occurred in a vertical direction, although the process vtas 
interrupted at about 162 days by significant grolmd uplift Hhich 
coincided Hith the demolition of a settlement-damaged surface he.ll 
close to the instrume::1t array. Uplift may be due to unlcacliEg frco 
the removal of the wall or to further secondary grouting ?,Toun.:l t):lc; 
tunnel. 
Pore pressure measurements (Figure 6. 5 and rL'abJ.e 6) ind:ica.tecl 
a rise in the water table to a. level of 1.2m belo\·i gr-otmd sm~fac'2 
during passage of the tunnelling shield. This le'!el fell to 3·· _5!J 
belcv1 the surface at 119 days a.fter the tun..c'1el face !1a.d pe.s:::ed tLe 
instrument array, a.-1d it subsequently rose al!rrost to the ground su::.~-
face between '176 and 224 days after shield passage. 
The main conclusion from the work is that the substa1J.tial groun.G. 
movement aroUild the tunnel waG caused principally by consolids.'i;ion of 
the saturated, high moisture content silt, the tunnel acting as a 
drai.-'1 for the displaced poreHater which was permitted access fcllov;i:;::.g 
removal of the compr0ssed air pressure from the tlillllel. 
3 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
This thesis is based upon a programme of field\vOrk designed to 
provide data on the aground movement caused by the constr-uction of 
a shield-driven tunnel in soft alluvium. The tunnel is located a.t 
Willington Quay in North Tyneside (Figures 1.1 and 1.2) and is the 
third in a series of projects undertaken by the Department of 
Eng:ineering Geology in Durham for the Transpo:::-t and Road Research 
Laboratory. 
The instrumentation was based or.L experience gained from the 
previous two projects with small refinements to suit the differing 
conditions. The first project was at Green Park, London E<...>J.d 
concerned a tunnel lflll in diameter, lined with cast i!'o11 segmented 
rings and at 30m depth in the stiff, over-consolidated London Clay. 
The second was at Hebburn, part of South Tyneside, and concerned a 
2m diameter tunnel, lined with concrete segmented rings and at an 
average depth of 7.5m li1 soft, normally consolidated and strongly 
laminated lacustrine clay. 
stony clay. 
It was overlain by a layer of stiffer 
These projects form the subject of two research reports, 
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I. i<J. :i:'armer. Thii_; literature formed the core of information ~_;pon 
which the instrumentation and intE-orpretation of data was based. 
Similar studietJ of ground movements, caused by tunnelling in soft 
ground, can uc found in J.V. Bartlett and B.JJ. Bubbel'S (19'70) 1 
R.A. Butler ( 1975) 1 \V.H. Hansmi:ce cllld J .E. Cording ( '1972), R.B.Pec~: 
( 1969) and B. Schmidt ( 1969). Hou-3ver, the conditions c>..nd. 
characteristics of the various tunnt:,ls 1.·/ere different from the 0::10::: 
which J.s to be subsequently examined. Closer comparisons co....'1 ts 
found in H. Hartmark ( 196l;) and K. Henry ( 1974), both of v1hid1 are 
accounts of tunnels driven in very coft~ non.aally co:1.sol::.datc:d o.~c:. 
recently deposited silts and clays. The former was located at 
Trondheim, Nor\vay ru1d tl1e latter at Grangen.1outh, ~3cJtland ~"1d, 
although compressed air was used in both the ct:'ives, extensive g::::--o-,c:d 
movements occurred. The Grangemouth tunnel produced m£my c·-r:~ the 
features obs0rved at \'iillmgton Q'-la.Y, in particular the len.[. sett::!_s--
ment process, which was caused by the release of compres.sed. a.:i:' ir:.. 
the drive vThen the twmel Has completed. 
Several comparisons are made between the observed grou:::d r::0'.'2-
ments and those which have been predicted by the 11Stoci1astic 'i'heor/ 11 • 
These ccr:1parisons viere derived from research Ci..U:Tently beiJJ.g ca.rric;i 
out in thi.s department by N.H. Glossop into the applications of this 
theory, which is based upon original work donr:: by J. Li twinisz;;.."l 
( 1956). 
thesis. 
'l'he research Hill be puclish~?d in 1976 as p.::,::.'t of a Plt. D. 
T.he remaining references ooncernjng till'...nelling form a backgrcur1d 
of information. 'Ute most important of these is the State-of-t~,:;-;.2'-t. 
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report on "Deep Excavations and Twmelling ·in soft grow1d '', by 
R.B. Peck (1969). This was presented at the 7th Internntional 
Conference on Soil Hechanics and Fmmdation Thgineering and its 
content, v1hich summarises the available knowledge on the subject at 
that time, was considera.bly augmented by the discussions which 
followed. The Ph.D. thesis submitted by B. Sdunidt ( 1969) contains 
several case histories of ground movements associated with 
tunnelling and some of the theoretical aspects of these. Also the 
extensive work of K. Szechy ( 1966) in "The Art of Tun .. ,·1.elling" forms 
a comprehensive account of the various methods of tunnelling and 
their effects on the ground. 
The laboratory testing programme on samples of the alluvium 
incorporated standard tests taken mainly from T .N. W. fl.krcyd (-1964) a'ld 
the British Standards Institution publication (1967). T'r .. e result.s 
obtained showed similarities to those of V. Hilligan, L.G. Soderma..11. 
and A. Rutka ( 1962) working on Canadian varved clays. F'urther •.voTk 
on samples, using X-ray techniques for quBJ.'1.titative anal;:tsi.3, was 
interpreted using extracts from G.W. Brindley (1961) a..11.d R.E. Grim 
( 1962). This also required the use of calibration curves developed 
by the X-ray Laboratory and the Department of Engineering Geology at 
Durham. 
The information available on the geology of the superficial 
deposits of the North-east is largely of a general nature and 
frequently deals with areas to the north and south of Tyneside \•Ti thout 
including Tyneside itself. Various workers, notabl:z_ D. Woolacott 
(1905) and (1921) and C.T. Trechmann (1952), have contributed to the 
7 
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understanding of the glacial deposits of East Durham and various 
sequences have been 8rected. 
P. Beaumont (1967) provides the most recent analysis of the 
·sequence of deposits together with a map of the buried valleys in the 
region. However, only G. Armstrong and J. Kell (1951) deal specifi-
cally with the lower Tyne valley using information gained durli1g the 
construction of the pedestrian Tyne •runnel. This revealed it to be 
an overdeepened valley with thick deposits of alluvium underlying the 
present river bed. It will be shown that the channel through which 
the tunnel passes is a small version of the main Tyne valley ana has a 
similar origin. 
Chapter 2 
SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS AND 
TUNNELLING DETAILS 
It is proposed first to outline the nature and posoible oribins 
of the ground deposits through which the tunnel vJas driven, siT1ce th<::.se 
factors have some bearing on the choice of bmnelling procedure. 'Y!:!e 
results of detailed investigations into the various. properties a.."'1d 
characteristics of the deposits will be presented in Chapters 5 ~"'1d 6. 
2.1 Superficial Deposits. 
The site of investigation vTas located at a point where a 4.25 m 
diameter tunnel was being driven at an axis depth of 13.375 m through 
a buried channel of alluvium. This alluviwn was underlain by beds of 
sand and gravel with water under artesian pressure, and by boulder 
clay which extended down to a rock-head of Coal Measures strata. The 
surface of the channel is now overlain by 3 to 5 m of fill (Figure 2.1). 
The drift succession generally accepted as being-reasonably 
representative of the surrounding region consists of three glacial 
episodes. Separating these are two interglacial periods. The upper 
9 
interglncial materia1. shows that this was a period of '.!ide-spread 
deposition whilst the lower interglacial is only represented 
single locality. 'l'he general succession is as :follows: 
Upper Till 
Middle Sands - in terglacie.l 
Lower Till 
Hutton Henry Peat -· interglacial 
Scandinavian Till 
The channel in question is ahnost certainly of post-glac:.D.l 
origin and it has been eroded into the u.-'1derlying till by glacial 
outwash. The glaciation which formed the Upper Till was not ;·Ilue-
spread and produced on1y thin deposits in Ncrth-east E."lgle.nd. Con-· 
sequently, the channel may have cut through the Upper T~Lll - i±' 
any Upper Till v:as ever present - making the underlying material 
Lower Till. T'ne deposit is found in the floor of a present-dE<l 
valley occupied by Wallsend Burn which becomes th8 tidal \1illi!!gton (}';_t 
in its lower reaches where the instrwnentation was loc'lted. 
A plausible origin for the chru'1!1el is that de-glaciation o.i:' the 
last glacial period produced melbrater \-;hich cut a deep VEtlley i2:.to t1:.:: 
glacial deposits. Flowing water initially laid dovrn sa"'lds an6 gr-a'.'els 
carrying the finer sediment further do-vrnstreain. The ~est-glacial ~lEe 
in sea-level flooded the lo\·Jer part of the valley to produce a or·ac~~ia:-_~ 
elongate estuary, a tributary to the Ty:r.e estuary. This resulted ln. 
silt e.ccumulating in the channel up to the present-day inter-t.ide_l 
level (Figure 2.1). The estuary, ;,rhi.::~h must have conai.sted ci ints~·-
-
tidal mudflats 1 was partly reclaimed by channelling \'iill:illgtcn G·_;_t GO'.•:cl 
the west side of the valley and co'rering the mudj'}ats Hith 3 to 5 TT, vi' 
fill. A rope factory and access roads were subsequently built on tl-!i.3 
10 
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at a level which was 2 m above the High Water Mark in the Gut. 
The former course of \v'illington Gut has been inferred from the 
pre-1933 ward boundary. Further evidence of its course was found 
when sand and gravel beds were encountered in the tunnel face when 
it passed below the inferred position. This indicates that a channel 
of flowing water must have persisted at low Water, vrhen the mudfls:ts 
were exposed, depositing the sand and gravel in its bed as the estuary 
silted up. The geology of the channel is sholfm in Figure 2.1 vJhich 
is a cross-section taken along the centre line of the tunnel using 
borehole evidence and the geology of the tunnel face. 
Organic debris from the established vegetation was washed down 
into the estuary making the silt very org~~ic. Large tree trunks 
vJere also included in the sediment and several were removed from the 
tunnel face by the contractors. These were sat-urated \·lith water, but 
reducing conditions had preserved them in their original state. One 
large specimen was identified as oa~ (Quercus). The locations of the 
tree trunks, and the sand and gravel deposits encOlmtered in the tum1el 
face, are shown in more detail in Figure 2.2. The snlarged sectiona 
have a horizontal scale equal to the vertical scale to show the true 
shape of the deposits. 
The alluvium, therefore, maD1ly consisted of a soft, dark grey 
organic silt with about 2.5 to 4.0% organic material and 42 tc 46% 
moisture content relative to dry weight. Small variations i11 the 
organic content produced dark and light lamin3.tions of about 2 to 5 em 
thickness which were occasionally discernable at the tunnel face. It 
is possible that these laminations were caused by seasonal variations 
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varved clays. The properties of the silt are discussed further in 
Chapters 5 and 6. 
2.2 Details of the Tunnel. 
The tunnel under investigation was the lower section of the Point 
Pleasant Siphon passing under the valley of Willington Gut at 
./ 
Willington Quay, North Tyneside. This forms part of the North Bank 
Interceptor Sewer being constructed for the Northumbrian Water Authority 
as part of the extensive updating of the Tyneside sewerage system. 
A large part of the tunnel, between the two inclines of the siphon 
under the valley sides, passed through the channel of alluvium already 
described. The instrumentation proved to be located at a point where 
the tunnel was 18 m into the east side of this channel. Here the axis 
depth was 13.375 m below the ground surface. 
In order to determine the stability of the tunnel face the stability 
ratio of Simple Overload Factor was calculated. This is dependent upon 
the relationship of the overburden pressure acting upon the centre of 
the tunnel face and the undrained shear strength of the alluvium 
resisting the pressure. The relationship was proposed by B.B. Brems 
and H. Bennermark (1967) in the form: 
N r.H = c 
u 
where y is the natural wet density of the clay 
H is the depth to the centre of the face 
c is the undrained shear strength of the clay 
u 
N is the value of the stability ratio. 
Theoretical analysis originally gave a critical value for 
N = 6.28, above Hhich the tunnel face would be unstable resulting in 
higher intrusion rates of the tmmel face causing large surface 
settlements and the increasing possibility of failure in the face 
at higher values of N. The critical value was reinforced using 
laboratory extrusion tests which produced values in the region of 6 
to 8. Evidence of large surface settlements and high tunnel face 
intrusion rates in tLL.'lnels with lower stability ratios resulted in 
P.B. Attewell and J.B. Boden (1971) suggesting a value of 4.5, based 
upon the overburden pressure required to produce maximum· acceleration 
of the rate of extrusion in a laboratory extrusion test. 
The calculation required the determination of the bulk density 
and undrained shear strength by triaxial tests which were carried out 
by N. El-Naga accordi.-'1g to B.S. 1377-Table 1 lists the values obtc.ineci 
and also vario-us other properties using samples taken from boreholes 
1 and 2 which were drilled for the instrrunentation of the tunnel. The 
shear strengths obtained for the samples from borehole 1 ';Jere averaged. 
to give a mean c = 24.9 kN/m2 or 36.1 lbf/in2 a.'"l.d a bulk density 
u 
Y = 1.82 Mg/m3 or 113.6 lb/ft3 , which produces a stability ratio of 
9-58. Consequently an air pressure of 90 kN/m2 (13 lbf/Ln2 ) was used 
in the drive to stabilize the face and reduce the rate of intrusion by 
lowering the stability ratio to 5.97. As a result of the air pressure 
the alluvium, although of a plastic consistency, appeared to be firm 
and stable in the tunnel face. 
The compressed air also had the effect of reducD::g the amount of 
water made by the tlli'1llel to a minimum despite the water-table being 
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Results for borehole 2. 
ATTERBERG LIMITS AND COHESION VALUES 
















ExcaYation of the alluvium was carried.out by hand using 
compressed air cl<=W spades ahead of a 4. 31 m diameter shield (Figure 
2.3). The bead was removed from the shield before the chruL11el Has 
entered in order to reduce groLL.'l.d loss armmd the tunnel. This was a 
deliberate decision based on earlier nnalyses on the south bank of 
the Tyne. The shield was 2. 4 m long with a 1. 2 m tailski.l'l inside 
which the rings of tunnel lining were built. These rings con.sisted 
of 7 concrete segments bolted together to form a 0.6 m (2ft) long 
ring. V.'hen the shield was jacked for•,Jard against each newly-erected 
ring the annulus left between the ring and the ground was filled v:itl:1 
a water-cement grout injected under pressure through holes in the 
lining. The grouting operation was usually carried out every tv10 
rings of lining. The cement used was "sulpha crete", a sulpha.te-· 
resisting cement. 
The tunnelling sequence vras generally as follows: 
a) The ground was excavated by pneumatic spade to a distru:ce of 
about 0.6 m (2 ft) ahead of the hood of the shield and to slightly less 
than the same diameter. 
b) The shield was then shoved forward against the previously 
erected ring, the cutting edge of the shield peeling off the final 
layer of ground resulting in a precise fit of the outside of the shiel.j 
against the alluvium. About 10 em of the previous ring were left 
resting on the tailskin of the shield to prevent. the hmnel frorr1 dipping. 
c) A further ring was erected inside the tailskin and the 
annulus produced from the shield advance was filled with grout through 
pre-formed holes in the lining segments. 
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soffit. This \;'a.s later back-grouted at a liigher prei3G:lre of 
The back-grouting of the tunnel vrithin the 
channel was not carried out until the tunnel had reached the far side 
of the channel a.."ld even then the process was not completely successful 
in eliminating all the voids. 
On average, two cycles of excavaticn a.11d linL"lg erection were 
completed per 12 hour shift and two shifts :per day were worked during 
the period when the tunnel was in the channel. After the boulder clay 
had been re-entered three 8 hour shiftG a day v:ere worked to ma.ir..te.in 
rapid progress. At weekends, the face was boarded up 1t1ith thick breast-




Four boreholes were drilled vertically through Gut Road to a 
depth of 16m (just below invert) forming an array in a line normal· to 
the extrapolated centre line of the tunnel. Borehole 1 was located 
over the centre line and borehole 2 was fixed at about 1m beyond the 
point through wnich the tunnel wall vrould pass. Holes 3 and 4 were 
located at a distance of 3.96m and 7.65m from the centre line 
respectively. 
in Figure 3.1. 
The records for each of these boreholes are illustrated 
Lengths of Soil Instruments inclinometer tube will collapsible 
telscopic joints were inserted into these boreholes and grouted in with 
a water-cement-bentonite grout. This grout was designed to have a 
similar cohesive strength \oJhen set to that of the alluvium • Five 
magnetic settlement rings were taped to each tube before emplacement in 
order to monitor vertical movement (see Table 2 for initial location). 
This installation operation was completed 7 months before the drive 
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Figure :3.1: BOREHOLE RECORDS (FOR 1NSTRU~1ENTAT10N 
/\RHAY) 
Borehole 
Ring 1 ...., 3 4 "-
1 1.33 1-54 3.20 2.79 
2 4-34 3.09 5-94 6.14 
3 7-35 7-65 8.81 8.86 
4 10.40 8.60 11.50 12.21 
5 15.88 10.99 13-76 
6 15.18 
Table 2: INITIAL DEPTHS OF .lvfJl_GNETIC P..INGS 
BELOW GROUND SURFACE. 
The keyways in the inclinometer tubes were orientated normal to 
and parallel to the tunnel centre lir1e,. ~fuen the turillel reached 
the measurement array a section of tube 1 was exposed in the centre of 
the face. Visual examination of this showed that the tube had not 
spiralled through the joints and that the borehole had not deviated 
from the vertical. 
Surface levelling stations consisted of a nail inserted through 
a washer into the road or footpath surface. These were positioned to 
form an array of 10 stations, 8 of which were on the same side of 
the centre line as the inclinometer tubes and the remaining two were 
positioned on the opposite side of the centre line (Figure 3.2). 
These stations were installed 2 months before the drive reached the 
array. 
Two piezometers were also installed in boreholes 1 and 2. In 
the former, the piezometer was located about 1m above soffit leveJ a.1•1.d 
in the latter at axis level. They were positioned by being fastened 
to the inclinometer tubes at their design depths before the latter were 
25 
inserted. At these depths, grouting was interrupted and the piezometers 
were surrounded by a sand filter to provide continuity with the water-
table L~ the alluvium. After this operation, grouting was resumed, so 
sealing the piezometers in from the surface (Figure 3-3b) 
3.2 Surface Novements. 
a) Levelling. 
Vertical settlement at the surface was measured using a Cooke 
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Figure 3.2: A.RH.c\ Y OF INSTRUMENTATION 
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Figure 3.3: FIELD INS TRUtv1ENT A TION 
allowe:i to re.st on the heads of the nOJ.il.s stmk into the ro.:~d one;_ 
footpath surface (Figure 3.3c). The array A to J \•Jas surveyed 
using station B as a Temporary Bench ¥~ark (TBH) which 'i!Cls itself 
compared to a TBM outside the Raihray Inn (Figure 1.2) e:nd theTefoJ:e 
beyond the influence of the tunnel settlem~~t trough. 
A base-level was established prior to the onset of settlement. 
During settlement development frequent readings were ta:~en and 
referred back to this datum. Settlement was measured to the nea~sst 
0.1mm with an experimented accuracy of ! 0.2mrn. 
b) Horizontal Measurement 
A steel band was used to measure the horizontal displace:r,en ts 
towards the centre line of the surface levelli.'lg stOJ.tions. The band 
\'las kept at a constant tension of 41-JN ( 10lb force) in order to reduce 
any errors .that might otherwise have arisen where the bcmd had p=:-tssed 
over kerbs. Readings were estimated to 0.3mm (O.Q01ft) so giving an 
+ 
overall accuracy of - 0.6mm (0.002ft). Unciulations l::C 'che ·Dath an6. 
the road may have increased this value slightly. 
Inward movements of the tops of the i.nclinometer tubes t.::n·Jards 
the centre line were also monitored by inserti.."lg specially d.esigneci 
close-fitting plugs into them (Figure 3-3d). Dist.aJl.ces between the 
centre-punch marks in the tops of these plugs \vere measured and the 
relative movemen t.s were used as the surface datwn for the tops of the 
horizontal ground movement profileE. 
Again, datum values for all the measurement::; vJere established 
before settlement began. 
29 
3.3 Sub-surface HovemP.nts. 
a) Magnetic Rings. 
Vertical movements \-Jere measured using the magnetic rings taped 
to the outside of the inclinometer tubes. These were located by 
lo\vering a reed switch down the tubes on the end of a steel tape. 
The reed switch closed in the magnetic field of each ring so emitti!lg 
~~ audible signal at the surface. Four readings were taken at the 
top of the tape, two going down as the switch closed =mel opened, and 
h!O coming up as it again closed and opened. Readings were taken to 
the nearest 0.5mm and averaging these gave an estimated accuracy of 
+ 
- 0.25mm. A datum \·!as established before settlement began. 
b) Inclinometer Tubes. 
Horizontal movements were measured by lowering a Soil Instruments 
inclinometer torpedo (1 metre long) down each of the four installed 
tubes in turn. Two sets of readings, one going do'.<m 9lld one coming up, 
were taken with the fixed wheels in each of the four key\vays in turn, 
readings from opposite keyways being averaged to reduce suinmation 
errors. Plotting the changes in the profiles of the tubes generated 
horizontal displacement data for planes normal and parallel to the t:umel 
centre line at intervals of 1m depth initially and ;m intervals when a 
replacement ~ torpedo had to be used. 
Datum lines were established by averaging the results taken before 
surface settlement began, after which frequent readi..~gs were ta.."k.:m. 
However, tube 4 was blocked at a depth of 6m until settlement had begun. 
This movement caused the object creatL~g the blockage to drop to a 
depth of 14m. Thus, no datum was established for this particular tube 
30 
until just before the tunnel reached the array. The movement up 
to this time would probably have been very small, so the subsequent 
profiles can be regarded as a good representation of the total ground 
movement. 
3-4 Piezometer Measurements. / 
The depth cf the water-table below the ground surface was 
measured every day whilst the tunnel face was passing under the array 
and until fluctuations h~d ceased. In order to take these readings, 
water was pumped dcwn to the piezometer through one connecting tube 
and back up the other to fill a gr~duated column attached to it. The 
base of the graduated tube was filled with mercury supplied through a 
U-tube from a reservoir open to the atmosphere (Figure 3.4). When all 
the air was expelled from the system, the water pump was disconnected 
from the connecting tube and the water levels allowed to stabilize. 
The level of mercury drawn up into the graduated column was then noted 
and when the apparatus had been disconnected from the piezometer the 
level was taken again. The difference between the readings was 
equivalent to the depth of water-table below the ground surface. 
The piezometer in borehole 2 at axis level continued to provide 
readings throughout the passage of the face. However, the piezometer 
in borehole 1 at lm above the tunnel soffit was affected by compressed 
air leakinf, through the grout when the tunnel reached the array. This 
penetrated the instrument and escaped through the connecting tubes 













Figure 3.1.: PIEZOMETER APPARATUS 
Piezometer 
Oneration Seqw=mce 
1) Water pumped down through Piezometer at A a.."'1c1 out at B 
thus fiJ..ling system with watero 
2) Tube sealed at B with clip. 
3) Punp c'li..scon:{lected and clip at C rerr!OVed thereby 
connecting system to eraduated tube. 
4) F\f?adins h 1 tal: en after nercury has stopped rising. 
5) Instrun1ent1 disconnected at D 
Chapter 4 
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
4.1 Introduction 
The majority of the results are presented graphically to shO\•l 
the development of surface settlement and sub-surfac·e ground ~ovement 
with respect to time. Time \'las preferred to tunnel face posi tio::-1 as 
a reference base because of the on-going nature of the settle~cnt. 
The majority of the settlement took place after the tu.nnel fac:= v.a.s 
too far away from the instrumentation to have any effect. Hoh'ever, 
for the period when the tunnel face was within 34m of the o.rray, sor:e 
reduction in settlement re~:mlted from boarding up the face for the 
48 hour weekend breaks. In order to remove t!lis effect the weeke~·i.s 
are omitted from the reference base for the pe:ciod when the face \·as 
within 34m of the array. This gives a more realistic representation 
of the rates of settlemenT- within this critical period. 
As a result of a fairly constant rate of progress of the drive, 
as shown by the site records and illustrated in Figure 4.1, the 
corrected time plots agree closely with the tun.."lel .. face posi tioe1 for 
this period. However, some of the illustrations use the tunnel fac2 
position in metres. These refer specifically to events which occ'.ll're-:':. 
when the tunnel face was within 34m of the array. Over this limited 
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of the events, particularly for large scale illustrabons. 
In all cases the ciatum was taken as being the time when the 
tur..nel face reached the instrume:r1tation array, that is, when the 
inclinometer tube in borehole 1 vJas exposed in the face. The only 
major interruption to the t1mnel progress was for bvo weet.s lvhen the 
face V!as -4 days (-8.53m) from the array. This res~lted from a 
report of gas seeping ir_to the tur..nel and the hold-up \vas to allow 
flameproof lightL~g and equipment to be L~talled. 
this brecill: will be discussed later. 
The effects of · 
The various graphs give horizontal and vertical components of 
movement. By combining these compor!ents vectors of ground rr.ovement 
have been produced. 
1~.2 Surface settlement. 
It can be seen in Figure 4.2 that the surface settlement 
development profiles for stations A to H show a complox settle:nent 
history. T!le various stages of this history ar-e exillilined se;aratel;y 
and some attempt is made to accow1t for their 0rigins. 
In the Pre-array stage settlement began, much earlier tha..~ 
expected, at a time when the face was -19 days (-33. 75m) from t.he array 
and initially formed a trough 28m wide. The width increased d;lriP-g 
the development, thereby involving more surface stations. The 
premature onset of movement may have been due to the ::_:Jresence of the 
organic c.lluvium just above the tunn~Sl .soffit level (Figure 2. 1). 
At -l~ days (-8.5Jm) from the array the uplift of all. the settle-
ment stations coincides with the tv10 week hold-up after gas was stated 
to have been detected. Dtrring this time, the face was timbered up as 
during a norll12.l weekend and the; breasting bo2.rds were held. i.:n place by 
34 
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four hydraulic rams projecting forwards from the shield. A 
combination of possibly excessive pressure on the face from the 
rams and the proximity to the array probably caused the reversal 
of the established settlement. 
It is debatable vJhether the uplift was permanently subtracted 
from the maximum settlement or only temporarily subtracted and the 
settlement rate subsequently increased lmtil equilibrium v1as restored. 
For the purposes of this thesis the latter was assumed to be the case. 
Some evidence of the instability of the alluvium cfu~ be seen at 
-3 days (-6.71m) in Figure 4.3. It is unlikely that the readings 
+ exceed an accuracy of - 0.2mm, therefore the ground surface must be 
oscillating as a result of settlement and heave, the latter being 
caused by the advance of the tunnel shield. The oscillation appears 
to take place between two envelopes, the upper envelope has been taken 
as the main profiles of settlement, the lo\·Ter envelope is dotted in 
to show its relationship to the main profiles. The ground surface i.'J. 
the line of the array shows a particular facility for heave when the 
tunnel face is between -9m and -4m from the array. 
The contours of surface settlement (Figure 4.4) further illustrate 
the uplift due to the two week hold-up and also show the limits of 
influence of the tunnel upon the surface settlement ahead of the tunnel 
face. The contours in front of the face show initially a zone of 
approaximately equal width to the tunnel which settled more rapidly than 
the rest of the trough until such time as the face came within -2 days 
C-4.27m) of the array. This could be a result of the high face-take 
of about·0.82mm/hour which was not fully distributed over the trough 
(see Appendix 1). The face-take was estimated from the volmne of 
ground lost at the time when the tunnel reached the array (Figure 4.8a). 
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Figure 4.4: CONTOURS OF SURFACE SETTLEMENT (mm intervals) 
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This requires the assumption that the volWi1e of lost ground was 
entirely due to face-take, although it is probRble that some post-
shield ground losses are included in the value of 0.32mm/hom·. The 
value can therefore only be regarded a.s approximate. The boardj~1.:!, 
up of the tmmel face at Heekends prevenh::d the in situ measurement 
of face intrusion. 
Extrusion tests were performed by N. El-Naga t<pon sampl0:s from 
axis depth in borehole 3 to find the change in lateral extr:Jsion rate 
through a 10mm hole for in creasing vertical strc::ss. During these 
experiments the rates of extrusion of the alluvium \>:ere measured u.nder 
constant stress and the results obtained were extrapolated to include: 
the overburden pressure opera.tive at \vilJ.ington Quay. This value of 
238 kN/m2 was redi1ced by the air pressure of 90 kN/m2 to 148 kN;'m3 and 
gave an equivalent extrusion rate of 6.1mm/minute or 366m;;~/hG~.E·. Th2 
result is obviously much higher than what W3.s actually operatir~g in the 
tunnel face and points to the limitations of the extr>..;sion test fo::.~ 
soft silts and clays. Also the sainple may hEJ.ve been disturbed d~t:cing 
collection or may have had an abnormalJy low shea.r strength. 
Alternatively, the shear strength may have been reduced int'ne -tunnel 
face by the compressed air drain:L.'1g the alluviUlll, al tr..ough it is 
unlikely that this HOuJ.d account for the d:i.screpa.ncy. 
The post-array stage typically accounted for the bulk of tl1e 
settlement whic:h occurred. The settlement has been di•rided into 
several phases of movement ':Jhich can be broadly attr·ibuted to events 
which occurred in and around the tt<nnel. Irr!l!le<lie.tely aft8r the array 
was reached a significru:t decrease in the rate of settlement ~:as 
observed (Figure 4.3), pa.rticula.rly at stations D and .S. The feature 
may be due to heave, or alt-2rnatively it ma.y be caused by the presence 
of the shield below the ar-:..·ay providing support to the ground. Th-:; 
effect persisted tmtil the .shield had pass~d beyond the array 
suggesting the latter to be the case. 
The rapid settlement \vhich followed must llave been largely 
caused by compression of the grout and by the closure of voids left 
by the grouting process. The ground was beginning to stabilize Hhen 
the settlement rate suddenly increased again for a short period, a:ter 
which the slower rate of movement was reswned. No suitable explan-
ation for this second phase has yet been found. The site records 
show that there was no change in the air pressure i.YJ. the drive during 
this period and sub-surface results sho'!l that the characteristics of 
the movement were the same as the first phase of movement. It is 
possible,therefore, that high pressure backgrouting at 690 kN/mc 
( 100lb/in 2 ), carried out at this time in the vicinity of the array 
disturbed the ground sufficiently to produce the movement. 
After a period of slo\'J settlement the rate again increased to for~ 
40 
a third phase, coinciding with the reduction and fir-.al release of air 
pressure in the drive thereby allowing porewater to drai.'1 into the t'..Ul.C:eL 
This resulted in consolidation of the grou_nd which :i.n turn ca'Jsed the 
settlement seen at the surface. When the settlement is plotted agai:-cst 
log time (Figure 4.5) a straight line, characteristic of primary 
consolidation, is produced from this phase of the profile. Figure l;.. 5 
is confined to post-array settlement in order to allow comparisons to be 
made with the time scale of Figure 4.2. 
The prolonged movement cauaed damage to surface structures near tC' 
the array and, as a result of this, a brick wall adjacent to the array 
had to be demolished before consolidation was completed (Plates 2). The 
unloading of the ground, a. reduction of 50.19 lr.N/m2 along the base of 
the wall, coincided with extensive uplift at the grou_nd surface ivith a 
maximum of ?rnm on the centre line and would appear to be the cause of ths 
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Plates 2c and 2d STRUCTURAL DAMAGE CAUSED BY SETTLEMENT 
uplift. The renevJal of conaolidation after this :formed the fourth 
and final phase recorded. At the time of w:citing, tr~e proces;3 \·ms 
still taking place and, if the settlemeut history so far is £my 
indication, movement \vill continue for some considerable time. 
Surface settlements were also recorded by the contractors at 
several stations located inside tile rope factory. Exs.n:ii~"YJ.ation oi the 
maximum values for stations above the centre line at 224 days show 
that much larger settlements developed under the factory (Figure 4.6). 
The feature Il!ay have several causes, most :iJGportant of which must be 
the additional weight of the structure upon t:1.e ground surface 
increasing the overbu.rde!l pressure and additionally the preE:ence of 
vibrating machinery inside the factory. Both of these factorc would 
greatly facilitate settlement during the consolidation phase. 
Consolidation in turn was possibly aided by the cand and gravel 
deposits located in the middle of the channel. These deposits, h~ving 
a much higher permeability than the alluvium, cr_m be exp~cted to provide 
much more rapid drainage to the middle of the chanEel (located uc,.der 
the factory) and hence more rapid consolidation. 
The development of the transverse settlement profiles is sho,,m in 
Figure 4.7 with profiles given at 20 day intervals from zero to 220 days 
advance beyond the array. The most notable feature of these is the 
widening of the trough from 30m to 45m during the second phase of rapid 
settlement. Similarly, during the consolidation phases the tro•Jgh 
widened to almost 60m. In addition to F'iguTe 4-7 four transverse 
profiles are included with Lateral Disple.cemen.t and Strai..."l profiles 
in Figures 4.8a to 4.8e. These were selected to illustrate the effects 
of the phases of movement upon the ground surface and were located at 
the time when the instrument array was reached, i.e. zero days, and 
thereafter e.t 23, 51, 149 and 22/+ days advance beyond the array 
respectively. Overlays to these figures give comparisons v.rith 
Gaussian Distribution or Error Curves given by: 
where y is the transverse distance from the tunnel centre line and 
S is the surface settlement at that point, i is the distance from 
s 
the centre line of the point of illflexion of the settlement profile, 
(all three being along a line normal to the direction of tunnel 
advance) and S max is the maximum surface settlement. 
s 
The value of i is found from the settlement at the point of 
inflexion where the settlement S = 0.606 S max. TI1e area under the 
s s 
Error Curve is found from: 
A = 2n.i S max 
s 
The shapes of the Error Curves and their areas thus calculated 
compare closely with the measured areas of the troughs in Figures 
4.8a to 4.8e and the results are included on the diagrams. The Error 
Curve is therefore a good approximation of the settlement profile 
developed in this case history. 
There is a marked difference of up to 3.5mm behreen the opposite 
sides of the transverse profile in Figures 4.8a to 4.8c. Sb.tions A 
to G settled more rapidly than stations I and J (Figure 3.2). This may 
45 
be due to the closer proximity of vibrating factory machinery to stations 
A to G than the latter two, thereby causing more rapid settlement on 
that side of the array. Alten1atively, the difference may be due to 
variation in the resistance of the road and path surface to deformation 
by settlement. T.~e discrepancy persisted until the phase of consolida-
tion bega11 when it was reduced to less than 1mm (Fig'-lres. 4.8d and 
4.8e). 
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4.3 Surface Horizontal Movements. 
Five profiles of the horizontal movement of the grotmd surface 
towards the centre line have been selected and included v!ith the 
transverse profiles of the trough in Figures 4.8a to 4.8e. The 
original data for these profiles were normalised with respect to 
station A in order to remove variations, caused by expansion and 
contraction of the steel tape used for the measurements, under the 
varying atmospheric temperatures encountered in the field. ¥.a.ximurn 
movement in each case coincides \oJith the point of inflexion of the 
transverse profiles, making that poi.'1t the boundar;y beh1een tension 
and compressio~ in the ground surface. Tnis is shovm by the percer-.tage 
strain plots included in the same diagrams. 
In the overlays the theoretical profiles corresponding to the 
measured profiles of surface settlement, lateral displacement .:md sb·ain 
are shovm. These are calculated using a stochastic model for ground 
settlement and show good correlation with the measm·ed prcfiles 
(N.H. Glossop, 1976). The measured profiles and strain curves i.>J. 
Figures 4.8a to 4.8c, that is movement caused by ground losses at the 
tunnel, correspond closely with the theoretical profilen. Hov.Jever, in 
Figures 4.8d and 4.8e, where settlement has been attributed to consoli-
dation, the horizontal movements are considerably less than the theore-
tical values despite the error curves retaining a close agreement vli th 
53 
the measured settlement curves. Thereforel the different characteristics 
of the two processes which caused surface movement have produced 
different degrees of lateral movement. Initially gro~'1d losses at the 
tmmel caused lateral as well as vertical movement in contrast to 
consolidation, which is predomhmn tly a vertical pro cess and caused 
relatively smaller lateral displacement at the ground surface. 
4-4 Sub-surface Settlement 
The complex settlement profiles (Figures 4.9a to 4.9c) derived 
from the magnetic ring results show that movement occurred in the same 
phases as had been observed at the surface. Not all the profiles 
are complete for one of two reasons. First, in borehole 1 it was 
necessary to fill in the lower part of the tube v!ith grout to prevent 
air leaking out when the tube was cut off just above the soffit level. 
Unfortunately, the tube was overfilled by the contractor a."'ld only the 
uppermost magnetic ring was accessible. Second, some of the deepest 
rings in the boreholes became inaccessible before settlement was 
completed as a result of sediment gradually accumulating in the bottoms 
of the tubes. This was washed in from the surface during persistent 
and heavy rainfall in spite of attempts to build temporary "coffer daras" 
around the heads of the tubes. The sediment reduced the maximum depth 
to which the reed switch could be lowered. In this way the remaining 
magnetic ring in borehole 1 became inaccessible before any significant 
deviation from the surface settlement had been measured. 
The results can be clarified somewhat by plotting the maximum 
settlement against depth (Figures 4.10a to 4.10c). The profiles 
selected were again at 23, 51 and 149 days of settlement, the movement 
at zero days was too small to be significant and has not been included. 
Similarly, no profiles are included after the reversal of settlement at 
162 days. This is because the uplift made the profiles irregular fu"'ld a 
54 
better representation of the movement can be found in the vector diagrams. 
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Figure 4:11: LIMIT OF SETTLEMENT (23 DAYS ADVANCE) 
In boreholes 3 and 4 all the rings lie close to the profile drawn 
through them. However, in borehole 2, rings 3 and 4 show a large-
deviation from the profile and may not have fully taken up the movement 
of the grout around them. The depths of maximum settlement for each 
borehole lie on a curve drawn in Figure 4.11. This separates the 
regions of L~creasing and decreasing settlement with depth and 
:' 
represents the possible path of a shear failure zone in the clay. 
4.5 Sub-surface Horizontal Movements. 
The sub-surface horizontal movements are presented as a series of 
inclinometer profiles taken at regular intervals throughout the case 
history. The displacements have been calculated in the plane of the 
array and also in planes parallel to the centre line. These are 
distinguished by the borehole number with the suffix 1 for profiles 
parallel to the centre line and 2 for profiles in the plane of the array. 
Therefore, the profile.s for borehole 4 are 4.1 and 4. 2 respectively. 
The surface displacements for the tops of the boreholes in the plane 
of the array were measured relative to the centre line. However, the 
displacements parallel to the centre line were estimated from the 
62 
relative movements of the upper part of each inclinometer tube • This was 
.. 
necessary in order that vectors of movement could be drawn for planes 
parallel to the centre line. 
In borehole 1 the profiles 1.2 showed no displacement as the tunnel 
face approached. The profiles for 1.1 however, recorded the displace-
ment of the ground surface as the trough approached and deepened and the 
face-take around the aiis depth for the tunnel (Figure 4.12). Face-
take began before -3 days from the array, at which time the face1tas -6.71m 
distance. This sw~ll ~ovement increased to 3.17mm at 0.7m depth below 
the axis level when the face was -1.83m awa..y at -1 days before the 
array \.,ras intersected. Before intersection the tube was grouted to 
within 2m of the grou.•1.d surface prever..ting further data collection. 
The remainL~g three boreholes (Figures 4.13 and 4.14) gave 
results which can be divided into phases of movement as with the 
·settlement profiles. The first two post-a.rray phases of the latter 
·correspond to lateral movement of essentially the same character. This 
period o:f displacement is progressively to•11ards the centre line in 
boreholes 2.2, 3.2 and 4.2 whilst 2.1, 3.1 and 4. ·1 show very much less 
movement parallel to the centre lLYJ..e. The small displacement vJhich 
took place vJe.s generally towards the alluvium filled channel, a_ feature 
which.will be discussed later. The movement towards the tm:mel reachec. 
a_maximwn at 10m depth in 2.2, at 9m in 3.2 and at 3m L11. 4.2. The 
shape of the profiles, and the depths to rr.~{L~um displacement, are 
--characteristic of gravity settlement caused by the cloaure of voids .:md 
compression of grout aro~11.d the t~~el. 
The movement corresponding to the consolidation phase.s of settlement 
development began after the air pressure \>las released from inside the 
.tunnel. However, the process was interrupted by hro events 'iJb.ich 
. changed the direction of displacement. Site records &~ow that back-
-.~:rot~ting _was carried out in the section of the tunnel directly belov/ the 
array at 71 days advance. The profiles for 2.2 at 72 and 9·1 days 
advance show a large reversal of movement around the depth cf the tunnel. 
This must be a result of the high pressure of 690 k.I'I/m2 ( 100 lb/in2 ) 
_inv~_lved in back-grouting forcing the alluviwn away from the tunnel. 
Af_ter this event very little latera.l movement took place indicating 
that the. settlement was aJ.Eiost vertical, which further points to 
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4. 1 
beyond the array, the demolition of the wall overlying the tunnel 
near the array caused widespread uplift. This also caused a 
renewal of lateral movement seen in all profiles. The nature of the 
movement suggests a buckling effect, particularly in borehole 4 vJhen 
the profiles for 162 days and 176 days, that is before and after the 
uplift, are contrasted. The final profiles nonnal to the centre lL":!.e 
again shO\v little change indicating that consolidation had bee!'l resumed. 
In the profiles 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 essentially the same phases of 
movement took place as described previously. In this case, hO\·:ever, 
the direction of displacement was tov1ards the middle of the alluvium-
filled channel, which beca'lle particularly evident after the.air in 
the drive had been released. The displacement was caused by the h·u-ger 
surface settlements above the middle of the channel illustrated in 
7"1 
Figure 4.6 with the displacement occurring tc\vards the largest s2ttle;r;2nt. 
The profiles are very similar in shape to those normal to the centre 
line with a large movement at the surface and a second maxim1Jm ai; dept:1.. 
4.6 Vectors of Ground Movement. 
In order to illustrate and clarify the phases of movement f1.u·ther, 
the settlements and lateral displacements have been combined to produce 
vectors of ground movement for the post-array movements which occurred. 
The pre-array movement was relatively small and. has not been shm.;n 
separately. The profiles for 1.1 (Figure 4-12) indicate that the ground 
loss for this period was due to a high face-take. 
The vectors of the post-array movements have be~~ selected to 
illustrate the phases which were previously erected in describing 
individual profiles. However, the combination of data requires that 
certain intermediate events are also ir.cluded to provide complete I:.isto:·y. 
The periods chosen to del:LYJ.eate these movements are also restricted 
by the availability of data. In order to clarify this Figure 4.15 
should be consulted to show the correlation of the vectors, settlement 
and lr"l teral movement diagrams. 
The initial movement coverc the period from the beginning of 
settlement to 51 days advance, the majority of which was post-arra~r 
(Figure 4.16a). This L11cludes the first two phases of post-array 
settlement and is therefore made t~p of two periods of rapid moveme11t, 
both of which have their origin around the tUlmel lir.ing. 1'he first 
rapid phase has already been attributed to the closure of voids cmd 
compression of grout, and the second, tentatively to disturbances cakseQ 
by back-grouting in a nearby section of the turmel. The evidence gai!:ed 
from the vectors makes the latter seem a more probable cause for the 
second phase of rap:';.d movement than an unrecorded reduction in air 
pressure in the drive, although this is still uncertain. 
The vectors from 51 to 91 days advance (Figure 4.16b) inc~~de the 
release of air pressure from the tunnel at 66 days although the ~c7eme~t 
represented v.-as mainly caused by further back-grouting. Thls vras 
carried out at 71 days advance and caused movement of the alluviwn a·tia.y 
from the tunnel. The vectors include a substantial vertical .:::ettlE:Isnt 
component which is shown to be diverted a .. Tay from the turmel. If the 
72 
data had permitted the movement caused by the back-grouting to be isolated 
it is very probe.ble that it would be directly away from the tu!"'.nel. 
The phase attributed to· consolidation bega11 at 66 d~ys although, 
as a result of back--grouting at 71 days it was necessary to use the 
vectors from 91 days to 149 days advance to represent this movement 
(Figure 4.16c). 'rhe vectors support the con~olidation hypothesis i._~ 
that they are almost vertical and decrease in magnitude \'lith depth. 
This shovlS that the movement 0riginates from a process occurring 
1r1ithin the body of the alluvium and not around the tun .. ,·.lel lining. 
At 162 days the process was interrupted by the demolition of a 
nearby wall. The vectors for the period of 149 to 176 days adva....11ce 
delineate the uplift which resulted from this unloading (Figure 4.16d). 
~1e uplift was greatest in borehole 4 becauBe this was the nearest to 
the demolished wall. The vectors for the remaining period of ~76 
to 224 days are again almost vertical show-..i..ng that the consolidation 
process had been resumed (Figure 4-16e). 
Ground movement vectors parallel to the ttLTlnel ca~tre line 
(Figures 4-17a to 4-17c) have been divided into the same periods of 
movement as vectors normal to the tunnel. The first phase of mo·.--eme!lt. 
was largely vertical corresponding to the predomil1ance of ground move-
ment normal to the centre line. Thereafter the vectors show a 
consistent movement towards the middle of the channel, which is some\,·ha.t 
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Figure 4.16a: VECTORS OF GROUND MOVEMENT N0Rf'.1AL TO 
THE TUNNEL CENTRE LINE AT 51 DAYS 
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Figure 4.16b: VECTORS OF GROUND MOVEMENT NORMAL TO 

















Figure 4.16c: VECTORS OF GROUND MOVEMENT NORMAL TO 

















Figure L.J5d: VECTORS OF GROUND MOVEMENT NORMAL TO 
THE TUNNEL CENTRE LINE BETWEEN 14 9. 
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Chapter 5 
LABORATORY PROGRAMME 
During the passage of the drive through the cha'1nel a number 
of samples of the alluvium \oJere taken from the tunnel face. The:::e 
v1ere used for a variety of laboratory tests and analyses to pE07iie 
data on the physical properties, mineralogy and geochemistry of the 
sediment. 
5.1 Sampling Procedure. 
The tunnel face was sampled at six stages duri•1g the passage of 
the drive through the alluvium. The first two, labelled A and B~ 
83 
were relatively close together \thilst the rest from C to F ~·12re etenly 
distributed across the width of the cl1annel (Figure 5.1). At each of 
these stages from 4 to 8 samples were taken, mair..ly in a liroe frcm 
soffit level to invert of the accessible face. Sampling was cc:.rrie:i 
out as rapidly as possible so as not to hinder the work of the ITJ-i,.,ers~ 
particularly when they were excavating the face without a break through-
out a shift. Therefore no regular pattern could be es-l:ablished. 
Subsequent examination of the results has shown that more reg·c1lar 
sampling would not have affected their interp::-etation (Figure 5.1). 
About 1 Kg of a1luviuni was taken from each of the m:unple lo.::-<'· 1 ities 
A to C and these 'tiere stored in sealed polythene bag.s. This r::22t"hod o:f 
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storage had proved to be the most efficient in preventing the loss 
of moisture from the samples. A different procedure \<!as used for 
samples D to F in order to obtain information on the effect of air 
pressure on the moisture content of the alluvimn in the tunnel face. 
For these samples several ~ long steel tubes were driven horizontally 
into the face to produce cores of about 35cm in length and 4cm in 
diameter. Polythene bags were used as temporary seals for ends of tr .. e 
tubes until the cores were extruded. 
As the drive re-entered the boulder clay on the west side of t!1e 
channel, two samples were taken from the weathered surface of the bculder 
clay. Again the sarnples were extracted by driving hvo of the steel 
tubes li1to the face, in this case at an angle which would obtajn a cere 
-
normal to the boulder clay-alluvium interface. These cores \vere: 
labelled G whilst a final specimen of unweathered boulder clay H 'l.'as 
taken from the tUllllel face when the drive had passed severa1 metres i:l~:; 
the boulder clay. 
5.2 Methods of Analysis 
a) Moisture content, Organic content and Absorbed moisture. 
About 30 to 40gm of sediment 111ere removed from the middle of each 
of the samples A to C and the various experiments were carried out u~~n 
these smaller samples. Similar samples were cut at intervals from the 
cores taken at localities D to F. Work commenced on the samples as 
soon as possible after their collection, particularly in the case of D 
to F where the delay between collection and the determination of moistlJ.!'e 
content was kept below 1~ hours. ~ne cores of boulder clay G were 
similarly treated and a smaller sample of unweathered boulder clay H w-as 
extracted from the specimen which had been collected. 
Almost 150 samples of alluvium and boulder clay were produced a:1d 
subsequently submitted to the following eJ\..'Jlerimental procedures: 
1) Samples from localities A to F were weighed and dried at 
105°C to constant weight, which frequently took several days, in order 
to determine their moisture contents by weight loss. The samples were 
coaled to room temperature in a desiccator before the dry weight was 
found. 
.f 
2) The samples wer~ then allowed to absorb atmospheric moisture e.t 
room temper~ture for 7 days before being weighed again to determine the 
quantity absorbed. 
3) Samples from G and H were similarly dried but no determinations 
were carried out. All the samples A to H were ground down by pestle and 
mortar and two portions of the po\.,rdered samples, of about 1.5 gm each, 
were again dried at 105°C to constant .weight in small test tubes. 
Usually the drying stage took 48 hours and was necessary for removing the 
absorbed mixture. 
4) An estimation of the organic content was subsequently obtained by 
placing the test tubes in an oven at 350°C for 48 hours, cooling then in a 
desiccator to room temperature and weighing to find the weight loss. 
Some loss of carbon dioxide from the carbonates m~y have caused the values 
to be slightly too high. 
5) Finally, the samples were again allowed to absorb atmospheric 
moisture for 7 days and the weight absorbed was determined. 
All the weights were found to the nearest milligram whilst the 
quantities of moisture, absorbed moisture and organic material are 
expressed as percentages relative to the dry weight of the sample to the 
nearest 0.001%, (see Appendices). 
Stages 1 and 2 were carried out upon batches consisting of all the 
samples from each locality in turn, whilst for stages 3,4 and 5 batches of 
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20 samples \vere used. In addition to these a c.ontrol experiment was 
performed to monitor any differences in the experimental co!lditions for 
each batch. A group of samples v.ras assembled using one from each of the 
above batches and these were subjected to the process outlli1ed above. 
Each sample, therefore, underwent the process under exactly the same 
conditions. 
Any variations between the control results and those obtained 
previously pointed to an inconsistency in the experimental conditions for 
the batch from \-Ihich the sample came. The moisture contents could not be 
checked in this fashion because of the difficulty in retaining the 
original amount of moisture until all the samples had been collected. 
T"he results for the orga...··dc content proved to be in agreeme..."lt for all the 
batches, however, considerable variation 'v!as found in some of the absorbed 
moisture contents determined both before and after the removal of the 
organic material. This resulted from the day to da~ variations in 
atmospheric hQ~idity, to which the quantity of absorbed moisture was 
related. These variations can be seen in Figure 5.2 \-Jhich shO\-Is the 
absorbed moisture contents of five samples measured over a period of 10 
days after drying. The samples were from locality B and the absorbed 
moisture values were those of stage 2 in the experimental procedure. 
L'lconsistencies in the results for both stage 2 and stage 5 have, therefore, 
been corrected using the control values as follows: 
Control Percentage 
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Figure 5.2: VARIATION IN THE ABSORBTION OF ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
WITH TIME 
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b} X-Ray Diffraction. 
In order to investigate variations in the mineralogy of.the 
samples, some of them were analysed by X-ray Diffraction. The samples 
used \>/ere further portions of the dried and powdered samples v1hich 1:1ere 
produced for stage 3 described above. Analysis was carried out on all 
samples from A to C and one sample from each of the cores D to F of the 
alluvial material. The cores of weathered boulder clay each provided 
eight samples, all of which were analysed to provide some information upon 
the possible development of a weathered profile in the s~rface of the 
boulder clay. Finally, the sample from H was analysed for a comparison 
between lmweathered and weathered boulder clay as it was probable that the 
cores had not penetrated beyond the '1-Teathered layer. 
This resulted in 37 samples of alluvium distributed across the 
cbrumel and 16 samples of weathered boulder clay with one unKeathered 
sample from the west side of the channel. 
following procedure: 
Each of these underwent the 
1) 0. 45 gm of powedered sample vtas weighed out and 0.05 gm of an 
89 
internal standard Boehmite added to it formn1g a 90% sample to 100~ Boehmite 
mixture. E?th were weighed to the nearest 0.00005 gm. 
2) The h1o substances were mixed with an agate pestle and mortar 
for 5 minutes and the mixture was put in a labelled tube. 
3) About 0.2 gm of the sample was placed on a clea."'l glass slide and 
a lake of acetone run around it. 
4) The pov1eder was then spread out with a spatula a1·1d the slide 
shaken to form an even film of the sample before allowing the acetone to 
evaporate. 
5) A slide prepared L~ this way was placed in an X-ray Diffracto-
meter and bombarded with X-rays at 45 kU and 25 rnA. Heasurement of the 
90 
diffracted radiation took place with the detector moving from 3° to 
0 0 lt-3 28 at l per minute, the radiation peaks being traced on a chart 
recorder running at 10 nun/minute making 1° 2 8 = 10mm of chart. 
For each sample the peak to background ratio v1as adjusted to a 
maximum whilst still retaining the relevant quartz peak r.rith:L'1 the chart 
span. This was achieved by using electronic filters during the 
amplifica.tion of the detector signal. The ranges used for the sc:u-:~ples 
analysed were 77 to 81 for the Lower Level adjustment and 10 to 34 for tlle 
Window adjustment. 
Various minerals were found to be present from the 2 e values of the 
chart peaks. These are listed in ~able 3 along with their respective 
2 8 and D-spacing values. Background radiation resulting from the glass 
slide was removed as shown i...""J. Figure 5.3 and the areas of the various 
peaks were measured using a pla11.imeter. Peak areas produced by this 
method vary with the different detector signal amplification conditions 
and with different sample thicknesses on the glass slide. Therefore, the 
areas of each mineral peak \vere expressed as a ratio to the Boeb.l:'.ii te pea};: 
to remove the effects of this variability. 
Boehmite ratios obtained were compared with calibration curves to 
find the percentage of each mineral. These curves were prepared using 
various proportions of pure or nearly pure minerals, and Boehmite to give 
a Boehmite Peak Area Ratio to Percentage of Mineral curve. A curve was 
required for each of the main m:inerals present in the alluvium. 
for Kaolinite and Illite several curves were necessary because different 
degrees of structural disorder in these minerals affected the peak area 
ratios. The shapes of the peaks were also changed a11.d the relationship 
between the half peak width and the Boeh.mite r.alf peak width gave a Shape 
Factor which •,...-as used as a guide to the level of disorder. The Shape 
MTNERAL 26 D-SPACD\TG 
Chlorite 7-35 13-96 
Muscovite-Illite 10.3() 9-92 
Kaollilite 14-40 7-14 
BOEHMITE 16.90 6.09 
Quartz 24-35 1~.24 
Plagioclase 25-73 1.,_.02 
Orthoclase 32.07 3-24 
Calcite 34-35 3-03 
Dolomite 36.15 2.88 
Siderite 37-42 2-79 
Pyrite 38-58 .?..71 
Table 3: MINERALS IDENTIFIED IN ALLLnJIUH At'ID 





























































Jc'actor was also used to choose which calibration curve should be used 
for converting the peak area ratios into a percentage of the mineral. 
The curves used were developed by T.J. Smith of the Department of 
Engineering Geology and R. Hardy of the X-ray laboratory for use on 
Mesozoic and Tertiary clays and Carboniferous sr~les respectively. This 
places some limitations upon the interpretation of the results. 
Although the absolute values of the percentages may not be completely 
accurate, which applies particularly to the clays, their relative 
proportions for the same mineral between different sa.:'!lples should be a 
good representation of the relative proportions of the minerals. 
c) X-ray Fluorescence. 
All the specimens analysed by the X-ray Diffraction method a.lso 
underwent X-ray Fluorescence analysis. 
method aga.'in described forthwith: 
The various stages of the 
1) Jcurther portions of the dried and pm1edered material were used 
in the analysis. About 10 gm v/ere mi.."'<:ed with a binding rGain Hov1iol end 
placed in a mould. 
2) A compressive force of 7 tons presffitre was applied for 2 
minutes to produce a 1 z inch diameter round pellet of about ±-inch in 
thickness. Where insufficient sample was available the pellets \"/ere 
given a borax backing for reinforcement and to n~L~taLn opacity to the 
x-ra:ys. 
3) The pellets were run on a Phillips P.vl. 12-12 Automatic 
Sequential Analyser using a TE 108 Torrens IndustrJ Automatic Sample 
loader. Machine drift was monitored by using a standard analysed for 
each run. Conditions used for this group of sa.lnples are listed in the 
93 
appendices. 
Samples were run with 12 International Standards for sedimentary 
material and the results analysed by computer. Those appearing in the 
appendices are uncorrected for mass absorption and were calculated on 
a co2 , C ru1d H20 free basis. 1-nese constituents make up the rerr:a:i.ning 
10-12% of the difference between the total of oxides and 100%. 
5·3 Results ~~d Interpretation. 
a) 14.oisture Content, Organic Content and Absorbed Hoisture. 
Various combinations of these results are illustrated in Figures 
5-4 to 5.7 to show the relationships between the various properties of 
the alluvium. In order to reduce the amount of data the values for the 
samples from cores D to F were averaged to fi..l'J.d a mean for each core. 
The closest correlation was obtained from the combination of the initial 
absorbed nlOisture, that is, that of the dried samples, and the organic 
content (Figure 5.4). These show an increase in Ute quantity of 
absorbed moisture with an increase i..~ the org~l'J.ic content. Also tht 
91-:-
points fall i...l'J.to two distinct groups, one w-ith 2.3 to 3-3~6 Cirg~l'J.ic material 
and a smaller group of 3.6 to 4.Cffo organic content, each group ~-ith 
correspondingl~ lower and higher absorbed moisture values respectively. 
The exceptions to this relationship have been sho~'!l to have abnormally 
high clay contents (E.6) or quartz contents (A.4, D.5, E.2), or in the 
case of C.3 a large piece of organic material such as a t\o;ig may have 
caused the relationship to break down. 
By comparing the organic and absorbed moisture contents to the 
origiral moisture contents of the samples a similar distribution ~~d 
grouping of poir1ts results (Figure 5·5 and 5.6). Ho\·Tever, there is 
considerably more scatter with respect to the original moisture content 
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action of the compressed air in the drive upon the face. 
be exalllined in more detail in Cha_pter 6. 
This \-!ill 
Finally, in the comparison of the organic content \vith the final 
absorbed moisture, that is, that absorbed after the removal of organic 
material, the relationship has almost completely broken down (Figure 5.7). 
In this latter case two things could explain the breakdo\•Tfl of the 
relationship, the removal of the organic material and the destruction of 
the sedimentary structure. Both of these factors must be important in 
creating the relationships observed beh1een organic content, original 
moisture content and the absorbed moisture. The presence of finely 
disseminated organic material \·lithin the sediment must have a profound 
influence upon the opermess of the structure of the sediment particles, 
and hence it is felt that the quantity of organic material is the Ullder-
lying factor causing the relationships observed above and their breakdown 
in Figure 5·7· 
The distribution of the organic contents :into bt1o distinct groups 
indicates the sediment may be made up of two components. 11lis \'JUS 
observed occasionally in the tunnel face \-Then freshly broken surfaces 
of the alluvium revealed alternating light and dark grey layers. It 
would appear f:J;"om the results so far obtained that these layers are 
caused by variations in the organic content, the darker layers corres-· 
·pending to the group with higher organic contents. In the tunnel face 
99 
the light bands were thicker than the dark bands by approximately 3 to 5 em 
for the light bands and 1 to 2 em for the dark bands, \o!hich agrees with 
the ratio of high to low organic contents of 1 : 3· The layered structure 
was much more clearly seen in the upper part of the tunnel face, and if 
the organic contents are averaged for the lower a.r1d upper half of each 
100 
smnple locality the lower half contains 2.97~% whilst the upper half 
contains 3.429%. Similarly the mean organic content for each locality 
reveals a lateral v~iation across the width of the cl1annel (Figure 5.17). 
These variations show a correspondence to the variations of the 
mineralogy within the channel and \-Jill be cliscuss·3d further in the 
following sections. 
b) X-Ray Diffraction. 
The results obtained show most of the samples of alluvitrrn possess 
a very similar assemblage of minerals. Those vThich are present are 
mainly Quart, Kaolinite, Illite ru1d the Mixed Layer Clays. Quartz, 
and Kaolinite form distinct peaks whilst the Illite and Ni..">Ced layer Clay 
appear as a series of low peaks forming a diffuse ht@p. A srll?.ller, 
sharper peak of Muscovite was usu.ally superimposed upon this hump for 
the samples of alluvium analysed. The relationship of these latter 
minerals is such t:hat the Illite is formed from the. hydration of 
Muscovite, a process which progressively lowers the Muscovite peruc until 
only the diffuse hump remains (Figure 5.3). The Illite forms the part 
of the hump with the lower D-spacing, the part below the Muscovite peak, 
whilst the Mixed Layer Clays form the part with the higher D-spacing. 
By further alteration the Illite can become degraded into 11ixed Layer 
Clays which in turn can be altered to minerals of higher D-spacing. 
Alteration also causes Kaolinite to become disordered in the 00'1 
plane and the diffraction peak is lowered and widened (Figure 5.3). 
Hence the presence of a tall narrow Kaol:L.'lite peak and a substantial 
Muscovite peak in the majority of the diffraction charts shows that the 
clays are relatively fresh, as might be expected, from a recently deposited 
sediment. 
Small amounts of chlorite, calcite, dolomite, orthoclase, 
plagioclase, siderite and pyrite made up the remainder of the sediment. 
However, the accuracy of the method \vas not sufficient for the reliable 
determination of any trends shown by these mmerals. Mineralogics.l 
trends were determined for the ~ajor constituents in the form of a 
ratio of Quartz to Total Clays compared with the equivalent org~~ic 
conter..ts (Figure 5.8). A very general relationship is shown in \vhich 
samples having a high organic content ,,vere more clay rich than those \<lith 
a low organic content. Ho\,..ever, the relationship is far from conclucive 
due to the considerable scatter of the Quartz to Clays ratio \vhich rr..ay 
be a result of the inaccuracy of the original percentages (listed i_~ 
full L~ the Appendices). The possibility will be examined further usin~ 
X-ray Fluorescence data. 
Figures 5.9 to 5.12 show typical charts of samples with high and 
low clay contents B.2 and A.6 and of two quartz-rich samples D.2 and ~.7, 
the latter also contail1ed gravel material. Sample D.5 was prepe..red (.-./ 
sieving with a B.S. 212 sieve, follo\ved by 15 mir..utes of grindir.;g in a 
pestle and mortar of both D.2 and D.5 to reduce the size of the q~J.e.rt.z 
particles. This was carried out because large quartz grains prod~ce 
anomalously lovr peak area ratios (G.W. Brindley, 1961): :t~scovite and 
carbonate peaks for these latter two are much reduced or absent shovdng 
hydration and solution has occurred. h1creased ground water percolatio~ 
in these more permeable beds is probably the cause of this feature. 
The unweathered sample of boulder clay H had a very similar 
mineralogy to the alluvium samples (Figure S.13). Two cores of 
weathered material G.1 an<i G.2. showed, however, several distinct 
101 
differences in mineralogy, the most obvious of which was an absence of 
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Figure 5.9: X.R.D. CHART OF ORGANIC-RICH SAMPLE {B.2l-· . 
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Figure 5.10: XRD. CHART OF ORGANIC-POOR SAMPLE (A.6) 
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Figure 5.14: X.R.D. CHART OF WEATHERED BOULDER 
CLAY SAMPLE (G.1A) 
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Figure 5.15: X.R.D. CHART OF ZONE OF CARBONATE 
ACCUMULATION (G.1 H) 
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In addition to this the Muscovite peak we.s much reduced or absent due 
to hydration to Illite by the same process (Figure 5.14). Samples 
taken from the deepest point in both these cores had a mineralogy in 
which the carbonate minerals reappeared, in the case of siderite the 
quantity was higher than that seen in any other saJilple (Figure 5.15). 
This feature will be discussed further using X-ray Fluorescence 
evidence. 
Stones found in the samples were mainly of fine grained, landJJated 
sandstoneswith coarser sandstones, shales and occasional coal fragments 
indicating probable derivation from the Coal Measures. EY ..amination of 
the gravel ma.terial revealed a similar suite of fragments showing that 
at least the lenses of gravel were derived directly from the boulder 
cle~ by stream action. 
c) X-Ray Fluorescence. 
The X-ray Fluorescence results express the geochemistry of the 
alluvium end boulder clay as the proportions of ti1e major elementE' :L1 
the form of percentages of their oxides. Some of these can be take~ as 
being representative of the relative proportions of some of the minerals. 
Sulphur, when present is mainly that which is contained in iron pyrites 
and changes in the qua_~tities of calcium and magnesium are a good 
indication of changes in the quantities of calcite and dolomite. In 
addition variations in the ratio of Total Silica to AlumL~iwn corres-
pond to variations in the proportions of quartz to clays. Although 
this is only applicable to a group of samples with very similar clay 
minerals and is not the normal use of the ratio. 
When the ratio is compared with the distribution of organic contents 
of the Eauples, a better relationship of increasing clay content 
corresponding to increasing organic content (Figure 5· ·16). There is 
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much less scatter from these results which further points to the 
inaccuracy of the X-ray Diffraction data. By averaging the silica 
to aluminiUm ratios for each locality a lateral variation was again 
found. This shows an increase in the amount of silica in the middle 
of the charmel where the lenses of sand and gravel were encountered 
(Figure 5.17). Similarly, the mean of the iron oxide percentages 
for each locality show a minimum content L~ the middle of the ch~~~el 
which may be related to lateral variations of the clays. 
By finding the mea..""J. of the oxides for the two main groups in 
Figure 5.4 the contrast between the geochemistry of samples with lo\.,r 
and high organic contents can be demonstrated, Table 4. Samples with 
a high organic content show an increased mear1 Silica to AlumL""J.ium ratio 
of 0.2829 compared to 0.2367, which indicates they a.re more clay rich. 
These samples also have a higher mean iron o:x:ide content of 5.8'7% 
compared to 4.86% and a higher sulphur content of 1.30% to 0. 78~6. The 
latter shows a connection between the occurrence of iron pyrites and the 
108 
quantity of organic material. P.Jrites is known to form vrithin a sed:ilnent 
under strong reducing conditions, such as those produced by the anaerobic 
decay or organic material. Therefore the layers with a higher orgarlic 
content are the most favourable for pyrites formation. 
As 11.ri th mineralogy, the geochemistry of the boulder clay I-I was 
very similar to that of the alluvium. Notable exceptions are the higher 
Silica to Aluminium ratio of 0.3624 compared to 0.2383, which indicates 
a higher proportion of clays in the boulder clay, and the sulphur content 
of 0.31% which is much lower than the mean of 0.91% for the alluvium. 
Since the latter indicates there is much less pyrites in the boulder clay 
it is unlikely that the pyrites of the alluvium was derived from the 
drift. 
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Figure 5.17: LATERAL VARIATION IN GEOCHEMISTRY 
WITHIN THE CHANNEL 
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WH Organic High Organic Unweathered \-leathered Oxide Alluvium Alluvium Boulder Clay Boulder Clay 
Si02 55-10 56.51 53.67 55-29 
Al20_ 
- :J 
13.04 15-99 19-45 20-57 
Fe2o3 4.86 5-87 6.15 5-07 
MgO 2.61 2.60 2.40 5-73 
CaO 4-41 3-52 4-15 0.41 
Na2o 0.75 0.72 0.60 0.46 
K20 3-~7 3-40 3·19 2.67 
Ti02 0.77 0.83 0.86 0.98 
s 0.78 1-30 0.31 0.20 
P205 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.10 
A12o3/Si02 0.2367 0.2828 0.3624 0-3720 
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GEOCHEMICAL PROFILE OF WEATHERED 
SURFACE OF BOULDER CLAY 
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The geochemisty of samples G.l and G.2 clearly illustrate the 
effects of leaching upon the boulder clay (Figure 5.18). Leaching 
has removed much of the calcium, magnesium and iron from the upper 
samples and redeposited them in the deepest samples, \vhich corresponds 
to the distribution of calcite, dolomite and siderite in the 
mineralogy. Iron was particularly concentrated to bet111een 7.5']6 and 
13%, which is shown to be mainly siderite by the mineralogy. An 
accumulation of iron and carbonates in a weathered profile suggests the 
presence of a hard iron pan at 10 to 20cm depth below the surface. A 
feature \'!hich is commonly fotmd in pre.sent day soils and weathered 
horizons. The evidence shows, therefore, that it is very probable that 
in the past the surface of the boulder clay vras exposed to sub-a.ereal 
weathering processes for a period of time. 
5.4 Grainsize Distribution. 
Grainsize distribution determinations of three samples were carried 
out by \·ret sieving and pipette analysis according to B.S. 13?7. 
The results illustrated in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show examples of 
each of the two main groups of samples, A.6 with a low organic content 
113 
of 2.693 and B.2 \'.rith a high organic content of 3.984. These clearly 
demonstrate the higher clay content of B.2 compared to A.6~ Figure 5.21 
also illustrates the grainsize distribution of sample D.5 taken from a 
thin bed of gravelly alluvium. Some of the larger lenses of sand and 
gravel probably contained much greater proportions of sand and gravel. 
The skew of these distribution curves is typical of alluvial silts 
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Nwnber Srunple Plastic Limit(%) Liquid Limit (~6) Plasticity Index(;~~) 
1 A.6 29.03 49-40 20.37 
2 B.2 29.27 50.00 20.73 
3 D.S 24-95 37.05 12.10 (Gravelly) 
4 E.3 26.12 48.63 22-51 
5 F.1 29.89 46.71 16.82 
6 1.a* 28.20 48.50 20.30 
7 1. b* 28.60 1~.50 19.80 
8 1.c* 25-54 46.50 20.96 
9 2.a* 28.49 42.60 '13.11 
10 2.b* 28.19 44-50 16.31 
11 2.c* 27-23 41.80 14-57 
* after N. El-Naga 
Table 5: LIQUID AND PLASTIC LIHITS. 
5·5 Liquid and Plastic Limits. 
Liquid and plastic limits were determli1ed for the three sruuples 
\'Thich \vere used for the grainsize analysis and for several other samples 
according to B.S. 1377. The results obtab1ed are listed in Table 5 
and have been plotted on Figure 5.22 of Liquid Limit vs. Plasticity 
Index. The majority of the results fall close to the 'A' line \<.rith 
the region of organic silts, \vhich complies with the analyses of the 
samples, although some points cross into the region of inorganic clays 
of medium plasticity. 
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Chapter 6 
GROUNDWATER AND CONSOLIDATION 
STUDIES 
6.1 Moisture Contents in the TuP~~el Face. 
~ne stabilization of the tunnel face by compressed air results 
from the occurrence of two processes. Mainly the face is supported 
by the force exerted by the air pressure upon the face. 
Simultalleously the material in the face is strengthened oy a red.,~:::tic~: 
in the moisture content, which occurs when the air pressure exceeds 
the pore water pressure. 
In order to investigate the latter phenomenon, ~~e cores from 
localities D, E and F were analysed Ln detail for variations i~ 
moisture content and organic content with respect to depth into the 
tunnel face. The results that were obtained are presented in the 
Appendices. The strong li1fluence of the organic content has already 
been noted in Chapter 5. Considerable variations in the amount of 
organic material were encountered from core to core and small variations 
between different srunples from the same core. As a result of this it 
was necessary that the influence of variations in the organic content, 
upon the moisture contents of each sample, should be removed. 
The gradient of the line through the two main groups of poi..t1ts .i_n 
Figure 5·4 was used to achieve the correction. For a given organic 
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content, the i...'1tersection of the value \o;i th the line gave a moisture 
content which the sample would have possessed in the absence of any 
other influence. Therefore, by using the various organic contents, 
it was possible to find the difference beb1een the moisture content for 
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Although the method relies too heavily upon the controllL'1g effects 
of the organic content over the moisture content, tha corrected results 
show a much more consistent pattern than before the correction was 
applied. The results are illustrated in Figures 6.1 to 6.3 for ea.ch 
locality as a percentage deviation from the normal moisture content, 
varying with depth into the face. 
In general these show a reduction of moisture content from the 
normal in cores taken from the top of the tunnel, and an increase for 
cores from the bottom of the face. Also the pro files in to the tunnel 
face show a rapid increase in moisture oontent, follv~t/ed by a reduction, 
producing a peak value at between 5 ru1d 10cm into the face. This is 
particularly evident from cores taken from the lo~trer part of the tunnel 
face. It is possible that the profiles may be a re&llt of variable 
compressive forces exerted on the alluvium durL'1g the i...'1sertion of the 
sampling tubes and the extrusion of the cores. Alternatively, they 
may represent the interaction of air pressure and pore pressure at depth 
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The de-watering of the upper half of the face, with respect to the 
lower half, is consistent with the increase in pore pressure which 
occurs with depth relative to the constant air pressure acti."l.g over the 
whole of the face. The de-watering indicates that the po~·e pressure, 
in at least the upper part of the face, was overcome by the air pressure 
in the drive of 90 kN/m2 , whilst the pore pressure in the lo•11er part was 
in excess of the air pressure. Observations of sand and gravel beds 
in the tunnel face show that the upper beds always Etppeared dry, and 
those in the lower part of the face always seeped water into t:h.0 tur_"Yl.el. 
This supports the results gained from the srunples. Although the level 
of compensation in the face appeared to vary, probably due to changes in 
the water-table level across the chan__r1el, it was usually located aTmmd 
the middle of the faceo 
Cores from locality D were divided into five sections which pro·.red 
an unsatisfactory method, as can be seen from the results, for detectin.g 
changes in moisture content over relatively short distances. Also co:ce 
D.5 gave very low values, due to the samples containli1g sand ~~d gravel 
material, despite the fact that the bed was at the base of the accessibJe 
face, and was observed to be seeping water into the tunnel. The 
profiles from localities E ~'1d F are more consistent due to an improved 
sampling process which involved taking smaller samples at intervals 
along the core. 
of the cores. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the various methods of samplL"l.g 
6.2 Piezometer Results. 
The pore pressures tn the alluvium were measured before the tunnel 
reached the array using the piezometer litstalled at 1m above soffit and 
axis depth ht boreholes 1 and 2 respectively. \Vhrn borehole 1 was exposed 
in the tm1~el face air penetrated the grout above the soffit and leaked 
into the piezometer ru1d through the co~~ecting tubes to the grom1d 
surface making it impossible to take further readings. This leak 
persisted for several weeks afterwards, however the piezometer in 
borehole 2 remained operation and recorded a rise in pore pressure as 
the shield passed the array. 
The results are sho\-m in Figure 6.5 with respect to tunnel advance 
in metres rather than time which is less relevant in this case. Pore 
pressures before the array was reached were 109.1 kN/m2 in borehole 2 and 
78.4 kN/m2 in borehole 1 at the piezometer design depths making the water-
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table 2.25 m below the ground surface, asou.ming that there is no 1 =tqu.iclude 1 
of significantly lower permeability between the piezometer a..~d the ground 
surface. As the tunnel face passed the array the pore pressure in 
borehole 2 rose to 119.2 kN/m2 , which would support a water-table at 
1.22 m belov1 ground surface, although the low permeability of the alluvium 
may have prevented the air pressure from affecting the level of the 1-.rater-
table until some time afterwards. . The pore pressure is equivalent to 
that of 97.9 kN/m2 at the depth of the excavated surface of alluviur.1 above 
the soffit of the lining, which is very close to the air pressure of 
2 . 
90 kN/m used in the drive. The increased pore pressure may therefore 
be a transmittance of the air pressure inside the tunnel,\'lith the camp-
ression of the alluvium caused by the forward movement of the tunnelling 
shield increasing the value from 90 to 97.9 kN/m2• :B'igure 6.6 illustrates 
the balance between these opposing pressures. 
When the compressed air was released the amount of v1ater made by the 
tunnel increased as a result of the tunnel acting as a drain to the 
alluvium surrounding it. This drainage facility progressively lowered 
Tunnel Advance (m} 
-5 0 
Pore Pressure 
{kN m2) 1oo 3 
Depth to Water Table 
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1 
Figure 6.5: CHANGE IN PORE PRESSURE WITH PASSAGE OF 
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Figure 6.6: DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE EFFECT 
OF COMPRESSED AIR 
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Tunnel Face Position (m) Pore Pressure at2 Depth of \-later t-aol€ Axis depth (kN/m ) beloH surface (m) 
-· l~. 27 109.1 2.25 
- 2.50 108.3 2.3l~ 
- 1.25 107.6 2.40 
- 0.40 107.0 2.25 
1.22 112.5 1.90 
3.66 117-1 1.q.3 
4-75 121.9 0.94 
5.60 120.7 1.07 
8.53 121.3 1.01 
11.40 119.2 1.22 
Data for Figure 6.~ 
Depth of \'later table below sur··face (m) 
Day B.H.I. B.H.2 
119 3-52 3-37 
176 1-05 0.29 
184 1.16 
202 0.69 
224 0.38 0._38 
Data for latter Eart of consolidation. 
Table 6: PIEZOMETER RESULTS. 
the pore pressure in both boreholes until the water-table, which must 
have been in equilibrium with the pore pressures because of· the long 
time-period over. which this took place, was 3.52 m below gr9und surface 
in borehole 1 and 3-37 m in borehole 2. These values are equivalent 
to 66 kN/m2 and 67.5 kN/m2 respectively both values calculated to tlle 
/ 
depth of the piezometer in borehole 1. The measurement results tended 
to be slightly erratic, however, because of varying weather and tidal 
conditions. 
The lowering of the pore pressure coincided with the consolidation 
phase of ground settlement. During the latter part of consolidation 
the joints in the tunnel lining were caulked in order to seal the tunnel 
prior to carrying out further stages of construction. This process 
effectively removed the drainage properties of the tunnel and resulted 
in a gradual increase in pore pressure by the re-establishment of a 
state of equilibrium. 
Readings for piezometer 1 were lower than those for piezometer 2 
in each case, until the last results showed the same values for both 
piezometers with the water-table at 0.38 m below ground surface or 
96.8 kN/m2 in borehole 1 and 127-5 kN/m2 at axis depth in borehole 2. 
The lower pore pressure in borehole 1 at a given depth is due to maximum 
drainage facility occurring along the centre line. An extrapolation of 
these values is illustrated in Figure 6.7 showing the lowering of the 
water-table and its subsequent rise. 
6.3 Flow-tank Analogue 
Investigations were carried out into the drainage process brought 
about by the tunnel using,a flow-tank model in the laboratory (Plate 3). 
A piezometer was used to simulate a permeable tunnel and the flow-tank was 
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Figure 6.7: CHANGE IN WATER-TABLE DURING CONSOLIDATION 










Figure 6.8: WATER-TABLE IN ELOW-TANK ANALOGUE 
built around it to accommodate a sufficient depth of san.d to give 
the correct depth to diameter ratio of the Willington Quay siphon, 
coincidentally the scale was very close to 100 : 1. The sand \oiaS 
compacted under water by vibration tmtil all the visible voids were 
eliminated. 
Potassium permanganate dye was used to trace the flo\or lines 
produced when water was allowed to drain from the piezometer under a 
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head of water kept constant at just above the surface of the sand (Plate 3). 
The latter was necessary to maintain continuity betvreen the depth of 
water in the reservoirs at either side of the tank. During the 
determination of the flow lines, the pore pressures were measured usL~g 
glass tubes inserted to various depths in the sand, the \vater le'Tels 
being read through the side of the tank. Figure 6.8 includes the 
results obtained for the pore pressures whilst water ;.;as draini.1'1.g into 
the 'tunnel 1 • These compare well with the distribution of pore pressures 
measured in the field during the consolidation phase·of settlement. 
Finally, after the completion of these experiments, a low <:dr 
pressure was applied to the 'tunnel' to simulate the effects of the a-ir 
pressure used in the drive to stabilize the face. It has alre~dy been 
noted in the previous section that the air pressure was in excess of the 
pore pressure at the top of the face. Therefore, some permeation of 
the alluvium above the tunnel soffit would be expected. However, the air 
found a channel to the surface and leaked a\oray before it could have an.'/ 
effect, presumably this vras due to variations in packing of the sand. vihich 
proved difficult to eliminate. In order to prevent this the air 
pressure was replaced by water pressure, which, although not having the 
buoyancy of air in water, nevertheless produced results consistent \·rith 
those for air illustrated by K. Szechy (1966). The flow of v;ater was 
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traced by small quantities of d,ye distributed armmd the tunnel, the 
flow direction of the dye a..'1.d rates of flow being traced on the side 
of the tank (Figure 6.9). For this experiment the pressure of Hater 
inside the 'tunnel' was maintained at a leve1 which balanced the pore 
pressure about half v1ay up the 'tunnel 1 • 
'l'he limitations of these experiments are mainly that the permeability 
of the sand is higher than that measured for the silt. Us:ing a constant 
head permeability apparatus the coefficient of permeability K, was 
found in em/sec from: 
K = 
.9.=.!_ 
A.H em/sec (from T.N.W.Akroyd (1964)). 
where q = the volume of water passed in em/sec. 
l = the length of sample in em. 
A the cross-sectional area of the sample ill 2 = em 
H = the head of water in em. 
2 Using samples of alluvium of 6.7 em in length and 28.3 em area, 
the volume of \'later passed per second 'vJas measured for various heads of 
water, after some time had been allowed for the sa~ple to consolidate ill~der 
the pressure. T'ne vertical permeability was found to be 1.03 x 10-? em/sec 
whilst laterally it \vas slightly higher at 1.25 x 10-7 em/sec because of 
the layers of more silty sediment. The samples were taken from locality 
C. Permeabilities quoted for medium sand are around 2.95 x 10-7 ern/sec 
(T.W. Lambe and R.V. Whitman, 1969). The anisotropy of the alluvium is 
therefore not too great to affect the flow-ljnes drastically, although the 
lower permeability makes the processes observed mllch slov1er and may 
prevent the significant permeation of air above the tmmel. 
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6.4 Consolidation Experiment. 
A large undisturbed block of alluvium was collected from axis 
depth at locality C and stored in all.uminium foil. A sample was 
Jater taken from this block and used in a consolidation test carried 
out according to B.S. 1377. The resultsof the test are listed in 
the appendices. 
Figure 6.10 shows the decrease of the void..s ratio '!tli th increasing 
pressure, the latter being plotted on a log scale. UsiP..g the const-· 
ruction shown the original overburden pressure for the sample vras found 
;:> 
to be 93.2 kN/m-. The value corresponds to the calculated effective 
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stress of 108.8 kN/m2 and shows that the alluvium is normally consolidated 
supporting the view that it is a post-glacial deposit. 
2 An additional sample was loaded to 93.2 ~~/m and unloaded in snall 
increments to give the rate of increase in voids ratio v1hich could be 
expected to occur if the ground surface above the alluvium \'las unloaded. 
The values obtained are included in Figure 6.10. The estimated 
unloading of the groi.md surface caused by the demolition of the settJ..e-
2 
ment damaged wall vias 50.19 kN/m • Given that the tase of the 
channel vias 17 m below ground surface and that the upper 3 m was composed 
;:> 
of fill, the Lmloading at the centre of the alluvium was 1.08 hl{/m-. 
This was est~nated by spreading the load on a 2(vertical): 1(horizontal) 
basis. .Using the value in the unloading curve in Figure 6.10 an 
estimate of the L"lcrease in voids ratio was determined \vhich \vas inserted 
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The uplift predicted was approximately 0.082 mm from a voids 
ratio increase of 0.000012. This indicates that the unloading was 
much too small to cause the observed uplift, although a number of 
features of the uplift make it difficult to explain by any other 
process: 
I 
1. All surface stations were uplifted by different amounts which 
rules out the possibility of disturbance of the T.B.M. Also the 
maximum uplift occurred, both at the surface and underground, in borehole 
4 and surface station E which was the closest to the demolished wall. 
2. A more likely alternative is that back-grouting around the tunnel 
caused the uplift, although the sub-surface movement particularly in 
borehole 2 is not directly away from the tunnel lining. The lateral 
movement which did take place appeared to be more the result of a 
buckling of the inclinometer tubes rather than a movement controlled by 
the tunnel. 
3. There were no exceptionally high tides or high rainfall around the 
period of the uplift although an increase in pore pressure was measured 
after this period. The latter feature may have been brought about by 
the caulking of the tunnel lining which took place over that period. 
However, although this could explain the uplift by decreasing the 
effective stress, the process of consolidation was resumed after the 
uplift. 
Therefore, the unloading of the ground ranains the most probable 
explanation of the observed uplift. 
By projecting the present rate of settlement on a log time basis 
two years of movement will produce a maximum settlement of 100 mm and 
after three years 112 mm·of settlement will have taken place. This 
asswr.e::J that consolidation is an infinite process which, in practise, 
is not the case. The consolidation of the alluvium in the field, 
brought about by the lowerlllg of the pore pressure by drainage of pore-
\iater into the tunnel, can be regarded as an increase i..'l the effective 
stress acting upon the layer of alluvium. The jncrease caused by 
lov1ering the water-table by 2.3 m is of the order of 9.02 kN/m2• 
Again using this value lll the consolidation curve a decrease in voids 
ratio of 0.008 \vas determined which gave an approximate predicted 
maximum surface settlement of 55 mm. When combined with the settle-
ment which had occurred before consolidation began a total settlement 
of about 101 mm is predicted. 
6.5 Methane Determination 
During the early stages of tunnel construction gas was stated to 
have been detected \vhen the tunnel face \vas vJi thlll the boulder clay and 
about 21 m from the edge of the channel, -40.8 m from the instnm-.ent-
ation array. At this point five holes were augered into the t~1nel 
face and soft clay was encountered at between 1.5 and 2 m depth. A 
safety officer examined these auger holes with a lighted C~'ldle and 
ignited gas at the mouth of one of the holes. The lense of soft clay 
may have been a distributary . of the main channel of alluvium and vJas 
rapidly passed through by the tunnel face. However, the detection cf 
gas, probably methane, although unconfirmed by Gas Manometer tests, 
nevertheless caused concern about the possibility of further gas being 
encountered when the main channel was interescted. 
Eventually, when the tunnel was about 9 m into the main channel and at 
~9 m from the instrumentation array the drive was closed dovm for two 
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weeks for the installation of flameproof 1.ighting and equipment. Also 
the rate of ventilation of the compressed air \vas increased to prevent 
the build up of gas. 
At locality D a sample of the alluvium from the tunnel face was 
sealed in a D4 for an fu~alysis of the gas. In the laboratory about 
350 gm of wet sample was rapidly transferred to a flask and connected 
to the apparatus illustrated in Figure 6.11. Initially the apparatus 
was evacuated of air by means of a vacuum lin.e and this assisted in 
drawing off the gases from the sample. Then the sample was heated 
over a water-bath and the gases released were passed through two traps. 
0 The first was cooled by acetone-drycol at -78 C to remove t:O.e water 
I) 
vapour and the second by liquid air at -190 C to condence the re~aining 
gases. 
After about 2 hours of distillation, \·Jhen most of the water had 
been driven out of the sample causing a 28% loss in ·weight, the trap 
containing the condenses gases was connected to an empty and evacuatE:cl 
flask via a soda-·lime container. By \-:an:1i.~g the condensed gase<., and 
cooling the empty flask with liquid air the gases were transferred c:md 
at the same time passed over soda-lime "''hich removed most of the car"!Jmi 
dioxide present. Removal of the carbon dioxide was important for the 
analysis of the 'gases by Mass Spectrometer due to the dependence of the 
results upon the molecular weight of the gas. Carbon dioxide dissociates 
to form oxygen ions (02-) which have an ionic weight very close to that 
of methane (cH4). Therefore the oxygen ions must be kept as low as 
possible so as not to obscure the methane peak. 
The results illustrated in Figure 6.12 indicate the presence of 
·metha~e in excess of the background which results from machine oils. 
Although not quantitative, the peak shows that methane v:a.s evidently 
present in very small quantities. It is unlikely that much inter-
stitial gas \<Jas retained during the sa'llpling process, despite careful 
sealing of the U4, and compressed air had probably progressively 
driven the gas away ahead of the advancing turu1el face. 'l'herefore, 
the gas determined was that which was absorbed onto the clay particles 
and this may have only been partly driven off by heating to 100°C. 
The latter possibility is supported by a test carried out by a 
consultant on behalf of the construction company in \·thich a small 
sample v1as heated by a bunsen in a vacuu,"Il. After cooling air was 
allov1ed into the container and a sample of the gases and air was 
analysed by Gas Chromatography using a poropac coluffin. After cali-
bration with a mixture of Methane, Ethane, Propa11e, Butaiile and 
Ethelene the gases listed in Table 7 were obtained. 
A comparison was made with garden soil and in all the saturatej 
hydrocarbons the gases are present in greater quar..tities in the 
alluvil..illl 'llith methane being the main com:r;cnent. The unsaturated hydr·o-
carbons were found in greater quantities in the garden soil indicating 
that these gases are products of the breakdovm of humus, which is LYJ. 
turn formed by the aerobic decomposition of organic material. 
Conversely under anaerobic. conditions, such as those found within the 
alluvium, methane with small amounts of ethane and propane are formed. 
The test was performed when methane was detected in the t~Dnel 
after the compressed air \<Jas released. Using an M.S.A. Combustible 
Gas Detector a level of 2% of the lower explosive limit of methane was 
detected three days after the compressed air \<Jas released. Subsequently 
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Figure 6.11: GAS EXTRACTION APPARATUS 
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GAS SAMPLE ( 1?g) GARDEN SOIL (16g) 
Saturated l Methane 1.32 cc 0.22 cc Hydrocarbons Ethane 0.011 cc 0.007 cc Propane 0.033 cc o.oo cc 
Unsaturated { Ethylene 0.033 cc 0.06 cc Hydrocarbons Propylene 0.020 cc 0.055 cc 
Table 7 GAS ANALYSIS RESULTS 
methane and prevent the build up of pockets of gas in the roof. 
It can be concluded that methane was present within the deposit 
at pressures insufficient to overcome the pressure of the air in the 
drive of 90 kN/m2• However, once the air \vas released methane was 
able to seep into the tunnel. Gas was observed bubbling through 
water in the floor of the tunnel around the locality of the sand and 
gravel lenses in the middle of the channel. 'l'he higher permeability 
of these beds made them a focus for the seepage of gas jnto the tunnel. 
Methane generation is a common feature of organic silts and in 
this case the process may still be taking place. There is also a11 
alternative explanation which is plausible, that is, the methane ma.y 
originate from the old mine workings in the U.."1derlying Coal Heasures 
which are very frequent in the surrounding region. 
Chapter 7 
SUM~1ARY AND DISCUSSION 
The case history describes settlement and ground movement \<!hich 
took place when a 4.25 m diameter tunnel was shield driven at 13.375 m 
depth through a buried channel of soft organic alluvial silt. 
Investigations also revealed a number of features concerning the 
channel itself which have some bearing upon the nature of the grolllJ.d 
I!lovemen ts. The features are listed separately as follows:-
1) The channel was formed by post-glacial erosion and subsequently 
filled v:ith alluvium during the post-glacial rise in sea level (Flccmdriai'l 
Tra."lsgression) to form a small tidal estuary, a tributary to th~ T".rne. 
The estuary v1as partly reclaimed about 45 years ago by dhrel~ting 
Willington Gut to one side of the channel and filling with about 5 m 
of brick, ash, stone and clay fill to about 1.5 m above high tide level 
(Figure 2.1). 
2) The alluvium consisted of a soft organic silt with light and dark 
grey laminae caused by variations in organic content of 2.85% in the 
light bands and 3.85% in the dark bands (Figure 5. 4). The orgard.c 
contents proved to have a strong jnfluence upon the moisture content and 
moisture absorbing properties of the silt, \'dth the low organic bands 
containing 42.25% moisture and absorbing 0.87% and the high organic ban~s 
conta:in:L."lg 46.60% and absorbjng 0.9896, all quantities be:ing means 
(Figurea 5.5 and 5.6). An increase in frequency of the dark bands •.·,as 
found towards the top of the tunnel fa.ce and a decrease towards the 
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middle of the chrumel. Sand and gravel lenses were found beneath 
the former course of \'11illington Gut and some large tree trunks and 
bra.l'lches were found within the sediment (Figure 3· 2). 
3) Orgar.ic material, decaying under anaerobic conditions, created 
significant quantities of methane(Table 7), vJhich readily seeped into 
the tunnel when the compressed air was released~ 
4) laminae \vith a higher organic content generally contained &. hig:her 
clay and pyrites content (Figures 5.8 a..r1d 5.16) and a lar·ger clay 
component in the grainsize distribution (Figures 5.19 and 5.20). The 
mineralogy and geochemistry of the boulder clay in the sides of the 
channel was very similar to that of the alluvium, except for the :higher 
clay content and virtual absence of pyrites in the boulder clay (Table hJ. 
The surface of the boulder clay in con tact with the alluvimn was lee.c:red 
of carbonates, which \vere redeposited at 15 to 20 em depth to form &n 
iron-rich carbonate hard pan typical of sub-aereally weathered soils 
(Figure 5.18). 
5) Moisture contents determined at depth into the tuP.n.el face .:.·eveale:i 
a devJatering in the upper part of the face to the loNer part as a result 
of compressed air. Samples from the lower part of the tunnel face 
generally showed a rapid rise in moisture content with a maxim;.rm at 5 to 
10 em depth follo•r~ed by a steady fall (Figures 6.1 to 6.3). 
6) The alluvium had an undrained shear strength of 21+.9 k.N/m2 end a 
bulk density of1.82 Hg/m3 giving a stability ratio of 9.58 at tu ... 'W.el a..'Cis 
depth which was reduced to 5-97 by the application of compressed air. 
The main features of the settlement and ground movement were as 
follows: 
1) Surface settlement began when the tunnel face was 33.75 m from the 
instrumented array in a plane normal to the tunnel centre line (Figure 
A maximum surface settlement of 35 rom had developed when the 
compressed air in the drive was released at 66 days after the passage 
of the tunnel through the array. Consolidation then took place m1d 
continued long after the cessation of tuv~elling operations i~creasing 
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the settlement to 66 mmafter 224 days (Figure 4. 2). Settlement contL~ued 
to take place as a result of consolidation after 224 days and had 
reached 7l~ mm at 296 days. At the time of writing settlement is 
continuing to increase at a logarithmically decaying rate. 
2) The surface settlement semi-profiles at all stages of settlement 
(Figure 4. 7) closely followed the form of a nonnal probability curve 
(Figures 4. 8). Horizontal surface deformation and strain profiles, 
computed on the basis of the normal pro·oability curve by a stochastic 
analysis, •,..rere similar to the respective measured profiles until 
consolidation beg~~. During consolidation the measured lateral dis-
placements were significantly smaller than the calculated values. 
3) Porewater pressure measurements (Figure 6.5 and Table 6) inclicated 
an initial water table 2.25 m below ground surface. This level rose 
to 1.22 m during passage of the shield, but then fell to 3-52 m below 
surface level at 119 days,after the release of compressed air. 
Subsequent rises in the water table to near-surface levels, monitored 
from 176 to 224 days, followed caulk:L'Ylg of the turmel lining .• 
4) Sub-surface settlement to the side of the tu:..tUlel (Figure 4-9) 
generally increased with depth to a maximum value (Figure h.10) ac1d 
then decreased. T'ne depth to the maximum value decreased from bore-
hole 2 to borehole 4. Settlement just above soffit depth to the si.de 
of the tunnel was 88 mm at 224 days. 
5) Ground movement vectors in the plane of the instrument array 
(Figure 4.16), computed from settlement and i.>lclinometer data, ha·,ce 
isolated five main deformation regimes. The time periods which iso:!_ate 
these regimes vJere subject to the availability of data and therefore do 
not precisely delineate movement which occurred during each regirne. 
Relative to the time at which the tunnel face passed the instrument 
array these regimes were: 
(a) Up to 51 days, predominar1tly deformation into the tunnel 
arulUlus. 
(b) Betv1een 51 and 91 days, deformation avJe.y ·from the tun ... J.el 
associated with the injection of large quantities of cement grout 
at 71 days into the ground surrounding the tunnel at pressures 
2 
of 690 kN/m • 
(c) -- Between 91 and 149 days, vertical settlement typical of 
consolidation of the soil. 
(d) Bet\veen 149 and 176 days, uplift coinciding with the 
demolition of a wall adjacent to the array. Uplift may have 
-been caused by the unloading of the ground under aJ.d alongside 
the base of the wall. 
(e) Between 1'76 and 224 days, continuing vertical settlement of 
a linear form on a settlement-log time curve (Figure 4.5) and again 
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typical of primary consolidation. 
Ground movement vectors parallel to the tu~~el centre line 
(F'igure 4-17) e;d1ibi ted a tendency for movement tovmrds the middle 
of the alluvial channel throughout the case histor;y. 
6) Local damage to the factory above the tunnel may be related to 
the measured zones of tensile strain (Figure 4.8) on either side of 
the ttmnel centre line a'1d perhaps, more particularly, be interpreted 
in terms of grotmd tilts. 
The volumes of settlement \·Jhich had taken place at selected stageE' 
in the case history are listed in Table 8 along vlith their relative 
proportions of the total volume of ground loss. The value for settle-
ment which occurred prior to the onset of consolidation ~·till d<Jcree . .c:;c 
as the proportion of consolidation increases \·lith time. 
The volQ~e of ground lost during the first post-array phase ca'1 be 
attributed to deformation into the tunnel annulus. However, this 
volume of 0.548 m3 /m would require the complete closure of an e.n~ul'.:E 
of 80 ~~ depth around the entire lining circQ~fere~ce. Beti-1een a 
headless shield 4-31 m in diameter and a lining of 1+.25 m cliarneter, the 
minimum annulus available vms 30 mm deep before any infilling of grout. 
The method of tunnelling made it u..11likely that there was any significant 
overbreak caused by excavation at the face, therefore several alter-
natives are suggested to explain the ground loss: 
1) Face-take continued to contribute to the ground loss after ·fue 
shield had passed the array. 
2) Adhesion of silt to the outer surface of the shield created 
over break. 
3) Grouting compressed the alluvium and created a more deeply grouted 
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Time Measured volume Error curve Proportion of 
" (days) of settlement volume total grom1d loss 
(m3 /m) (m3/m) (?~) 
0 0.200 0.202 8 
23 0.748 0.731 21 
51 1.238 1.205 19 
149 2-320 2.313 52 
224 2-550 2.417 
* Calculated from measured volume of settlement. 
Table 8: MEASURED AND CALCULATED SETTLEMENT VOVJME;.S 
annulus. 
The settlement jn both the first and second post array phases 
together \vould require an annular void 150 mm deep. Clearly the 
second phase resulted from a disturbance around the lining and the 
previously suggested hypothesis of back-grouting at 690 kN/m2 in the 
vicinity of the array remains the most probable explanation. The 
second phase of settlement, and evidence of extensive ground movement 
away from the lining follovling back-grouting directly under the array, 
point to the tentative suggestion that high pressure back-grouting 
should be avoided when tunnelling in compressible ground. 
Additionally the bulk of the settlement -vras due to consolidation 
with the tunnel acting as a drainage source. It is possible that this 
process may be reduced or eliminated. by caulking the lining prior tc t!.-•e 
release of compressed air. 
The relationships of depth z, diameter D and the distance bet\veen 
the points of inflexion of a trough 2i, have been included ~·,-ith Peck's 
original data in Figure 7.1. A line t~sough the points for soft to 
stiff clays using the original data led Peck to derive the equation: 
2i (z)0 •8 
n= m 
The additional data from this case history and others monitored 
by the Department suggests the relationship to be closer to: 
2i z 
n= n 
The trough width after the first phase of post-array settlement 
gave a value for z/D of 2.92. It should be noted that the value lies 
closer to the 'best fit' line than that of 3.41 derived from the trough 
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Figure 7.1: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEPTH z. DIAMETER D AND 
THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE POINTS OF INFLEXION -
OF THE TROUGH 2i FOR TUNNELS IN VARIOUS TYPES 
OF GROUND 
The majority of ground loss at the surface is contained within 
a trough of \>tidth 6i. The relationship can therefore be used as an 
indication of the trough width \·thich can be e:>.-pected to develop in 
soft to stiff clays. 
Figure 7.2 similarly relates dePth z, diameter D and maximum 
surface settlement S max for the case histories listed in Table 9. 
s 
The data originally compiled by P.B. Attewell and I.W. Farmer (1974) 
using case histories for stiff clays, has been extended to include more 
recent examples ~~d three cases of tunnelling in soft ground. 
The majority of points show an exponential relationship betvteen 
z/D and S max/D down to z/D ratios of about 3.5 (illustrated in a linear 
s 
fashion by using a log scale for S max/D). 
s 
Bel0\>1 this ratio there is a 
tendency for points to depart from the relationship as a result of higher 
S ma.x/D values which indicates increasing difficulty in maintaining small 
s 
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ground losses \>nth large and/or shallow tunnels. The deviation of points 
16 and 17 from the main group may be due to these bro tunnels being 
horse-shoe shaped as opposed to circular in cross-section. Als·o they 
,.rere mined in short timbered drifts without a shield which greatly 
facilitates ground loss at the tunnel and therefore causes higher surface 
settlemen-tB. 
Points 18, 19 and 24 are for tunnels driver. in soft ground and have 
high settlements as a result of the difficulties involved. Consolidation 
accounted for much of the settlement in 19 and 24 (Willington Quay) and 
it may be that 18 also unden1ent a phase of consolidation upon the 
release of compressed air in the drive. 
Point 23 is the value for S ma.x/D at Willington Quay after the first 
s 
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Figure 7.2: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEPTH z, DIAMETER 0 
AND MAXIMUM SURFACE SETTLEMENT S5 max 
FOR TUNNELS IN STIFF CLAYS 
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0·05 
No. Tunnel z/D S ma.x/D s . 










6.00 2.00 X 
6.00 2.29 X 
6.00 2.08 X 10-3 
5.29 2.18 X 10-3 




Regent's Park(Nthbd) 1~.75 
Victoria hine 4.13 
1.69 X 10-3 



























22. Howdon, Tyneside 
23. Willington Quay 
24. Willington Quay 
2.90 6.14 X 10-3 
2.51 
2.51 
5.31 X 10-3 
7.18 X 10-3 
2.20 9.24 X 10-3 
3.35 3.87 X 10-3 
3.38 4.00 X 10-3 
3.28 5•50 X 10-3 
-~ 3.21 11.25 X 10 ' 
3.10 21.50 X 10-3 
3.22 26.10 X 10-3 
-3 3.70 38.90 X '10 
7.10 1.61 X 10-3 
6 -3 3. 5 3.50 X 10 
7. 3.93 3.10 X 10-/ 
3.15 5.88 X 10-3 








Bartlett & Bubbsrc (19?0) 
Bartlett & Bubbers (1970) 
T.R.R.L. 
Bartlett & Bubbers (1970) 
Bartlett & Bubbers (1970) 
Bartlett & Bubbers (1970) 
Bartlett & Bubbers (19?0) 
Bartlett & Bubbers (1970) 
Burke ( 1957) 
Kuesel (1969) 
Peck ( 1969) 
Peck ( 1969) 
Peck ( 1969) 
Peck (1969) 
Henry ( 1974) 
Atte\<Tell & J<,armer ( 1972) 
Attevrell & Farmer ( 10'7~) / j ~') 
(unpublished data) 
present case history 
present case history 
Table 9: DEPTH-SEI'TLE.1'1ENT CASE HISTORIES 
FOR STIFF CLAYS. 
points for stiff clay. This suggests that in the absence of the 
second rapid phase of movement and consolidation, settlement behaviour 
would have been comparable to that of stiff clay. 
The results indicate therefore, that the exponential relationship 
may be used to give an indication of the settlement which can be 
expected to develop when shield tunnelling in stiff cla.y at z/D) 3.5. 
Where z/D ( 3.5 it is suggested that the extension plotted in Figl~re 
7.2 may be tentatively used, although additional accurate settlement 
da. ta is required to confirm this. 
The complex case history serves to point out the variety of events 
and processes which can contribute to surface settlement and ground 
movement when tunnelling in soft ground. On the basis of the evidence 
accumulated so far it is reasonable to assume that settlement ~rill 
persist for some considerable time. Furthermore it is probable that 
any future disturbance of the present relative equilibrium of slow 
consolidation will cause a cr~nge in the rate of settlement. 
The results suggest that tunnelling through recent alluviwn is to 
be avoided wherever possible, particularly ~1here buildi.ng2 a.11d other 
sensitive surface structures overlie the path of the tur~el. However, 
as with this example, the cost of repairing the damage to surface 
structures compared with the cost of taking an alternative route 
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APPENDIX 1. 
Rate of Face-Take. 
Area of Tunnel Face 




is the unlined tunnel diruneter (4.31m) 
is the volume of ground lost when the 7i 
instrumentation array is intersected (0.200 m//m). 
is the average rate of tunnel advru1ce 
excluding weekends (1.44m/day). 
2 2 n.4.;z1 __ 14.589 4 - m 
f-
/ 0.200 v 
14.589 1·44 = 0.0197 m/day 
= 0.82 nun/hour 
Volume of Settlement Trough 
At 
Volume of Settlement Trough = 
(calculated from E~ror Curve) 
2n.i S max 
s 
where S max is the maximum surface settlement 
s 
i is the point of inflexion of the Error Curve. 
zero days: 
s max = 6.4 mm i = 6.30 s 
0.202 m3/m Volume of Trough = 
At 23 days: 
S max =23.7 mm i = 6.15 s 
Volume of Trough = 0.731 m3/m 
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At 51 days: 
S rna.'<: = 35· 1 mm 
s 
Volume of Trough 
At 149 days: 
S max = 60.7 ~n 
s 
Volume of Trough 
At 224 days: 
S max = 66.5 mm 
s 
Volume of Trough 
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i = 6.85 
i = 7.6o 
i = 7.25 
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Moisture Content, Organic Content and Absorbed Moisture ••••• 184 
X.R.D. Analyses ••••••••.•••••••.••••••.••.••••.••••••.••••.• 190 
X.R.F. Analyses ••••••••••.••••••.•.•.•.••.•.•.•.•.•..•••.••. 192 
Analysis of Consolidation Data •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 194 
Lateral Sub-surface Movement towards Tunnel Face ( 1.1) •••••• 195 
Lateral Sub-surface Movement Perpendicular to Centre Line 
(2.2, 3.2, 4.2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 203 
Lateral Sub-surface Movement Parallel to 'Iunnel (2.1, 
3.1, 4.1) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 259 
SURFACE SETTLEMEf\!T DATA (MM) 
TUNNEL FACE POSITION SURFACE SETTLEMENT STATIONS 
OAT E RINGS FEF.T METRES DAYS J I H G F E D c B A 
8:1:7'5 -57 -114 -34.79 -19 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0 .:o 
13:1:75 -50 -100 -30.48 -14 0.7 0.5 1.3 1.3 1.2 0.7 0.1 o.o o.o o.~o 
14:1:75 -47 -04 -28.65 -13 o.o 0.3 lo1 0.9 0.9 0.4 o. 3 o. 0 o .. o 0.!0 
15:1:75 -43 -86 -26.21 -12 1.0 1 • 1 1.9 1.7 1.4 1 .3 0.8 o.o o.o o.o 
20:1:75 -32 -64 -19.51 -9 1.0 1.9 2.6 2.3 2.3 1.8 1.3 o.o o.o o .to 
23:1:75 -21 -42 -12.80 -6 1 .9 1.9 2.9 2.5 2.7 z.o 1. 1 o.o o.o O.!Q 
24:1:75 -lR -36 -10.97 -5 2.3 2.4 3. 1 3 •. 2 2.7 2.1 1.4 o.o o.o o.,o 
10:2:75 .-14 -28 -8 .. 53 -4 0.4 0.9 2.1 2.0 1. 7 1.0 1. 2 o.o o.o o.io 
11:2:75 -11 -22 -6.71 -3 1.3 2.6 3.7 3.4 3.1 2.3 1.9 o.o o.o o.:o 
12:2:75 -7 -14 -4 .. 27 -2 0.4 1. 4 2.9 2.6 2.3 1.3 1.2 o.o o.o o.,o 
13:2:75 -3 -6 -1.83 -1 0.6 2. 5 4.5 4.0 3.7 2.5 1.9 o.o o.o 0 .!0 
14:2:75 0 0 OoOO 0 1 .1 3.7 6.4 5.5 5.2 3.2 2. 3 o.o o.o o.:o 
15:2:75 2 4 1.22 1 1. 3 4.1 7.2 6.6 6.0 3 .. 3 2.0 o.o o.o o.o 
17:2:75 3 6 1.83 2 0.9 4.2 7.8 6.9 6.3 3.8 2.2 o.o o.o 0 .:o 
18:2:75 6 12 3 .. 66 3 0.3 4.7 9.2 8.3 7.3 3.8 2.4 o.o o.o o.:o 
19:2:75 10 20 6.10 4 1 .. 5 7. 0 12.3 11. 0 9.9 5.5 3.0 o.o o.o o.,o 
xo: 2:75 14 28 8 .. 53 5 1.5 7.7 14.0 12.5 11.3 6.5 3. 6 0.5 o.o o.o 
21:2:75 17 34 1 o. 3 6 6 1.7 9.0 15.8 14.6 12.6 7.6 4.1 0.3 o.o o.~o 
24:2:75 20 40 12 .. 19 7 2 .3 10.0 17.3 15.6 14.1 R. 1 5. 1 0.2 o.o 0 .:o 
2"5:2:75 23 46 14 .. 02 8 2.4 10.4 18.1 16.4 14.8 8.2 5.2 0.2 o.o o.o 
27:2:75 31 62 18.90 10 2.9 11.7 19.7 17.9 16.1 9.0 5.4 0.4 o.o 0.·0 
4:3:75 42 84 25.60 13 2 ."5 12.2 21.1 19.0 17.2 10 .. 0 6.0 o. 5 o.o o.o 
7:3:75 51 102 31.09 16 3.0 13.0 22.1 20.2 18.3 10.7 6.5 0.7 o.o o.,o 
14:3:75 68 136 41.45 23 3.7 14.2 23.7 21.9 19.7 11.7 7.3 0.8 o.o o.o 
21:3:75 P6 172 52.43 30 6 .l 18.0 28.0 25.8 23.6 14.6 9.3 1.9 0.5 o.:o 
2'4: 3: 75 88 176 53.64 33 6.9 19.0 2 9. 8 27.6 25.3 15.8 10.4 2.5 0.9 0.5 
27:3:75 99 198 60.35 36 8.7 21. 7 32.8 30.3 27.8 18 .o 11.8 2.8 1.1 Oel 
4:4:75 110 220 67 .. 06 44 8.9 22.7 34 .. 1 31.7 29.1 18.3 12.3 z. 7 1. 0 0~.4 
11:4:75 129 258 78.64 51 9.4 23.5 35.1 32.6 30.2 19.0 12.6 2.9 o.s o.o 
18:4:75 144 288 87.78 58 9.8 24.2 35.8 34.0 30.8 19.6 13.0 2.8 0.7 0.'0 
2:5:75 169 338 103.02 72 11.8 27.6 39.1 35.8 33.4 21.2 15. 2 3. 0 1. 1 0.2 





TUNf\ifL FACf:._ P!JSITim.j 
Ot, TE R 1 ~,1 r, S FFET '·~F~TPES Df'YS J 
30:5:75 225 450 137.16 100 18.6 
6!6!75 233 466 1 1 .. z.o6. 107 20.9 
18:6:75 ') ~ ~ t _ _ . I 474 144.47 119 23.3 
1:7:75 237 474 144 .t., 7 132 25.8 
11:7:75 237 474 l44.L7 142 26.5 
18:7:75 237 47L 144.47 149 27.7 
T3:8:7s 737 4 71+- 144o47 176 26.3 
21:8:75 7.37 474 144o47 184 27 .. 1 
9:9:75 237 474 144oL7 202 30o4 
30:9:75 237 6.74 144 0 t, 7 224 31 0 6 
TUW~EL CCJfAPL ETFD t.,T S H 6. FT c 6 n f'.' 1 o : 6 : 7 s 
SF: TTL EM EN T f' AT A (MM) 
SURFf.ICf SETTLEMENT STATIONS 
I H r F E ,_, 
15.9 L8.7 45.1 41.6 27.3 
',7,7 50.7 4-6 0 7 43 .. 5 28.0 
41..5 54.5 50.5 46.8 30.7 
44.8 58.0 '53.6 49.a 33.3 
46.4 t::Q <:; 
_,l ' 0 .~' ')5.2 51.3 34 .6 
L; 7 0 7 60. 7 56 0 7 52.8 35.6 
46.2 '58 .. 7 54 01 50.3 18o9 
47.5 60.4 55.3 5L6 20o?. 
SO.R 63o8 S8o7 54.8 22.q 
53.2 6ho5 h 1 0 6 57.h 25ol 
[l c 
19.5 '5.0 
20. 2 5.4 
23 .. 7 A.l 
26.2 7,.6 
27.2 8 0 1 
28.4 8.7 
23. 4 5.6 
24.2 5.8 
27. 0 7.2 
29 0 l H.R 
B 
1 a 6 
1.6 






















Ul.T C:RA.L SUP Ft. C:: ~J1QV fi:i E\J :- P E F. P t f'-1 D I C lJ LA R Hl CEi\ITRF L PJ E ( f.i] \'t) 
TU~-l!\1 EL FA C E P CJ S I TI nr'-·1 L t'l TFFUL SUPFI\CE HCIV E ~E f\IT s T t\ T I 01\1 s 
DATE R I f\IGS FEE' '~ETR ES DAYS J I H G F t: f) c B A L. 
8:1:75 -57 -111+ -34o79 -1J~ o.o OoO o.o OoO OoO OoO o.o o.o o.o 0.,0 
15: 1: 75 -43 - fi6 -2ho21 - 1_ 2 -0. 3 - Oo 3 OoO -Oo3 -aoo OoO 0.6 Oo3 Oo3 OoO 
2 4: 1 : 75 -18 -3~ -10o07 -5 0 oO -Oo'- OoO o.o OoO - Oo ~1 o.J o.o OoO -Oo3 
10:2:75 -14 - ZB R -~ - .)o ~.:) -4 Oo3 Oo3 1).0 OoO o.o Oo6 OoO o.o OoO -0.3 
12:2:75 -7 -14 -4o27 -2 Oo6 Oo3 Oo 0 OoO 1.2 0 ., 0 '1 Oo3 -0 0 3 Oo3 o.o 
13:2:75 -3 -6 -1o33 - 1 Oo9 Go3 OoO 0.6 1.2 0.9 0.6 -0.3 -Oo3 -Oo9 
14!2!75 0 0 o.oo 0 0.9 lo2 OoO 0.6 lo2 1.2 Uo 6 -0.6 -Oo3 -0.9 
17:2:75 3 6 1. 83 ? 1 0 5 l 0 5 OoO 1.2 2.1 z.t.. 1.5 1.2 O.CJ 1 0 5 
19:2:75 10 20 ho10 4 1.8 2 0 7 OoO 2. 1 3o0 3o-+ 2 L,.. 0 • loS 1.2 1o8 
21:2:75 17 34 10 o3 6 6 1 0 8 3o0 0 (' oU 2.7 3.0 4o9 2 0 1 Oo6 0.9 Ooh 
24:2:75 20 40 12o 1:l 7 2.4 3.7 OoO 2o7 3 0 7 4o9 2.,7 Oo9 Ooq 0.9 
27:2:75 31 62 18.90 10 2o1 3.7 o.o 3o0 3.7 5o2 3o 4 o. ~ L2 0 o6 
7: 3: 75 5 l 10 2 31o0° 1 6 2o7 '-'-.b OoO 3o7 /.,. 0 ' 0 ' 5.8 4o0 1 0 8 2ol 1.8 
21:3:75 f:6 172 52.43 30 4o0 So8 OoO 4. 3 "i ., - 0 L. 7.G 5 0 2 2 0 1 lo8 lo8 
2 7:3 : 75 99 1 98 f.-Oo35 36 lr o 0 "i.Fl OoO L 0 9 50 8 7 0 b 6 0 1 2o7 2.4 1 • 2 
4:4:75 110 220 67o06 4L L. q ' 0 .. 6.7 OoO 4o9 6 0 {t e ' .} o L 7.3 3o4 2.7 4.9 
11:4:75 129 258 78oA4 51 f) 0 1 7o3 OoO 4o0 6.4 8.5 7.3 3o7 l L. - 0 . 3.0 
2:5:75 169 "::138 1 03 0 02 72 6o7 7oO OoO - ..., Jot_ 7.0 q 01 7.9 3.7 3.7 4o0 
21:5:75 2C!7 414 126.19 91 8o2 8 0 5 Oo 0 6.4 8o'S ll. 0 ! 0 0 l 6 0 l 5.5 5 • 8 
6:6:75 233 466 142o04 107 11 0 0 10 0 1 OoO 7o0 q 0 l 11 0 () 10o7 ~ 0 1 5o8 50 8 
18:6:75 237 474 144o47 110 11. 3 10.4 0.0 7.0 9.4 1?. 2 ll • 6 7.0 7o0 6.4 
1:7:75 237 474 u~~- 0 41 132 11o6 10o7 o.o 7o3 9o4 12. R 12 0 5 8.2 R.Z 7. 3 
18:7:75 237 474 1 L4. L 7 149 1 l 0 f, 11 0 3 OoO 7o3 10 0 1 13o7 12 0 5 Ro5 7o6 6o7 
13:8:75 237 474 144o47 176 11.3 10.1 OoO 7o0 S'.B ll 0 3 10o7 7 0 0 5.5 5.2 
9:9:75 237 474 14Lr o 4 7 202 11 0 3 10o4 o.o ho7 Oo4 llo6 l.0.7 ho4 5o2 2.7 
30:9: 75 237 47~ 144o L,.. 7 226. 1 0 0 7 1 0. 4 0o0 7.0 g.s 11 0 q 11.0 5o5 4.9 1. 8 
PlSITIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT TOWARDS THE CENTRE LINE 






























9:9: 75 237 
30:9:75 237 
~· 1 C1Rr,1ALIS':.:O LATERt\L SLJPI=ACE MCJVE·,1ENT PERPEr,JDICllLA? T J C E ~J T R f= L H! E ( ~4 ~1} 
FtCt= P'JSITJON LATEHAL SURFACE ~OVEMENT STATIQNS 
FEET ;c11::TR ES DAYS J I H G F E f) c 
-11 L~ -3Lr.79 -[l<T o.o o.o o.o o.o 8.0 o.o o.o o.o 
-86 -26 .. 21 -12 - o. 3 - Oo 3 o.o -Oo3 0 n - 0...., n.o Oo6 0.3 
-36 -10.C.7 -5 0 .1 -0.2 OoO o.o OoO -0.2 o. 1 0.2 
- 2·3 -8. 53 I 0.4 O.L,. o.o o.o o.o C.7 0 0 1 0.2 --. 
-14 -4.27 .. , -t.. 0.6 0.3 o. 0 o. 0 1.2 Oo9 0 "2 0 :; -0 0 3 
-6 -1 o83 -l 1 .3 Oo5 o.o Oa7 1.4 1 0 2 l 0 0 Oo2 
0 o.oo 0 l • 3 1 0 4 ().0 Oo7 1.4 l 0 5 LO -0.1 
6 1 • 83 2 0.9 1.2 o.o loO L9 z.o 0.9 rL3 
20 6ol0 4 1 0 1 2.4 o.o 1 0 9 2.8 z • .s l.7 Oo 4 
34 10.36 6 1.6 2o9 o.o 2.7 3 • ::; 4.7 1.9 Oo2 
40 12.19 7 2.1 3o 5 o. 0 2o6 3.5 4-.b 2o4 Oo4 
62 18.(.)0 10 1 0 c; 3. ~ o.o 3o0 3.6 5.0 3 0 1 0 0 '5 
102 3l. 09 16 2.0 4.? o.o 3.4 4 0 () 5o2 3 ") o L Oo7 
172 52.43 30 3o2 '1.4 o.o 4 0 1 4o9 6o5 4o5 loO 
198 60o35 36 3.5 5 • '5 o.o 4o7 5o6 7o3 5o6 2.0 
220 67.06 44 2o9 50 7 o.o 4o 3 5ob 6o8 5o4 0.4 
258 78.64 51 4 .q 6o7 o.o 4o5 5.9 7o6 6o 1 loB 
338 l03o02 72 50 1 7 0 1 OoO 4.7 6.4 8,.0 Co3 L3 
414 126.19 91 5 oq 7o4 o.o 5.7 7o6 9o2 7.7 2o6 
466 1L~Zo0 11- 107 8.7 8o9 OoO 6o3 8o2 l 0 o2 8o4 2.6 
474 144.47 119 8.7 9o 1 o.o f: 0 3 8o4 1 0 0 3 9.0 3.2 
474 1 '-•4 o L:. 7 132 8.7 9o2 0 .o 6.5 8.3 10o6 9o6 3 .. 8 
474 144o47 149 8.9 9.9 o.o 6.5 q 0 :J 11 0 7 9.8 4-.5 
474 1 L4 o 4 7 176 9o2 o.o o.o 6.4 R.o 9o7 Sot 3.9 
474 144.47 .?02 10.2 9. 8 o.o 6.4 9.0 10 o8 o.6 4o8 
4-74 l44o47 224 9o9 10o0 o.o 6o8 q 0 5 11 0 3 10 0 2 4.4 
POSIT I \IE I IWH CAT E S ~1 0\1 tr'-1 EN T T m~ A R OS T H E C EN T R E L I N F 



























































SIJB-SlJP. Ft.,CF SETTLE~J\Ei'.!T nATQ-RDRFHOLF. 2 (MM) 
TWif\IE L FAC:t pr1SI TI Of\1 SUR-SIH:<.F&Cf SETTLEi>1ff\JT Rl~,JGS 
[l,l1TF- PI w;s FEFT HfTRES n!\YS SURFACE ~:I NG l R I f\.lG 2 RIJ\IG 3 PI I\IG 4 RING 5 RTNG 6 
R: 1: 7) -57 -llL. -34.,7C) -lCJ o.n o.o o.o o.o o.o Cl. 0 OoO 
13:1:75 -:::0 -100 -':30.48 -14 lo3 1.3 1 0 3 1.3 1. 3 1.3 lo3 
10:2:75 -14 -28 - 8o 53 -4 1o~ 2 0 1 loR lo4 loL. 1.7 ZoO 
12:2:7::; -7 -1~ -L.o27 -2 2o6 l c 't 2 0 0 . ZoO 3.2 2.1 l.fl 
13:2:75 -3 -6 -1o83 -1 !.t 0 0 4.3 I+ o 1 3o7 3.9 3.3 2.0 
15:2:75 2 4 l. 22 1 6o6 50 8 8ol 6.3 5ol 8o3 3.3 
17:,?:75 3 f) 1.83 2 6o9 10.4 9.,4 6.8 7 0 0 1 o. 3 4.B 
l;S:;?:7') 6 12 ~.66 3 P.o3 7o2 11 .C) '3o4 6.3 15o3 5. 1 
1c;:z:7s 10 20 6o10 4 l I o 0 110 6 18.9 lloB 10o2 24.3 9o4 
20:2:7;:; 14 28 8o53 5 1 2 0 5 12.6 21.5 12.g 1 2 0 2 26.7 1 o. 7 
21:2:7'5 17 34 10o36 6 14o6 15.0 24.0 14o9 l4o0 29."3 12.0 
2L:2:7S 20 40 l2o1° 7 l5o6 l6o4 27.6 16o 7 1Ao1 32.3 14o5 
25:?:75 r~ 46 14o02 8 J.6o4 17.0 2Yo3 1:3 0 1 1 50 4 33o2 1 3o 8 
21:?:75 31 f2 18.90 10 1 7. 9 1 8 0 l 31.0 18.6 l 7 0 l 39o8 l4o? 
4:'3:75 42 P4 25.60 13 19o0 J.Oo2 34ol3 21 0 1 1 9. 7 36 .. 5· l6o4 
7:3:75 51 102 31o09 16 2 ()o? 20o9 35.6 21.5 20.7 40o1 17.6 
14:3:75 68 136 4lo4'5 23 21.9 23 0 7 38.7 23.5 23o3 4 0.9 19.8 
24:~:7~) 2B 176 53.64 :n 27a6 31.9 49e9 28o9 28.7 46o1 24.1 
t.-:4:75 110 220 67o06 4'+ 3 1 0 7 36o9 5 1 o9 3 3o 1 33o2 50o3 OaO 
11:4:75 129 2Si3 78o64 51 3Zo6 37o7 60.4 34o7 35o4 5lo7 OoO 
l8:Ll:7") 144 28'3 87o7B 58 34.0 1i0o 5 62.6 40o 8 3 7 oO 54.0 o.o 
2:5:75 169 3?:8 103.02 ....,, I,':_ 35o8 4 2o 0 65.2 38oJ. 39o4 5C)c9 OcO 
2l:S:75 207 414 126o19 91 41 0 ~ it "3 0 0 73o1 43o6 45.5 64o0 OoO 
t:!6!7") 233 46!':) 142o04 1D7 46.7 <=i3.7 76.,9 49o9 t ... 9 0 )_ o6o1 ().0 
18:6:75 237 474 1 '+4 0 6. 7 119 50.,5 57.9 80ol5 54o4 52o6 63o9 OoO 
1: 7: 75 2 37 t .. 7 4 144o47 132 53.6 61.1 R3o3 S6o9 ')5oL 68o4 OoO 
18:7:75 237 474 l_44o4,7 149 56.7 62o 0 RS.O, 59.5 57.,0 69o1 o.o 
13:8:7'5 237 474 ]_4Lt o 4 7 176 5Lol 60.0 60.6 36.1 41.8 5loq o.o 
21:8:7S 2 3 7 474 144oL7 184 55o3 A0o7 62.2 36.7 37.7 51..6 o.o 
9:g:75 2 37 l" 7 4 144 0 L, 7 202 5P,.,7 A3o5 64.7 19.1 38.7 52.6 o.o 
?,o:c;:75 237 474 144o 4 7 224 61o6 65.R 67.2 41.1 40.0 54 0 1 o.o 
S\JP.-SUPl=/~CE S E T T L E f'-'1 f ~n S S H 0\rJ F: D r-n n F V I AT I 0 i\1 F R 0 !·1 T H E SUR F .A C E S E T T L F ~~ EN T S tJ f\i TI L l 0 : 2 : 7 5 __.. 
m 
lD 
SUB-SURFACF SETTLE~-1E!'!T O!lTA-BOREHOLE 3 ( ~, f\-1 ) 
TLHINE L FA C ': P 0 S IT I tlf'J SUB-SUR:::ACF SETTLEMENT RINGS 
DATE R I ~.tG S FEFI ~,1 E T RES DAYS SUP FACE Rit\IG 1 RING 2 R 1NG 3 RING 4 RING 5 
8:1.:75 -57 - 114 -34.79 -19 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 
13:1:7"1 
-50 -100 -30.L...8 -14 1.2 1. 2 10 2 lo2 1.2 L2 
10:2:75 -14 -:28 -R.'53 -4 1 o6 Oo8 LO 1 0 1 1.2 Oo5 
12:2:75 -7 -1 t ... -4 0 2 7 -2 2o3 1.6 loB 2o3 2 0 7 1.7 
15:2:75 2 4 1.22 1 6.0 4.7 4.0 6.1 4.1 3 .. 0 
17:2:75 3 6 1o83 7. 6.3 7.3 5o5 6.3 5.9 3.8 
).8:2:75 6 12 3.66 3 7.3 6.9 5o0 8.0 5 .. 9 3.5 
lq:z:rs 10 20 6 0 l 0 4 9o9 l o. q 9.6 11. l 10.2 5.8 
20:2:75 14 2R 8.53 !) 11.3 12.4 10.7 13 .. 3 14 .. 1 5.,5 
21:2:75 17 34 1 o. 3 6 6 12o6 13.5 9.3 14.6 10.7 5.5 
24::?:75 20 40 l2ol9 7 1 L, o 1 15o8 15.0 l 7 0 1 1 50 0 6o2 
zc:;:2:75 23 4() }4.02 8 14 0 8 16.3 15.0 17. 1 l3o4 5.9 
27:2:75 31 62 18.90 10 1 6 0 1 14.4 16o5 23.1 14.2 h.7 
4:3:75 42 84 25.60 13 17.2 lRoO 18.7 20.3 16.,L... 7.9 
7:3:75 51 102 31.09 1 I';. 18.3 18.1 20.4 2 l 0 3 17.4 9.2 
14:3:75 68 136 41.45 23 19 0 7 l8o 9 22.8 22o9 19.3 9.8 
24:3:75 88 176 53.64 33 25.3 24.6 30.2 28.6 23.8 17.0 
4:4:75 110 220 6 7 0 06 44 29.1 29 .. 6 40.7 33.1 2°.8 19.5 
11;4:75 129 258 78.64 51 30.2 29.7 43.4 35.1 2 R o 3 o.o 
18:4:75 144 288 87.78 58 30.6 33.8 47.1 37.7 32.2 o.o 
2:5:75 169 338 103.02 72 3 3. Lr :l,4.1 47.0 39.5 33.2 o.o 
21:5:75 207 L;. l L} 126.19 91 38.5 40.3 53.0 45o0 o.o o.o 
6:6:75 233 466 142.04 107 43.5 45.6 57 0 5 50.1 o.o o.o 
18:6:75 2 37 474 144.47 119 L6.R 40.9 62.9 54·. 2 o .. o o.o 
!•7'•"1'1:: 
.. I • f _) 237 L74 lL4 o 4 7 132 49.Q >; 2o 2 63.7 56.0 o.o o.o 
18:7:75 2 37 474 144.47 149 52.8 S4.2 67.7 58.9 o.o o.o 
13:8:7? ?.37 47'+ 144.'-;7 176 50o3 '56 0 1 47.9 61.6 54.7 o.o 
9:9:75 2 37 474 144.47 202 54.8 60.2 53.4 66.9 o.o o.o 
30:9:75 2 37 47'-t 144.47 224 s 7 0 f:: 62.6 57.2 70.8 o .. o 0.0 
SUB- SURF ~~C. F S E TTL E ~4 E ~{"" S SHOWED Nn DEVIATION FRn~ THE SURFACE SETTLEMENTS UNTIL 10:2:75 
~ 
""' 0 
SUB-SlJRl=ACE SETTLf:Mt~JT DATA-BORC:::HCJL~ 4 ( f'-'1 ~1 l 
Tll"ll\! F L FA C f P C1 S IT I 01\1 SUR-SURFA.CE SETTL::Iv'lENT RINGS 
CJATt PI 1\iGS FEET llJ ETR C:::S nAYS SUPF,~CE P I f\J G 1 PPJG 2 Riw; 3 R f NG t... 
8:1:75 -57 -114 -34o79 -19 o .. o OoO OoO OoO OoO 
13:1:7') -50 -100 -30o-48 -14 Oo7 Oo7 Oo7 Oo7 Oo7 
10:2:7") -11+ -28 -8o'53 -4 1 0 1 Oo8 L?. 1 0 l 1 0 l 
12:2:75 -7 -14 -4o27 -2 1 0 3 lo3 Oo6 1o7 1.1 
t5:?:7S 2 4 lo 22 1 3o3 Zo3 4o7 2o8 0 0 1 
17:2:75 3 h lo83 2 3o8 4.4 4o4 3o7 Oo7 
1£<:2:75 6 12 3oh6 3 3o8 2.9 3ol l 0 8 Ool 
19:2:75 10 20 6ol0 4 50 r;:; 6.5 5o4 '+ 0 6 2oR 
20:2:75 14 28 8o53 5 6o5 7o5 6o3 4o8 3o0 
21:2:7S 17 34 10.36 6 7o6 Bol 6o2 5o4 2ol 
2L;-:2:7') 2J L.Q 12.19 7 8o1 9o0 7o2 6o0 2o6 
25:2:75 23 46 l4o 02 8 8.2 P..4 6 0 7 5o6 1o2 
27:2:7S 31 62 l 8 0 90 10 9o0 8o3 6oR 5of3 2o1 
£..:3:7'5 42 (34 25oAO 13 10o0 9 0 9 Sol 7 0 1 3.0 
7: :.:?. : 7 5 51 102 31o02 16 1 0 0 7 l0o9 8o: 1o1 2 0 0 ' 
14:3:75 68 13-S L-1.6.5 23 llo7 12.4 9o7 3o0 3oL 
ZL,-:3:75 88 ]_ 76 53o64 33 1 5. R l6o2 10.3 8 0 1 3o5 
4:4:75 110 220 67.06 44 1 8. 3 l8o 2 11 0 8 8o3 3o2 
ll:L:(<:; 129 258 78.66. .51 19.0 19.4 12.7 8o6 3o 1 
18:4:75 144 2'38 87. 7 8 58 19o6 19 0 4 13 0 3 9.5 3.0 
2:5:75 169 338 103.02 72 2lo2 30.1 15 0 l 11.0 4o4 
21:~:75 207 .6.14 l26ol9 91 24o7 26.2 18.7 1 it 0 3 7.3 
6:6:75 233 "'66 142.04 107 28o0 30o0 21 0 q 17.3 9.4 
18:6:75 2 37 474 144.47 119 30.7 32.5 24o3 1 9. 4 10.8 
1:7:71) 2 3 7 4-74 lL-Ao47 1 32 33o3 34o9 26.5 20.7 11 0 4 
U:i:7: 7 5 2 37 474 144.47 14° 35o6 35.9 28.~ 2lo3 11.8 
13:8:75 ?37 474 144.47 176 18.9 19.8 12 0 8 9.7 1 0 5 
21:8:75 237 474 14LoL..7 1.8L.;. 20.2 20o5 1£+ o4 10.8 ZoO 
o:o:75 2 37 474 144.47 202 22o9 23.9 16 0 8 13o0 3.5 
3Q:C:75 237 L, 74 144.L-.7 224 25.1 2fo7 19o2 14o9 4o7 
























RING HORIZONTAL VERTICAL VECTOR 
SURFACE o.oo 35.10 3 50 l 0 
SURFACE 0.30 32.60 32.60 
1 3.89 37.70 37.90 
2 3.54 60.40 60.50 
3 9.73 34.70 36.04 
4 11.32 35.40 37.17 
5 12.41 51.70 '53.17 
SURF .ACE 6.40 30.20 30.87 
1 6. 39 29.70 30.38 
2 12.50 43.40 45.16 
3 15.81 35.10 38o'50 
4 12.09 28.30 30.77 
SURFACE 8.23 19.00 20.71 
1 4.32 19.40 19.88 
2 5.42 12.70 13.81 
3 5. 68 8 .. 60 l o. 31 
4 4. 15 3.10 5.18 
POSITIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT TOWARDS TUNNEL 
NEGATIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TUNNEL 
ZERO ANGLE IS VERTICALLY DOWNWARDS 








































RING r~OR 1 ZONT Al VERTICAL VECTOR 
SURFACE IO~ItJ0 t0.1d0 10,00 
SURFACE 1,83 9,25 9"43 
1 0,.16 ua. 311J 1 {ljl! 30 
2 -.fb'! 91!) 12~7~J 12 9 73 
j •4 p i!J5 8.90 9!1!78 
4 ~6,.14 10.15 11.86 
5 ..... 11 ~ 17 12,.80 16,99 
SURFACF. 1~83 8,.,30 8 9 5~j 
1 5~66 10.6VJ 12,iiJ2 
2 ""'21167 9.60 9 8 96 
3 ... 8~.32 9 11 90 12!193 
SURFACE 0-91 !5,7!~ r:5,77 
1 ""0,58 6 .. 8fiJ 6982 
2 ... 3.28 6,tiJ0 6~84 
3 .. 411135 5,.7t:i 7g2l 
4 -3d7 4.,2b 0 30 
" 
POSITIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT TOWARDS TUNNEL 
NtGATIVE lNUlCATES MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TUNNEL 









































RING HORIZONTAL VERTICAL VECTOR 
SURFACE o.oo 15o60 15o 60 
SURFACE 0.92 14.85 14.88 
l l 0 19 14.90 14o95 
2 1.03 12.70 12.74 
3 2. 13 15.90 16.04 
4 2 0 18 11.50 11.70 
5 1 0 7 2 5.10 5.38 
SURFACE lo 52 14.35 14.43 
l 0.91 13.90 l3o93 
2 1.45 14.70 14o77 
3 10 3 6 13o90 13o97 
SURFACE 1.83 10.85 11.00 
l 1. 06 9.70 9o76 
2 10 7 2 10.15 l0o29 
3 1. 88 7.00 7.25 
4 1. 90 4.45 4.84 
POSITIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT TOWARDS TUNNFL 
NEGATIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TUNNEL 







































RING HORIZONTAl VERTICAl VECTOR 
SURFACE o .. oo -0.20 Oo20 
SURFACE 0 .. 60 -2 .. 60 2o67 
1 -0 .. 86 -2 .. 90 3 .. 02 
2 -0 .. 12 -25o20 25 .. 20 
3 -5 .. 61 -23 .. 35 24 .. 01 
4 -7 0 87 -10 .. 35 l3o00 
5 -9 .. 43 -17 .. 20 19 .. 62 
SURFACE -0 .. 30 -2 .. 55 2 .. 57 
1 -0 .. 65 1 .. 90 2 .. 01 
2 -3 .. 16 -19 .. 80 20 .. 05 
3 -8 .. 48 2 .. 70 8 .. 90 
SURFACE -1 .. 22 -16.65 16 .. 6° 
1 -2 .. 63 -16 .. 10 16.31 
2 -6. 35 -16.05 17.26 
3 -6 .. 24 -llo65 13 .. 22 
4 -3.55 -10.30 10 .. 89 
POSITIVE INDICATES MCVEMENT TOWARDS TUNNEL 
NEGATIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TUNNEL 







































RING HOR! ZmH AL VERT I CI\L VECTClR 
SURFACE o.oo 7.80 7.80 
SURFACE 0.62 7.50 7.53 
1 0.23 5.80 5.80 
2 - o. 01 6.61 6.61 
3 -0.10 5.00 5.00 
4 0.04 6.70 6.70 
5 -0.84 2.20 2.35 
SURFACE o.oo 7.30 7.30 
1 -0. 14 6.50 6.50 
2 -0.18 9.30 9.30 
3 -0.22 9.20 9.20 
SURFACE 0.61 6 0 15 6.18 
1 -0.16 6.90 6.90 
2 -0. 03 6.40 6.40 
3 -0.19 5 .. 25 5.25 
4 -0.14 3.25 3.25 
POSITIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT TOWARDS TUNNEL 
NEGATIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT AWAY FROM TUNNEL 






















GROUND MOVEMENT VECTORS PAP.t,L_L_F:L TO TIJ~INEL I~ ~OREHOLE 2 OF~SET 
Tii"lE BOREHOLE R T hiG HDRIZONTD.L \1 EP. T ~ C.AL 
2 SURFACE -3o00 32o60 
2 1 -3.18 37.70 
lJP TO 51 2 2 -1.40 60.L~Q 2 .., -0.03 34.70 _:l 
2 f.._ -no30 35.40 
2 5 -O.GS 51.70 
2 SURFACE -g .95 9.25 
2 l -7o32 10.30 
51 TO 91 2 2 --<:,.71 12o70 
7 3 -Oo35 8. 0 0 
2 I~ -Oo42 10 0 15 
2 5 -6.08 12.30 
2 SURFACE -4ogo 14.85 
2 l -3.50 14. 0 0 
91 TO 149 2 2 -2o09 12.70 
2 3 -0 0 11 l5o90 
2 t~ 0 0 18 11.50 
.., c; 1 -) c; 50 10 L - o L _} 
2 o g 31 i F R C l !"'' C E f'H ~ F LI f\! E 








12 0 8 7 -44 
12.64 -35 
14o36 -27 








1l .50 0 
5.25 13 




GPOIINO i'rJVE:01ENT VECTORS PARALLEL TO TU~!f\JEL Hl RClREHOLF 2 (JFFSET 2.CJ-=I"' r:pCJ~'i CE~HRE LP.IE {:•1JM) 














R I 1\!C HJ'<.I zmnAL VEPTJC.AL 
SUi? FACE O.P"i -2o60 
1 L30 -2.90 
2 -0.12 -2').20 
3 -15()?7 -23.35 
4 -14.8? -10.35 
5 -7.86 -17 0 20 
SURF,".CE -2.00 7.50 
l -1. 51 '5.80 
2 -1.04 6.60 
3 0.4~ 5.00 
4 o. £n f, 0 7 'J 
') lo 17 2.20 
PC1SITJ\/E Ii'li8ICtiTES i"1,JVEf1 P'T !!.. 1·1AY FPfJ!·1 CHAI\1~\IEL 
~JEGA.:I\/E PICIU.TES :-'10\/E~~Ef\iT Tnt.JAP.OS CHt'l!'.J\jl=l_ 
Z~RO A~GLE IS VERTICALLY OClWNWAPDS 

















G F 0 W·W 1.1 0 V E H EN T V [ C T 0 R S P A R A L L E L T 0 TU 1\1 ~·J E L lf\J BllREHnLE 3 riFFSET 
TP·1E ROREH'JLE R H,JG HnR I Z ONTA L V~RTICAL 
3 SURFACE -5 .o 5 30.20 
~ 1 -o. 1 2 29.70 
UP TO 51 3 2 -1.02 43.40 
3 3 -1.42 35.10 
3 4 -4.12 28.30 
3 SURFACE -4 .9 2 R.30 
51 TO 91 3 1 0.08 10.60 
"3 2 -5.56 9.60 
1 3 -2.07 <;'.SO 
3 SURFACE -1.72 14. 3 5 
91 TO 149 3 1 -(1.52 13.90 
l 2 0.43 14.70 
l 3 l. ') 5 1..3.C)O 







9. 6 5 -30 
10.60 0 
ll 0 09 -30 
10 4 11 -11 
l4.'l2 -14 
13. 0 1 -2 
14.71 1 
13.99 6 




GROUND MOVEMENT VECTORS 
T I 11E BflREHOLF 
3 




176 TO 224 3 
~ 
3 
PARALLEL TO TUNNEL IJ'J BOP E HOLE 3 OFFSET 3o93~ FROM CfNTRE LINE 
RTNG HOR I ZOf\JT AL VERTICAL 
SURFt\CE Oo50 -2o5S 
1 Oo09 lo90 
2 -4o44 -l9ofl0 
3 -2oLl 2 7 •') 0 ' u 
SURFA.CE -loRO fo30 
l -Oo25 Oo50 
2 -0 019 9o30 
3 -Oo3f> 9o20 
POSITIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT AWAY FRON CHA~NFL 
NEGATIVE INDICATES MOVEMENT TOWARDS CHANNFL 
ZEPO ANGLE IS VERTICALLY DOWNWAPDS 
VECT8R 1\NGLI== 
2o60 lAO 











GPOUND MOVE~ENT VECTORS PAPALLEL TO TUNN~L I~ ROPFHnLF L nFFSET 7o~S~ FROM C~~TRF LINF I~M) 
T I ~~1 E ROP EH 1ll E R t f\IG HQf.'IZONTAL \/EPTICAL VECTCik A f\il, L f 
4 SURFt.CF -4o60 l9o05 l9o60 -13 
4 l -lo26 l q 0 L,O l0o4L -3 
UF TO 51 £, 2 -1.36 l2o70 l2a77 -6 
4 3 -lo31 8o60 8o70 -e 
4 L -0 0 ,g 6 3ol0 3o22 -15 
4 SURh\CE -lo52 5.70 5o90 -14 
L 1 -Q.L.g 6.80 6o82 -4 
51 TO 91 4 2 n.2R boOO 6o0l 2 
4 3 Oo2Cl "io75 5.76 2 
4 (+ 0.01 4.?.5 4a25 0 
L SURFACE -::\o38 l0o85 llo3t: -17 
4 1 -2o3'3 9.70 9o98 - J. 3 
91 TO 149 4 2 -2 0 3 5 l0ol5 10 .42 -13 
4 3 -1.02 7 .00 7o07 -R 
L 4. 




GROUND MOVt=i'-1UH VFCTORS Pr\P.A.LLEL TO TLJNf .. JEL If'l BIJREHilL-= L CJFl=SET 7.65'A FP~]I"l C':'\ITR~ !_TI,Jf p;;.n 
TIME BOP tHOLE 
4 
4 





176 TO 22~- L 
4 
L; 
R.ING HORI7\JNTAL VERTIC/\.! 
SUPFAC!= 0.30 -16.65 
l 0.93 -16 0 10 
2 L1- o 58 -l6o05 
3 -7.?3 -1 L 65 
4 2.48 -1n.3o 
S I.JP FACE -0.40 6.15 
1 2.C)Q 6.90 
2 -1.69 6o40 
:3 -2.12 5.25 
4 -10 3 q 3.25 
POSITIVE !ND!C~TfS MOVEMENT AWAY FROM CH~NNEL 
NEGl1TIVE Tf\lDICATES f•,1ClVEr,iJENT TO\AIM:OS CHAf\1NEL 
ZFR~ ANGLE IS VERTICALLY DOWNWARDS 








6.6 2 -14 








FE 25 .. 50 
MG-PEAK 45.03 





TI 36.5 2 
S-PEAK 75.65 
S-BGRND 7 3. 53 
P-PEAK 89.76 
P-BGRNO 91.61 
X.R.f. ANALYSIS CONOITIONS 
KV MA CRYSTAL COUNTER VACUUM PATH 
60 16 PE FLOW YES 
60 16 PE FLOhl YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YfS 
40 8 THALLIUM-AP FLOW YES 
40 8 THALLIUM-AP FLOW YES 
20 8 PE FLOW YES 
20 8 THALLIUM-AP FLOW YES 
20 8 THALLIUM-AP FLOW YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YES 
40 8 PE FLOW YES 


































MOISTURE CONTENT,ORGAN!C CONTENT AND ABSORBED MOISTURE(~) 
SAMPLE MOISTURE ABSORBED ORGANIC MOISTURE ABSORBED BY 
NUMBER CONTENT MOISTURE CONTENT SILT MiNUS ORGANICS 
A1 46 0 11 7 0.949 3.657 1.030 
A2 42.110 0.915 2 .. 896 0.875 
A3 45 .. 750 0.967 3 .. 780 0 .. 995 
A4 38o051 0.758 3o315 0.89R 
A5 41.469 0.852 2.649 0.937 
A6 40 .. 969 0.871 2o693 0.960 
A7 42 .. 437 Oo898 2.898 1 .. 011 
A8 43.191 Oo879 3.254 Oo935 
AVER-A 42.512 Oo886 3.143 Oo949 
B1 45 .. 773 0 0 941 3.874 1 .. 230 
B2 47 .. 798 1.029 3o984 1 .. 290 
B3 41 0 705 Oo853 2o707 0 .. 932 
B4 39.934 Oo824 2 .. 312 1.03 3 
B5 41.503 0.808 2.848 l .. DOl 
A VER-B 43o343 Oo891 3 0 145 l 0 097 
C1 42o170 0 .. 879 2o837 0 0 948 
C2 46o997 0 .. 9<H 3o921 1.108 
C3 4lo 921 0.895 4.394 1.006 
(4 41o526 0.843 2o605 Oo956 
C5 40o500 Oo846 3.109 lo03Q 
AVER. -C 42.623 0.891 3o 118 1. 010 
DlA 44o362 Oo969 4 0 192 1. 363 
DlB 44o890 0.938 3.978 1o280 
01C 41 0 77.5 0.796 3o715 1 .. 164 
010 L.0.458 0.758 3o793 1. 230 
OlE 42 0 08 7 0.802 3 .. 974 1.174 




~OISTURE CONTENT,OPGANIC CONTENT 
SAMPLE l"lO!STURE .ABSORBED 
NU~ABER CONTENT MDI STURE 
DZA 39.125 0 .. 816 
02B 39o686 Oo837 
02C 41 .. 335 0 .. 862 
020 43o251 0 .. 877 
02E 42 .. 053 0 .. 859 
AVERAGE .q 0 090 Oo850 
03A 39 .. 910 0 .. 882 
03B 40o2l5 0 .. 840 
03C 39 .. 399 0 .. 794 
030 39 .. 197 0 .. 767 
03E 38 .. 927 Oo739 
AVERAGE 39 .. 529 Oo804 
04A 38 .. 718 0.953 
048 48o793 0 .. 900 
04C 42o968 Oo858 
040 41o080 0.855 
04E 43 .. 075 0 .. 893 
AVERAGE 42.927 0 .. 892 
05A 35 .. 312 0 .. 652 
D5B 35.072 0.612 
D5C 36.159 Oo637 
050 35.355 0 .. 578 
D5E 37.101 0.637 
AVERAGE 35.800 0.623 
AND ABSORBED MOISTURE ('/,) 
ORGA.NIC MOISTURE ABSnRBED BY 
COf'HE~H SILT MINUS ORGANICS 
2o904 0 .. 881 
2 .. 834 0 .. 897 
2.596 Oo915 




2 .. 677 Oo828 
2.855 0 .. 848 
Zo541 Oo849 
Zo596 Oo831 
2 .. 652 0.851 
2 .. 969 1o071 
3 .. 012 lo 153 
2o784 0 .. 987 
2 .. 538 1 0 18 5 
2.749 1 .. 263 
2 0 811 1 .. 132 
2.300 Oo897 
1 .. 967 o. 83 9 
2o056 Oo723 
1.981 0 .. 637 
2.207 0.781 




M8ISTURE CONTENT,ORGANIC CONTENT AND ABSORBED MOISTURE (%) 
SAMPLE fv10I STURE ABSORBED ORGANIC MOISTURE ABSORBED BY 
NU r-.1 B ER CONTENT MO IS TUP. E CONTENT SILT MINUS ORGANICS 
06A 41 0 104 0.804 2. 911 0.942 
068 41..562 0.904 2.891 0.939 
06C 41.835 0.909 2.882 1o001 
D60 40.480 0.909 2.892 !.145 
AVERAGE 41.245 0.881 2.894 10 00 7 
07A 44.368 0.929 3.131 0.961 
078 43.990 0.921 3.005 0.929 
07C 44.660 0.954 3.006 1.004 
AVERAGE 44.339 0.935 3.047 0.965 
DBA 42.384 0.912 2.850 0.828 
088 41.545 0.899 2.741 0.799 
D8C 42.146 0.877 2.661 0.778 
08D 41.575 0.862 2.803 0.808 
08E 44.045 0.861 2.897 0.890 
AVERAGE 42.339 0.882 2.790 0.821 
AVER-0 41.248 0.854 2.877 0.962 
ElA 45.843 1.002 4.091 1.410 
E18 47.330 0.981 3.696 1.330 
E1C 47.083 1.028 3.435 1.176 
AVERAGE 47.376 1.004 3.741 1.305 
E2A 37.787 0.818 3.645 1.078 
E2B 38.370 0.740 3.355 1.059 
E2C 39.261 0.794 3.038 1.027 




MOISTURE CONTENT,ORGANIC CONTENT 
SAfl:lPLE MOISTURE ABSORBED 
NU r"1B E R CONTENT MOISTURE 
E3A 45.004 0.922 
E3t3 45.780 0.950 
E3C 45.258 0.934 
E3D 44.124 0.964 
E3E 42.270 0.900 
AVERAGE 44.487 0.934 
E4A 47.603 0.904 
E4 B 48.733 0 .. 898 
E4C 48.616 0.894 
E4D 43.925 0.845 
E4E 41.673 0.834 
E4F 44.328 0.813 
E4G 47.291 0.865 
AVERAGE 46.024 0.865 
E5A 47.738 0.844 
E58 L;7o229 0.828 
ESC 48.771 0.872 
E5D 47.132 0.855 
ESE 46.733 0.862 
E5F 47.090 0.924 
ESG 48.835 0.948 
AVERAGE 47.647 0.876 
AND ABSORBED MOISTURE ('/o) 
ORGANIC MOISTURE ABSORBED BY 
CONTENT SILT MINUS ORGANICS 
3.0b4 1.176 
3.061 1.203 
2.951 lo 293 
2.790 10 261 
2.801 lo 121 
2.933 lo 211 
3.246 1.065 
2.828 lo l 01 




2.899 0 .. 947 





2.846 10 30 2 
2.837 1.226 




























F 1 i 
F 1J 
AVERAGE 
MOISTURE CONTENT,OPGANIC CONTENT AND ABSORBED MOISTURE (%) 
MOI STlJRE ABSORBED ORGANIC MOISTURE ABSORBED BY 
CONTENT MOISTURE CONTE ~.IT SILT MINUS ORGANICS 
44o504 0.947 2o5l6 Oo999 
45o576 0.957 2.204 Oo951 
46o299 0.977 2.688 0.930 
45o409 0.970 2.563 1 oOO 5 
45 0 4 04 0.987 2.240 0.925 
45o438 Oo968 2.442 Oo962 
40 0 132 Oo798 2o364 0.721 
40o622 0.822 2.609 0.824 
39o425 0.829 2.342 0.785 
39ol85 0.877 2.421 0.812 
39" 53 2 0.844 2. 5 72 0.841 
39.779 0.834 2.462 0.797 
44.174 0.895 2.974 10116 
42o968 1.005 3.932 l. 320 
43.800 1.025 3.831 1.271 
42ol53 0.970 3o503 lo 251 
4Zo838 Oo976 3.540 1o245 
45o572 lo 017 4.094 lo284 
43o873 1.014 3.647 10 29 6 
42o899 1.008 3o717 1o269 
43.319 1.028 3.801 1.390 
45.220 1.038 4.094 10 3 21 
45o299 10 049 3.645 1o 2Q 1 

































































































































PERCENTAGES CALCULATED RELATIVE TO DRY WEIGHT 
MOISTURE ABSORBED RY 

































SA ~1 PLE QUAP T Z KAOUNITE 
Al 49.0 16.6 
.A2 34.0 22.1 
,,\ 3 47.0 15o5 
AL.:: 62o0 l0o5 
AS 45.0 19o2 
A6 42.0 14o9 
A7 42.,0 16.2 
.48 48.0 14.8 
13 1 34.0 '2 1. 8 
82 33.0 25.1 
83 4lo0 22o7 
84 29.0 22o7 
85 40.0 19.1 
Cl 47.0 15.5 
C2 35o0 22.5 
C3 40 0 0 18.6 
C4 4"-.0 19o9 
C5 54o0 l2o7 
OlC 31.0 2 5. R 
D2C 34.0 2 7 0 7 
03C 38o0 20.5 
04C 79o0 5.5 
05[ 49o0 l:3o1 
D6C 28o0 27o5 
07( L.::2.0 l6.A 
DBC L; 2 o 0 16.2 
XoR.D. ANALYSES_PERCE~TAGES 
ILL I TE-!"1US CClV IT E 
r1 I X F.: 0 L!l.YER CLAYS CALCITE DOLC~.tliTE 
22.8 3.5 :.6 
213 0 q 4.5 4o7 
24.4 3.5 7o4 
15o7 1 • c: 2.1 
22.9 5.5 c.O 
27.4 50 8 6 0 1 
27 0 0 4.6 5.7 
22.9 5o7 5.9 
31.9 2.4 4.0 
34.0 o.o 2.5 
22.7 5 0 7 6o4 
37.2 4.3 4.6 
24.5 7o9 5o0 
26o6 3.3 3.0 
36o0 1.7 2o4 
34.0 0.4 2.8 
24.8 3o4 4o2 
22.0 3.6 3o1 
35.6 lo7 1.4 
27o7 2.9 5.4 
3lo9 2o4 2o7 
8.8 2.2 10 7 
23.4 50 1 4.7 
33.5 4o8 2o5 
25o9 5.5 5o8 
29.3 3o2 4.2 













CHLOR 9 SID,PYR,ORTH,PLAG=2.2 
CHLQR,S!O,PYR,*QRTH,PLAG=3.5 
*CHLOR,SIDv*PYR,ORTH,PLAG=4.6 
*CHLOP,SID,PYR 9 0RTH,Pl~G=2.4 
CHLOR,SID,PYR,~ORTH,PLAG=4.2 
CHLOR 9 *PYR,*PLAG=3.7 
CHLOP,*PYR.ORTH,PLAG=2.6 
CHL8R 9 SID 9 *PYR,ORTH,PLAG=4.5 
CHLOR,SIO,ORTH,PLAG=2.3 
CHLOR,~PYR,*ORTH,PLAG=4.5 
*CHLOP,SID 9 *PYR,*ORTH,PLQG=2.8 
*CHLQR,SID,*PYR,OPTH,PLQG=4.7 
~CHLOR,SIO,PYR,ORTH,*DLAG=3.7 






ILLITE-~1USCOVITE CHLORITE SIDERITE PYRITE 
SAi"lPLE QUARTZ KAOL! f\1 I TE ~q XED LAYER CLAYS CALCITE DOLOt"liTE ORTHOCLASE PLAGIOCLASE 
ElC 49.0 2lo7 20.9 4o0 3o7 CHLORvSIDvORTH 9 PLAG=0.7 
EZC 60.0 12.8 17.5 3.5 5.0 CHLOR,SID,ORTH,PLAG=1.2 
E 3C 43.0 l4o 4 30.6 4 0 8 4ol *CHLOR,SID,*PYR,•OPTH,PLAG=3.1 
F.4C 38.0 21.0 28.0 6.2 4o7 *CHLOR,SID,ORTH,PLAG=Zol 
E 5C 52.0 16o8 19.9 5.3 4.4 CHLOR9SIO,ORTH,*PLOG=l.6 
E6C 39.0 16.5 26.1 7 0 1 e:.s *CHLOR,*PYR.ORTH,*PLAG=4.8 
E7C 54o0 l7o7 14.9 5.8 4.8 *CHLOR 9 SID,#PVR,*ORTH,PLAG=2o8 
FlD 4lo0 19. 0 29.0 4 4 0 • 3.6 CHLQR,SID,PYR,ORTH,PLAG=3.0 
F20 55.0 14.S 16o7 50 7 6o0 CHLnR,SID,*ORTH,PLAG=1.9 
F3D 47.0 19.0 19.7 5 0 c; 5o5 *CHLOR,SID,*PYR,ORTH,*PLAG=2.9 
F4D 50o0 1 50 6 22.? 2.9 4.9 CHLOR,SID,PYR,*ORTH,PLAG=3.7 
G1A 25.0 38.3 30.3 o.o o.o CHLOR,SIO,*PYR,ORTH,PLAG=6o4 
GlB 54o0 20o6 24o4 OoO OoO CHLOR 9 CRTH=O o 5 
GlC 43o0 l9o0 37.0 o.o c.o QRTH,PLAG=1o0 
GlD 32o0 30.3 36o8 OoO o.o C H l 0 R y 0 R T H= 0 o 9 
GlE 40o0 22.6 36o5 OoO o.o ORTH=0.9 
GlF 36o0 18o5 44.3 OoO OoO CHL'1P=1o2 
G 1G Slo 0 21.0 26.6 OoO OoO CHLOR,ORTH,PLAG=1o4 
GlH 55o0 15.1 12o3 t:: ~ JoJ Oo'3 =PYR,ORTH,PLAG=la2 SID=l0o6 
G2A 4lo0 23.0 28o1 OaO lo5 CHLOR9SID.~PYR,*ORTH,PLAG=6a4 
G2R 41.0 2 2 0 l 35.6 OoO OcO ORTH-=1c3 
G2C 55.0 22o0 22c0 OoO OoO Ok.TH=loO 
G2D 30o0 31.6 35o7 OcO o.o CHLOR,ORTH,PLAG=2o7 
GZE 3L;.o0 2 50 6 33o7 OaO OoO C H L OR • * 0 R T H = 6 o 7 
G2 F 47o0 23o0 29.1 c.o OoO ORTH 9 PLAG=Oo9 
G2G 25o0 38.7 29.8 0.6 0.8 *SID,PYR,JRTH,PLAG=5.l 
G2H 1g.o 4lo8 35c4 Oo5 Oo9 SID,PYR,~RTH=1c3 




><.P.F. A'\1 A LYSES (Vc) 
SM1PLE SI02 AL203 FE203 ~-1G Ll CAO f'l A 2 0 1<20 n n7 s P205 TOTAL 
A1 57o2l l5o02 5oL3 2.53 -:2_ ~' -o''J Oo73 3.25 0.83 O.G7 0.14 89.66 
/l,2 57.37 15.07 5.25 2.73 4.24 Oo74 3.25 0.83 0.31 0. 14 90.06 
Cd 55.79 JLr o 71 5o90 2o74 4.30 Oo74 2o40 0.84 Go 42 Oo14 88.00 
A4 59.56 13.77 4.34- 2.34- 2 0 (: 5 0.68 2 0 11 0.72 lo 84 0.13 88.13 
A5 56.70 14.13 5 • Ll-4 2 0 B I; 4.95 0.82 2o36 0.82 0.,24 0.14 88.45 
A6 57.80 14.22 5.20 2.73 4.f:,g 0.81 2o36 O.Y3 0.27 0.13 89. OL:r 
t.7 56 • 81 lL 0 ]4 s.rs 2.77 5.05 C.79 2.38 0.81 0.24 0.14 89.01 
A8 58.01 lt;.31 5.05 2.57 4.31 0 0 79 2o 33 0.79 0.69 Oo13 88.99 
fll 56.27 14.26 6.48 2o38 3o53 0.73 3o28 0.82 -0.05 0.14 87.83 
R2 55.30 l5oCJ6 6.98 2 0 54 lo44 Oo72 3o93 Oo38 3o39 0. 13 g 1. 28 
p, 3 57.63 13. El4 5.28 2. 8 1 4.77 Oo83 3o72 Oo82 0. ll 0.14 Rg.9<t 
f-14 57o75 14o69 4.99 2 0 9 0 4o58 Oo86 3o85 Oo8 4 Oo35 Oo12 90.93 
85 57o56 14.02 5.41 2.78 4.72 0.84 1.19 0.83 0.37 0.14 89.86 
C1 5\:\.10 14.04 5.38 2o73 i.. 0 4 7 Oo87 3 o 8i.r 0.82 Oo27 Ool3 90.7 3 
C2 55.70 u~.9o 6.27 2.68 3o72 Oo76 3.91 Oo83 0.,01 0.14 88oS2 
C3 56.67 14o94 5o35 2o65 2.9'5 Oo75 3.07 0.83 0.56 0 014 87.91 
(L; 5El.36 14.14 ~fo 7 2 2.81 ,_._ 0 81 OoS9 3 o EJ3 OoSO Oo27 Oo16 90o77 
C5 58.18 14o47 5o28 2.53 3.o3 C.78 3.79 0.7C. -0.24 Ool6 89.3R 
DlC 5Po43 14o08 5o2A 2o4-1 2o'H Oo72 2ob8 Oo75 3.C2 Oo12 90o3S 
D 2C 59.49 1 L:- o 1 3 (_,. 0 84 7 en _o"-JJ L;- 0 t_,. 0 0.7l 3o80 0.82 0.97 Ool3 90o38 
D3C 59.42 13.62 4o66 2o68 4o64 0.75 3o69 Oo78 Oo69 c 0 14 91 0 0 7 
D4C 5EJ.06 14 0 11 4o78 .. ) 7 c L o < :-J 4.92 0.71 3o79 0.77 Oo86 c 0 12 90.87 
DSC 61.75 12.00 4o21 2o42 50 1 7 0.83 3o4<; Oo68 loll 0.12 90o77 
D~· C 58.61 14 0 /+6 4 0 75 2.79 4o4Cj Oo76 2.88 0.81 OoR3 0.12 90.51 
D7C ')1.48 10 0 7 L.} l;- 0 7 6 2 0 31 ·+ 0 29 0 0 7l 3o9l 0.81 Oo68 0.13 7Fi.82 
f)P( 5 R o :n 13o67 4o8l 2o74 4o66 0.77 3o77 0.80 OoL3 0 0 13 90.76 
ElC 56.al l4o88 5.24 2o73 4 0 15 Go63 3o62 Oo82 loZS 0 0 12 90o39 
F2C 58o03 13o22 50 4-1 2.68 4o57 OoA6 3.46 0.80 0 0 4-0 0.14 89.37 
E3C 5i). 10 14oOO 50 l 0 2.76 L, o 8 9 O.f-7 3o94 0 0 81 0 0 50 Oo12 90o90 
f4C 58.05 l4o 70 SoOt.:- 2.79 '+ 0 53 0.67 4.')0 OoBO 0.26 0.13 90.97 
E:>C 57o75 13o67 SoC\l 2o73 so o::~ () 0 6 7 3.94 0.79 Oo55 o. 13 90.31 
E6C 56.S8 14.,11 50 51 2o72 4 0 ,34 Oo66 3.86 0.80 0.57 0.13 90 019 




XoRoFo Af\J~'>LYSr::s (o/o) 
SAHPLt SIJ2 J.\L2C3 FE203 1'·1Gl::! CACl f,Jf; 28 K20 
FlC 5 7o 98 lL!·o14 4 0 82 2o72 3o42 Oog7 3o9'5 
F 2C 56o26 13oAO 5o 58 ~o69 L.;.o90 Oo87 3o9l 
F3C 56o44 l4o84 50 '11 -t 2.76 4o53 Oo72 4o lL 
FL:-C 58o06 l3o78 L.r c 8 B 2o80 5.02 0.7<.) 3o 94 
GlA 52 o 0 R 23o1P. '5o84 2.JP Oo49 Oo3C 4o74 
1,15 57 o 9Lr 18o86 5o01 1.5L Oo70 Go45 3o91 
GlC 5Lo59 20o88 5o36 1. 8 5 Oo50 Oo39 3o49 
G1D 54o52 2lo 15 50 f) 3 L 76 0 0 5 J 0 0 ~-0 3o4') 
GlE 56o22 2lo 11 4o6l L82 Oo47 0 a 4 3 3 0 4-i, 
GlF 57o27 l9o4l L~ o 3 8 1o63 Oo64 0. 4'S 3o36 
GlG 57 oql 1°o20 4 0 14 L 71 Oo66 Oo43 3 0 15 
G1H 48ol5 16 0 b 1 13o23 l. 65 2o38 Oo33 3o09 
G2A 55.84 lt.4.S 6 0 1 g 2.37 1 0 2 ') Oo7CI 3 0 1 q 
G2R 55.71 Zlo30 4o44 lo 75 Oo34 Oo46 3 0 16 
G2C '57o57 1°o28 4o5D L 50 Oo45 Oo 54 2o85 
GZD 54o21 20.45 '5.69 1. 77 Oo47 8.41 Zo4l 
G2E 54o79 20.47 5o60 lo 8 2 0.42 Oo42 2o40 
G2F ')L,o 19 21o36 5o OS 1. 85 Oo35 0.4A 2 0 52 
G2G 50o66 22o60 7o04 LS9 0.37 0.41 2o70 
G2H 50o42 21.~2 7o67 L>=i3 0.37 Oo45 2o68 
H 1 53.87 l9o45 6.15 Zoi.O 4 0 1 5 OoflC' 3ol 0 
C :\ l C U L AT f D r!f'' A COZ.C A~n H20 FRFE 
TI~2 s 
0 0 8 1 /.} 0 7 6 
Oo80 4o56 
Go 84 l a 38 








Oo86 -0 0 ""!_,7 





LOO -Q o l G 
1 o OB -0.32 





0 0 15 
0 0 13 
0 0 lL" 
0 0 11 
Oo12 
0.13 
0 0 13 
Oo13 
0.12 




































INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT = 
FINAL MOISTURE CONTENT = 
NATURAL BULK DENSITY = 
NATURAL DRY DENSITY = 
FINAL BULK DENSITY = 
FINAL DRY DENSITY = 
SWElL PERCENTAGE = 















82 3. 79 
411.89 




















0 .. 5810 
0.5975 
0.6166 
0 .. 7068 
RECENT ALLUVIUM-UNDISTURBED 
ANALYSIS OF CONSOLIDATION DATA 
45.35 
2 8. 04 
1.7549 

























































































Lateral Sub-surface Movement towards Twu1el Face 
(1.1) 
Positive indicates movement away from tunnel face 
Negative indicates movement towards tunnel face 
Displacement in mm. 
195 
1. 1 -19 0 00 
SURfACE DISPLACEMENT= o.oo 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVER AGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
1. 0 656. 6 54. 872. 87 2. 1.0 -10.850 0.150 -0.150 
2.0 668. 667. 858. 858. 2.0 -9.525 -0.025 -0 .. 125 
3.0 698. 696. 830. 830. 3.0 -6.650 -0.050 -0.075 
4.0 704. 703. 824. 824. 4.0 -6.025 -0.025 -0.050 
5.0 696. 695. 832. 832. 5.0 -6.825 -0.025 -0.025 
6.0 694. 694. 836. 836. 6.0 -7.100 -0.100 0.075 
7.0 712. 712. 816. 818. 7.0 -5.250 -0.150 0.225 
8.0 72 8. 729. 804. 806. 8.0 'i -3.825 -0.125 0.350 
9.0 738. 738. 792. 792. 9.0 -2.700 -0.100 0.450 
10.0 755. 754. 776. 777. 10.0 -1.100 -0.100 0.550 
11.0 808. 806. 725. 727. 11.0 4.050 -o. 2 so c.soo 
12.0 828. 828. 702. 703. 12.0 6.275 -0.025 0.825 
13.0 836. 834. 696. 696. 13.0 6.950 -0.150 0.975 
14.0 853. 855. 677. 676. 14.0 8.875 -0.125 1.100 
15.0 856. 856. 674o 673. 15.0 9.125 -0 .. 175 1.275 
16.0 834. 835. 696. 696. 16.0 6.925 -0. 1 75 1.450 
1.1 -10.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= o.oo 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o .. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
1.0 666. 666. 883. 882. 1.0 -10.825 0.175 -0.175 
2.0 678. 678. 868a 869. 2.0 -9.525 -0 .. 025 -0.150 
3.0 108. 7 07. 840 0 842. 3.0 -6.675 -0.075 -0.075 
4.0 715. 714. 834. 836. 4.0 -6.025 -0.025 -0.050 
5.0 706. 707. 842. 842. 5.0 -6.775 0.025 -0.075 
6.0 705. 705. 845. 846. 6.0 -7.025 -0.025 -0.050 
7.0 723. 724. 826. 826. 7.0 -5.125 -0 .. 025 -0.025 
8.0 739. 741. 814 .. 816. 8.0 -3.750 -0.050 0.025 
9.0 749. 750. 802. 804. 9 .. 0 -2.675 -0.0 75 0.100 
10.0 765. 766 .. 786 .. 788 .. 10.0 -1.075 -0.075 0. 175 
11.0 81.8. 820 0 734. 736. 11.0 4.200 -0.100 0.275 
12.0 839. 839. 712. 712. 12.0 6.350 0.050 0.225 
13.0 846. 846. 706. 705. 13.0 7.025 -0.075 0 .. 300 
14.0 864. 866. 686. 686. 14.0 8.950 -0.050 0.350 
15.0 86 7. 868. 684 .. 683. 15.0 9.200 -0.100 0.450 
16.0 846. 846. 706. 706. 16.0 7.000 -0.100 0.550 
1 • 1 -5.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= o.oo 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVER AGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
1.0 654. 655. 870. 871. 1.0 -10.800 0.200 -0.200 
z.o 668. 669. 856. 856. 2.0 -9.375 0 .. 125 
-0.325 
3.0 696. 698. 828. 830. 3.0 -6.600 0.000 -0.325 
4.0 704. 705. 822. 824. 4.0 -s.q25 0.075 -0.400 
5.0 695. 697. 830o 830. 5.0 -6.700 0.100 -0.500 
6.0 693. 695. 834. 835. 6.0 -7.025 -0.025 -0.475 
7.0 710. 713. 816 .. 817. 7.0 -5.250 -0.150 -0.325 
8.0 728. 730. 804. 804. 8.0 -3.750 -0.050 -0.275 
9.0 738. 740. 790 .. 792. 9.0 -2.600 o.ooo 
-0.275 
10.0 753. 757. 774 .. 774. 10.0 -0.950 0.050 -0.325 
11.0 806. 808. 724. 724. 11.0 4.150 -0.150 -0.175 
12.0 828. 828. 7 01. 702. 12.0 6.325 0.025 -0.200 
13.0 834. 8 36. 694o 694. 13.0 7.050 -0.050 -0.150 
14.0 854. 856. 674. 674. 14.0 9.050 0.050 -0.200 
15.0 858. 834. 673. 6 7 4. 15.0 8.625 -0.675 0.475 
16.0 834. 834. 696 .. 696. 16.0 6.900 -0.200 0.675 
l .1 -4.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= o.oo 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
1.0 650. 649. 860. 861. 1.0 -10.550 0.450 -0.450 
2.0 660. 660. 849. 849. 2.0 -9.450 0.050 -0.500 
3.0 690. 689. 820 .. 820. 3.0 -6.525 0.075 -0.575 
4.0 697. 695. 814. 814. 4.0 -5.900 0.100 -0.675 
5.0 687. 687. 823. 822. 5.0 -6.775 0.025 -0.700 
6.0 685. 684. 826 .. 826. 6.0 -7.075 -0 .. 075 -0.625 
7.0 703. 703. 808. 806. 7.0 -5.200 -0.100 -0.525 
8.0 720. 720. 794 .. 795. 8.0 -3.725 -0.025 -0.500 
9.0 730. 731 .. 78lo 782. 9.0 -2.550 0.050 -0.550 
10.0 74 7. 74 7. 765. 766. l o. 0 -0.925 0 .. 075 -0.625 
11.0 799. 800. 712 .. 713. 11.0 4.350 0.050 -0.675 
12.0 818. 818. 693 .. 694. 12.0 6.225 -0.075 -0.6 00 
13.0 826. 826. 685. 685. 13.0 7.050 -0.050 -0.550 
14.0 846. 84 7. 664. 666. 14.0 9.075 0.075 -0.625 
15.0 848. 847. 665. 664. 15.0 9.150 -0.150 -0.475 
16.0 826. 826. 686. 688. 16.0 6.950 -0.150 -0.325 
l. 1 -3.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= o.oo 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
1. 0 616. 618 0 827. 824. loO -10.425 0.575 -0.575 
2.0 626. 628. 815. 812. 2.0 -9.325 o. 1 75 -0.750 
3.0 656. 657. 784 .. 784. 3.0 -6.375 0.225 -0.975 
4.0 633. 634. 778. 778. 4.0 -7.225 -1.225 0.250 
5.0 652. 653. 786. 786. 5.0 -6.675 0.125 0. 125 
6.0 650. 651. 792. 791. 6.0 -7.050 -0.050 0.175 
7.0 669. 668. 772. 769. 7.0 -5.100 o.ooo 0.175 
8.0 684. 684. 761. 760. 8.0 -3.825 -0.125 0.300 
9.0 696. 696. 748. 747. 9.0 -2.575 0.025 0.275 
10.0 712. 711. 731. 730. 10.0 -0.950 0.050 0.225 
11.0 764. 763. 680. 680. 11.0 4.175 -0.125 0.350 
12.0 785. 784. 659. 657. 12.0 6.325 0.025 0.325 
13.0 793. 792. 650. 650. 13.0 7.125 0.025 0.300 
14.0 812. 811. 631. 630. 14.0 9.050 0.050 0.250 
15.0 814. 814. 630. 628. 15.0 9.250 -0.050 0.300 
16.0 791. 791. 650. 650. 16.0 7.050 -0.050 0.350 
1.1 -2.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= 1.50 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 1.500 
1.0 620. 620. 830 .. 830. 1.0 -10.500 o. 500 1.000 
2.0 632. 633. 816. 816. 2.0 -q.l75 0.325 o. 6 75 
3.0 663. 665. 788. 789. 3.0 -6.225 0.375 0.300 
4.0 670. 6 71. 784. 783. 4.0 -5.650 0.350 -0.050 
5.0 658. 660. 794. 794. 5.0 -6.750 0.050 -0. 100 
6.0 656. 658. 799. 799. 6.0 -7.100 -0.100 o.ooo 
7.0 674. 675. 779. 778. 7.0 -5.200 -0.100 0.100 
8.0 692. 693. 768. 769. 8.0 -3.800 -0.100 0.200 
9.0 701. 703. 753. 754. 9.0 -2.575 0.025 0.175 
10.0 716. 718. 738. 739. 10.0 -1.075 -0.0 75 0.250 
11.0 768. 770. 688. 688. 11.0 'te050 -0.250 0.500 
12.0 790. 791. 664. 664. 12.0 6.325 0.025 0.475 
13.0 BOO. 799. 656. 655. 13.0 7.200 0.100 0.375 
14.0 818. 819. 634. 635. 14.0 9.200 o. 2 00 0.175 
15.0 822. 822. 633. 632. 15.0 9.475 0.175 o.ooo 
16.0 801. 801. 654. 654. 16.0 7.350 o. 2 50 -0.250 
L. 1 -1.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= 1.90 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOWARDS AWAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. Oo o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 1.900 
1. 0 634. 634. 840. 840. 1.0 -10.300 0.700 1.200 
2.0 647. 650. 830. 828. 2.0 -9.025 0.4 75 0.725 
3.0 675. 678. 802. 800. 3.0 -6.225 o. 3 75 0.350 
4.0 681. 683. 796. 795. 4.0 -5.675 0.325 0.025 
5.0 670. 673. 806. 805. 5.0 -6.700 0.100 -0.075 
6.0 666. 668. 812 0 812. 6.0 -7.250 -o. 2 so 0.175 
7.0 686. 688. 792. 790. 7.0 -5.200 -0.100 0.275 
8.0 702. 704. 780. 7 81. 8.0 -3.875 -0.1 75 0.450 
9.0 713. 716. 765. 767. 9.0 -2.575 0 .. 025 0.425 
10.0 725. 727. 753 .. 756. 10.0 -1.425 -0.425 0.850 
11.0 770. 772. 708. 711 .. 11.0 3.075 -1.225 2.075 
12.0 797. 797. 684o 683. 12.0 5.675 -0.625 2.700 
13.0 806. 806. 674. 67 3. 13.0 6.625 -0.475 3. 175 
14.0 824. 824. 655. 656. 14.0 8.425 -0.575 3.750 
15.0 843. 844. 637. 636. 15.0 10.350 1.050 2.700 
16.0 830. 830. 650. 650. 16.0 9.000 1.900 o.soo 
Lateral Sub-surface Movement Perpendicular to Centre Line 
(2.2, 3.2, 4.2) 
Positive indicates movement away from channel 
Negative indicates movement towards channel 
Displacement in mm. 
~"::f·~,..,..., .. ,. ............... ..-_,..,. .... .., -~--~- .. ~ ··~ .. --.-·_....-- ,.._..._, __________ -· ··-- -------------- ·------- --
203 
2.2 -19.00 
S \J R F A C E D I S P L A C U1 E N T = o.oo 
0RIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TOI,vf-,RDS AV..tAY DEPTH .AVERAGE DIFFEQ,ENCE D I S P U\ C E tvJ E ~,1 T 
oJ.O o. o. o. n \j 0 o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
l 0 0 906. 906. 622. 622. 1.0 14.200 -C.lOO 0.100 
z.o 917. 917. 611. 611. 2.0 15.300 -0.200 0.300 
3.0 914. 91L. 614. 614. 3.0 15.JOO -0.100 0.400 
4.0 882. 8 81. 646. 646. 4.0 11.775 -0.025 0.425 
5.0 864. B26. 664. 665. 5.0 10.525 0.525 -0.100 
6.0 R48. 850. 680. 682. 6.0 8.400 -0.100 o.ooo 
7.0 660. 862. 669. 669. 7.0 9.600 -0.100 0.100 
8.0 856. 858. 6 7l 0 674. 8.0 S.225 o. 0 25 0.075 
9.0 801. gaz. 638. 638. 9.8 12.675 -0.225 0.300 
10.0 937. 937. ') 9 2 0 59 3 0 10.0 17.225 -0.0 75 0,"375 
ll 0 0 948. 948. 5 e 1. 582. 11.0 18.325 -0.075 0.450 
12.0 964. 962. 566. 566. 12.0 19.850 -0.150 0.600 
13.0 964. 965. 564. 564. 13.0 20.025 -0.175 0.775 
14.0 97 .Q 0 9 7 0. 559. sse;. 14.0 20.550 -0.150 0.925 
15.0 976. 976. 5 54. 5 54o 15.0 21. 100 -0.100 lo 025 
16.0 97 8 0 qso. S51o 5 52. 16.C 21.375 -Oo025 L050 
2.2 -10.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= 0.30 
tJRIGII\t.L Ot.TA 
DEPTH TOI,JA~DS AhtAY DEPTH AVER/ICE D! fFEF.E!\ CE DI SPU.Cci"iE!\iT 
o.o o. o. 1). o. 0.0 o.ooo o. 000 0.300 
l. 0 922. 022. 635. 638. leO 14.275 -0.025 0.325 
2.0 934. 934. 624. 626. z.o 15.4SO -0.050 0.375 
3.0 q3o. 932. 628. 629. 3.0 15.125 0.025 0.350 
4.0 891?. .sss. 660. 662. 
'" 0 0 11.850 0.050 0.300 
5.0 es1. f181o 6 78 0 680. 5.0 10.100 0.100 0.200 
6.0 86 8 0 1367. 69bo 697. 6.0 8.550 o. 050 0.150 
7.0 1"78. 380. f>82o {; 84. 7.0 9.800 0.100 0.050 
8.0 B74. 874. 688. 6 88. 8.0 9.300 0.100 -0.050 
9.0 90B. 910. 652. A 54. 9.0 12.800 -0.100 0.050 
10.0 QI';L._ _, ·""' ' c <j54. 607. 608. 10.0 17.325 0.025 0.025 
11.0 <j6 50 S66. 597. sq 8o 11 0 0 18.400 o.ooo 0.025 
12.0 980. 982. 5 pl. 582. 12.0 19.975 -0.025 0.050 
13.0 982. 983. 580. 580. 13.0 20.125 -J.075 0.125 
14.0 92.8. q 813. 57'-'. 576. 14.0 20.650 -0.050 0.175 
15.0 992. '992. 5 70. 57 o. 15.0 21. 100 -0.100 0.275 




DEPTH T Q\..j ARfl S t..';!AY DEPTH .AV tR AGE Dii=FERF~KE DI SPL£\CEMEI'H 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo -14.320 
1.0 775. 773. 749. 7 5lo l. 0 lo200 -13.100 -1.220 
2.0 E93. 892o 638. 6 3<· 0 ZoO 12.,825 -2.675 1.455 
3.0 919o 915o 604. 606. 3.0 15.600 o.soo 0.955 
4.0 882. '379. 644. 648. 4.0 11.725 -0.075 1.030 
5.0 86 2. f3 6 2 0 662. f.:.65o 5.0 9.925 -0.075 10 105 
6.0 848. 848. 630. 682. 6.0 8.350 -0.150 1.255 
7.0 8 60 0 860. 606. 668. 7.0 11.150 l 0 450 -0.195 
8.0 856. 8 56. 670. 672. 3.0 9.250 0.050 -0.245 
9.0 2:38. 892. 636. 6 3 2 0 9.0 12.800 -0.100 -0.145 
10.0 <:;38. 938o 5qo. 590. lOoO 17.LOQ 0.100 -Oo245 
11.0 949. 048. 5 so. 5 80. 11.0 18.425 0.025 -Oo270 
12.0 96 2 0 96 1+ 0 564. 564. 12.0 19.'.:050 -0.050 -0.220 
13.0 966. 964. 562. 562. 13.0 20.150 -0.050 -0.170 
14o0 C.:70c 970. 556o 558. 14.0 20o650 -0.050 -0.120 
15o 0 976., 976. 5'5 3 0 =·53 0 1'5.0 21.150 -0.050 -Oo070 
16.0 97qo cnq 0 550. 5 50c 16.0 2lo45Q o.oso 
-Oo120 
2.2 -1.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEME~T= -9.75 
OR It-; I'\IAL DATA 
DEPTH Tl]hJMWS At·!AY 0 E: P TH AVEQC.(;E OIFFEFFNCE DIS P LAC EI'1E NT 
J.O o. o. o. o. o.o 0.0()0 o.ooo -<?.750 
loO 808. 808. 672. 6 7 2. 1.0 6.800 -7.500 -2.250 
2.0 873. 874. 608. 608. 2.0 13o275 -2.225 -0.025 
3.0 895. 899. 58 5. 5 H6 o 3o0 15.575 Oo4 75 -0.500 
4o0 856o 858o 623o 626o 4()0 ll 0 62 5 -Ool75 -Oo325 
5.0 840o 86.20 643 0 646o 5o0 9.825 -0.175 
-0.150 
6.0 824o 827. 65<?. 663. 6.0 8.225 -0.275 0.125 
7.0 83 7 0 340. 646. 648. 7.0 9.575 -0.125 0 0 2 ':·0 
8.0 833. 835. 650. 654o s.o 9 0100 -OolOO 0.350 
9.0 868o 87 L. 615 0 616. qoO 12.700 -0.200 Oo550 
10.0 914. 915. 5 70 0 570. 10.0 1"?.225 -0.075 Oo625 
11.0 926. g 27 0 559o 55 9. ll. () 18.375 -0.025 0.650 
lZoO 940. 94L 54 50 544. 12.0 19.800 -0.2 00 0.850 
13.0 942. 96.3. 546.. 1)42. 13.0 l9o975 -0.225 1. 075 
14.0 9·+ 7 0 940. 538o 53 7 0 14.0 20.500 -0.200 l 0 2 75 
15o0 95 6 0 955. 534. c:; 31 0 15.0 2lol50 -C.050 1.325 
16.0 959. 960. 520. 524. 16.0 21.875 0.4 75 0.850 
2 .. 2 +1.00 
S Uf~. Ft-C E DISPLACEMENT= -5.7q 
JRIGIJ\l\L DATA 
DEPTH TO'<•lA RD S A\riAY DEPTH b,\1 ER ~\GE D IFF ERE~.: C E Dl SPLACE~1Ef\'T 
o.o f1o Oo c. Oo OoO o.ooo OoOOO -5o790 
1.0 802. 802. 620o 622. 1.0 9.050 -5.250 -0.540 
2.0 i{4 7 0 848o 576. 5 76. z.o l3o575 -1.925 lo385 
3.0 866o B68o 556o 55 7o 3o0 15.525 ().425 Oo960 
4.0 832. 83lo 5 92o 592. 4.0 llo975 0.175 Oo785 
SoO 8.10. 809o 614. 615. s.o 9.750 -C.250 1.035 
6.0 794o 793o f, 3lo 632o 6.0 8.,100 -Oo40Q lo 435 
7o0 806o 8C 7 o 618 0 6l8o 7.0 9o425 -Oo275 lo7l0 
8.0 799. 798o 624o 627o 0 •'"1 l.) D U 8.650 -Oo550 2.260 
9.0 834o 83J. 589. 591. 9o0 l2ol75 -Oo725 2.985 
lOoO 8 85 0 886o 537. 53S. 10.C 17.375 0 0 0 75 2.910 
ll .o 903o 903o :;, 21 0 522. ll. 0 19o075 0 0 6 75 2o235 
12.0 S26o 924. '-98. 498. 12.0 21.350 l. 350 0.885 
13.0 934., 934o 489. 490. 13.0 22.225 2.025 -lol40 
14. 0 qo6. 906. 519. 518. 14.0 l9o375 -L325 o. 185 
15.0 go l. sc:q. 527. 52 q. 1 50 0 18.600 -2.600 2.785 
16.0 934. 934. 489. 490. 16.0 22.225 0.825 1.960 
2.2 +6n00 
SURFACE DISPLACE~fNT= -3.35 
IJRIGif\JAL DAT.ll 
DEPTH T lJ ;,,' A k D S AWAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFE:RH!CE D I S P U1 C E f'i1 Ef\JT 
J.O o. '" Vo o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo -3.350 
loO 7 0 0 69. -12 1to -122. loO 9.625 -4.675 L, 325 
2.0 128. 129. -178. -174. 2.0 15.225 -0.275 1.600 
3.,Q 126. 129. -179. -17 2. 3.C 15.150 1).050 1.550 
4.0 87. e7. -139. -1?4. '+. 0 11.175 -0.625 2.175 
5.0 6 7 0 65. -114., -1llo 5.0 8.925 -1.075 3.250 
6.0 48. 53. -100. -94. 6.0 7 0 3 7 5 -L 125 4.375 
7.0 64. 63. -l!Lfo -108. 7.0 !L 725 -0.975 5.350 
8.0 L;.g.., L+ 7 o -9H. -93. 8.0 7 .1 7 5 -2.025 7.375 
9.0 95. 97. -lLt7. -143. 9.0 12.050 -0.850 B.225 
10.0 1 -,C) .:) .. 140. -1~9. -185. 10.0 16.325 -0.975 9.200 
1l.O 16 50 170. -218. -210. 1lo 0 19.075 0.675 8.525 
12.0 186. 189. -235. -231. 12.0 21.025 1..025 7.5DO 
13.0 196. 199. -2 50. -245. 13.0 22.250 2.050 5.450 
14.0 20G. 203. -248. -250 .. 14.0 22.525 1.825 3.625 
l5o0 207. 2C7. -273. -274o 15o0 24.025 2a825 0.800 
16o0 22°o 230o -273o -273o 16.0 25ol25 3.725 -2o925 
2e2 +13o00 
SURFACE DISPL!ICE~Ei\!T= -1.:33 
0 R I G I i\J AL 8ATA 
OEPTH TO~Jb,RDS AWII;Y OEPTH AVER b. Gf DIFFERENCE D I S D LA C EM E I\ IT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo -i.830 
loO fl. 6lo -144 0 - 14 2 0 leO 10.200 -4o100 2 0 2 70 
ZoO 110 0 114. -1 9't 0 -191. 2.0 15o225 -0.275 2.545 
3.0 110. 112. -19 5. -19lc 3.0 15.200 0.100 2o445 
4.0 6 9 0 76. -158. -152. 4.0 11 0 3 75 -0.42.5 2o87Q 
5o0 42. 49. -132. -128. 5.0 8.775 -1.225 4o095 
6.0 29. 3 50 -115. -1llo 6o0 7o250 -lo 2 50 5.345 
7.0 42. 47. -130. -126. 7o0 8.625 -1 0 0 75 6.4·20 
8.0 25. 3lo -114 0 -l:Ja. 8.0 b.CJ75 -2.225 8o645 
9.0 70. 74. -157o -153o 9 .. 0 11.350 -1.550 10.195 
10.0 115. 1 z 1. -204o -zoe. lOoO 16.000 -1.300 11.405 
llo 0 1L;2, 145. -230. -227. 1lo0 18.600 o. 2 00 1 L 295 
12.0 166. 170. -252. -250o lZ.O zo.qso Oo'::l50 10.3~5 
13.0 177. 1 77c -,'261. -258. 13o0 21.825 L 625 8.720 
14.0 183. 18 6. -2 b9o -268o l4e0 22o650 L950 6.770 
15o0 185. 190. -273. -272. 15.0 23.000 l 0 8 00 4.970 
16.0 2 i lo 216. -301. -3()0. lA.O 25.700 4.300 0.670 
2.2 +23o00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= -1.52 
nRIG!NAL DATA 
DEPT!-l TO\Ai L\F OS Alt.: A.. y OEPTH AVER.f\GE 0 I F F E R c r,1 C E D I s D L ,') c E ~-~ t f\J T 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o 0.000 o.ooo 
-1.520 
1.0 66. b6. -149. -1'•7. 1 0 0 10.700 -?:.bOO 2.080 
2.0 lllo 112. -1S6. -19L z.o 1'3o250 -Oo250 2.330 
3.0 110. 110. -195. -190. 3.0 15.125 0.025 2.305 
4.0 71. 71. -159. -154. 4.0 1 L 375 -0.425 2 .. 730 
5.0 44. "-6 0 -132. -127. 'i n - 0 u 3.725 -1.2 75 4.005 
6.0 29. -~? 
-"' :..... 0 -115. -llOo 6.0 7.150 -1.350 5.355 
1.0 44o 44. -132o -127o 7o0 8.675 -1o025 6.380 
8.0 27. 3 Oo -114. -1 C9 o 8.0 7.000 -2.200 8.580 
9.0 66. 7 2 0 -1 58. -152 0 Q.C ll. 200 -l. 7 00 10.280 
10.0 1 1 5 0 1l7o -204o -201o 10.0 15.925 -1.375 llo655 
11.0 144. 14 7 0 -2 3 2 0 -229. 11 0 0 18o800 0.400 11.255 
12.0 167. 168. -252. -250o 12.0 20.925 !).925 10o330 
13.0 173. 172. -260. -259o 13.0 21.600 1 0 4-00 ().930 
14o0 182o 1B4o -269. -268. 14.0 22o575 1. 8 75 7.055 
15 0 0 1(~8 0 188o -274o -272. 15.0 23o050 laRSO .50 2 05 
l6o0 2 07. 2 G R o -3010 -2 93 0 16.0 25o225 3o825 1 .. 380 
2.2 +30.00 
SLJP.>=!lCE DISPLACEfii1ENT= -0.91 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH T 0':1 AR D s A Wt; Y f)fPTH t\V ER ~~,GE DIFFERENCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o O.ODO o.ooo -0.910 
LO 85. 86. -127. -126. 1.0 10.600 -3.700 2.790 
z.o 1:)4. ]_ 34. -176. -174. z.o 15.450 -0.050 2.840 
3.0 133. 13 3o -174. -l 71 0 3.0 15.275 0.175 2.665 
4.0 9L 9 2 0 -135. -131. 4.0 llo 22 5 -0 0 5 75 3.240 
5.,0 68. 7·-.Oo -113. -109. 5o0 9.150 -0.850 4.090 
6.0 49. 510 -92. -87 0 6.0 6.975 -1.525 5.615 
7.0 '' Ono 6 7 0 -109. -10.5. 7.0 8.675 -lc025 6.640 
8.0 50. 5lo -94. -90. R.O 7.125 -2.075 8. 715 
9.0 91 0 9 3. -133. -133. CJ.O 11.250 -1.650 10.365 
10.0 138. 140. -180. -177 .. 10.0 15.875 -1.,425 11.790 
ll. 0 168. 173. -212. -209. 1LO 19.050 O.A50 11.14.0 
12.0 19L 195. -233. -23G. 12.0 21.225 lo 2 25 9.915 
13.0 198. 202. -240. -238., 13.0 21.950 10 7 50 8.165 
14.0 207. 2 0°. -249 0 -246. 14.0 22.775 2.075 6.090 
15.0 213. 2l3o -2 50. -249. 15.0 23.125 1.925 4olh5 
16.0 237. 235. -274. -274. 1' n Dou 25.500 tt. 1 JO 0.065 
2.2 +36.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= -1o52 
OPIGINAL Ot\TA 
DEPTH Tow A~.os A'.cJAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFEPEi\lCE DISPLi\CEMEI\IT 
o.o Oo Oo Oo o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo -l 0 5 20 
1.0 63 .. 6 50 -l49o -148. 1.0 l0o625 -3.675 2.155 
ZoO llCo 110 0 -197o -!95. 2 .. 0 15.300 -0.200 2.355 
3.0 107. 111. -1 98 0 -195. 3.0 15.275 Oo175 2 0 18 0 
4o0 65. 68. -156. - 15 3. 4.0 11.050 -0.750 2.930 
5o0 4Lo l.;6 0 -13Lo -135. 5.0 8.975 -1.025 3.955 
6.0 2 2 0 26. -112. -ll1o 6.0 {)o775 -1.725 5.680 
7.0 3g 0 42o -12CJ. -127. 7oC 8.425 -1.275 6o955 
BoO 2 8 a 3 0 0 -117. -114. ,g 0 0 7.225 -lo975 8.930 
9.0 6t,. 7lo -1 58 0 -l55o 9.0 11.250 -1.650 10.580 
10.0 11 7. 115 0 -204 .. -203. lOoO 15.975 -1.325 11.905 
110 0 145. 148. -2.3 6 0 -234. 11.0 19.075 0.675 11o230 
12.0 166. 170. -256. -2')5. 12o0 2L 175 lo 175 10.055 
13.0 172. 176. -264o -262. 13o0 2lo 8 50 lo 650 8o405 
14.0 182. 177o -2 6<:J. -270o 14.0 22.450 1.750 6.655 
15.0 187. 185. -273. -274. l 5. 0 22o975 l 0 7 75 L.880 
16.0 209. 212. -297o -293. 16.0 25.275 ~.875 1 0 005 
2o2 +43.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= -0.30 
ORIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TO'r!!\RDS ~~WAY DEPTH t1VERAGE DIFFEREf\ICF. DISPLACEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo -0.300 
1.0 87. 86. -12 8 0 -124. laO 10.625 -3.675 3.375 
2.0 134. 132. -175. -171. 2.0 15.300 -0.200 3 0 5 75 
3.0 134. l ?.3 0 -175. -172. 3c0 1:·.350 0.250 3e325 
4.0 2 8 0 g 2 0 -1 'd 0 -1.28. 4o0 ll • 27 5 -0.525 3.850 
5.0 68. 69. -1l:Jo -l05o 5.0 8.800 -1 0 2 00 5.050 
6o0 4B, 4 8 0 -89. -83o 6o0 6.700 -lo8f)Q 6.850 
7.0 64o 65. -107. -102. 7o0 8o450 -lo250 8ol00 
8.0 4 7 0 47. -ss. -88. BoO 6.925 -2.275 10.375 
9o0 90o C'f.. ' . 0 -LB. -132. 9.0 11 • 2 25 -1.67.5 12.050 
10.0 l40o 136. -184. -180o 10.0 16.000 -1.300 l3a35Q 
11.0 170. 175. -2l7o -214o 1 1 0 0 19o400 lo 000 12.350 
12.0 193. 194o -235o -232. l2o0 21.350 L350 11 .ooo 
13.0 197. 197. -24lo -239o 13.0 21.,, 850 L650 9o350 
14. 0 2 QL; o 20i'l. -249 0 -247o 14.0 22.650 1. 950 7o400 
15.0 21lo 210. -2 50. -249. 15.0 23o000 l 0 8 00 5.600 
16.0 2 31. 2 38. -2 76. -273. l6o0 25.450 4.050 1.550 
2.2 +51.00 
SURfACE DISPLACEMENT= 0.30 
ORIGii\IAL Dti.TA 
DEPTH TmvAPDS A 'riJ~ Y DEPTH AV EF t1 G E DIFFERENCE Dl SPLt\C:Ei'v1Ef\IT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 0.300 
1.,0 78. 78. -138. -136. l.O 10.750 -3.5'50 3.850 
2.0 123o 129o -183. -182. 2.0 15.425 -1).075 3.925 
3.0 125. 128. -186. -183. 3.0 15.550 0.<1·50 3.4 75 
4.0 78. R5o -142o -139. 4.0 1lo100 -0.700 4o175 
5o0 :; 6 0 60. -118. -116o SoO B.750 -lo 2 50 5.425 
6.,0 3co 40. -98. -94. 6.C 6.700 -loR 00 7o225 
l.IJ 53. :::; 7 0 -116. -113. 7.0 8o475 -1.225 8.450 
8.0 40. 44. -103. -102. i3.0 7.225 -i.975 10.425 
9.0 82. 86. -144. -144. 9.0 11.400 -lo500 11.925 
10.0 130. 134. -1g2. -18'7. 10.0 16.125 -L 175 13.100 
llo 0 159. 162. -223. -220. 1 LO 19o 100 o. 7 00 12.400 
12.0 18L 1 8 2 0 -243. -2'+1. 12.0 21 0175 lo 175 11.225 
l 3 0 0 187. 189o -250. -24S. 13.0 21.875 l 0 6 75 9.550 
14.0 195. 194. -2'56. -256. 14.0 22.525 1.825 7o725 
15.0 198o 200. -259o -zsn. 15.0 22.875 1.675 6.050 
lboO 223. 225o -282. -286. l6.1J 25oL;.QQ 4.000 2 0 0 50 
2.2 + 72.00 
SURF4CE DISPLACEMENT= 1.22 
ORIGINAL D.~T A 
DEPTH Tf.JvJA RD S A:.~AY DEPTH AVER ,~GE f) I F FER f~,~ C E DI SPU\CEMENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.c o.ooo o.ooo 1.220 
1.0 75. 77. -150. -150. loG lL 300 -3.000 4.220 
ZoO 118 0 1!8. -196. -195. 2.0 15.675 0.175 4.045 
3.0 ll9o 120. -196. -196. 3.0 15.775 o. 6 75 3.3 70 
4.0 79. 78. -157. -154. t...O 11.700 -0.100 3.470 
s.o 53. 55. -133. -130. 5.0 9.275 -0.725 4 .. 195 
6.0 37 0 38. -117. -114. 6.0 7.650 -0.850 5.045 
7.0 59. 610 -139. -136. 7.0 9.875 0.175 4.870 
s.o 49. 50. -130. -126. 8.0 8.875 -0.325 5.195 
9.,0 87. oo. -166. -166. 9.0 12.725 -0.175 5.370 
10.0 13 2 0 1 3 50 -211. -20LJ. 10.0 17.175 -0.125 5.495 
11.0 164. 161:3. -2Lf:,. -245. 11.0 20.575 2. 1 75 3.320 
12.0 202 0 2 04. -2 78. -277. 12.0 24.025 4.025 -0.705 
13.0 175o 17 50 -253. -251. 13.0 21.350 1.150 -lo855 
14.0 133. 135. -210. -211. 14.0 17.225 -3.475 1. 6 20 
15.0 1"4 _:;J '0 15 49 -230. -232. 1 50 0 l9o25() -lo950 3.570 
2.2 +Olo'JO 
SURFaCE DISDLACE~ENT= 2o1.3 
nP.IGif\.JAL DATA 
DEPTH T IJ ',; .l\ P D S f:,\..JAY DEPTH AVERAGE DIFFERENCE D I S P L A C E '·1 E N T 
0.0 o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 2.130 
1.0 60 , 0 73. -1 710 -166. 1.0 11.975 -2.325 L.455 
ZoO 1 11 0 11.5. -214. -210. 2.0 1·S.Z50 0.750 3."105 
3.0 l1lo i15 0 -214. -211. 3.0 16.275 l. 175 2.530 
4.0 54. 57 0 -159. -154. 4.0 10.600 -1 0 2 00 3.730 
5.0 38o 43. - 1'-: 2 0 - l 3 g 0 5.0 9.050 -0.950 4o680 
6.0 24. 2 8 0 -126 0 -121. 6o0 7.1+75 -1.025 5.705 
7.0 41. 47 
' 0 -145. -1410 7.0 9.350 -0,350 6.055 
s .. o 45o 50. -l50o -146. 8.0 9.775 0.575 5.480 
9o0 83. 8bo -18'5o -182. G.O 13.400 o.:oo L.980 
10.0 127. 1 3 l. -230. -2 26. 10.C l7o850 0.550 L.430 
11.0 16 4 0 168 0 -267. -266. 1lo 0 2lo625 3.225 lo 205 
12.0 189. 1 g 2 0 -291. -289. 12.0 24.025 4.025 -2o820 
13.0 165. 1 b 50 -266. -264o 13.0 21.500 L 300 -4.120 
14o0 127. 128. -228. -226o l4o0 17.725 -2.975 -1.145 
15.0 144. 146. -246. -244o 1 50 0 19.500 - J c 7 00 0.555 
2o2 +107.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= 1. 52 
CiRIGINAL Ot.\TA 
DEPTH Tm,JARD S AWAY DEPTH AVER.~GE OJFF!::PENCf D I S P L 8 C P·1 E r\JT 
o.o c. o. ,~ Uo o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 1.520 
1. 0 77 0 7 50 -16lo -l6lo 1.0 1lo850 -2o45Q 3.970 
2.0 120. 114o -205o -206o 2.0 16.125 Oo625 3o345 
3o0 110. 1 1 3 0 -205o -2J5o 3.0 15o825 Oo725 z. 6 20 
4o0 610 5 5o -147o -148. 4o0 l0o275 -1.525 4.145 
5.0 44o 40. -l30o -132o 5.0 8o650 -1.350 5.495 
6.0 30. 27o -115. -ll4o 6.0 7ol50 -lo350 6.845 
7.0 47. 47. -13 5o -136o 7o0 0 ol25 -0.575 7 .. 420 
8.0 ")4 
.- ' 0 5lo -138o -13So E3.0 9.550 Go350 7 .. 070 
9.0 g l 0 CJ3o -176. -175o Q n ' D '-.! 13.375 0.475 6.595 
lOoO 136o 133o -220. -220. lOoO 17.725 0.425 6ol70 
1lo 0 174o 171. -2 59o -259o llo 0 21 o575 3o175 2.995 
12.0 200. 198. -289. -234. 12. 0 24o275 L. 2 75 -1.280 
13.0 172. 17lo -2 56 0 -256o 1 .. io 0 2L 375 l 0 1 75 -2.455 
l4o0 132o 131. -220. -2 ZOo 14.0 17.575 -3ol25 0.670 
15.0 148. 148. -232. -232. l5o0 l9oOOQ -2o20Q 2o870 
2.2 +119.00 
SUPFACE DISPLACEMENT= 3.05 
ORH,INAL DATL\ i 
DEPTH TOWA.RDS AWAY DEPTH AVERI\Gf DII=FEPENCE DIS P LAC H1 E ~H 
o.o Oo o. Oo (' ,) . o.o O.OOG o.ooo 3.050 
loG 96. g 7 0 -146. -145. 1 0 0 12.100 -2.200 5.,250 
2.0 140. 139. -137. -137. 2.0 16.32':5 0.825 l~o425 
3.0 139. 137. -185. -18t3o 3.0 16.225 1.125 3.300 
4.0 79. 78. -129. -131. 4o0 10.425 -1.375 4. 6 75 
5.0 63. 63. -lllo -112. c;.o 8.725 -1 ... 275 5o950 
6.0 49 0 50 0 -96. -94. 6.0 7.225 -1.275 7.225 
7.0 66. 68. -11 50 - 116 0 LO 9.125 -0.575 7.800 
8 .. 0 72. 73. -121. -120. 8.0 9.650 o.t~so 7 .. 350 
9.0 112. 112. -15So -159. o n ' 0 ..... 13.550 o. 6 50 6.700 
10.0 155. 15 8. -203. -204. 10.0 18.000 0. 7 GO 6.000 
lLO 193. 196. -2 40. -241. 11.0 21.750 3.350 2.b50 
l2.0 2 2 l 0 222. -266. -267. 12.0 2~.400 4.400 -1.750 
13 .. 0 l92o 193. -238o -239o l3o0 21.550 1 0 3 50 -3ol0() 
14o0 l 51 0 l 5 1 0 -1S7. -196. l4c0 17oJ75 -3.,325 Oo225 
15.0 169. 16 9. -209. -203. l5c0 lfl.750 -2,<;50 2o675 
2o2 +132.00 
SURF ACE D I S P L t,( E ffl. EN T = 2o74 
:~iRIGINAL DATA 
DEPTH TO\-JARDS A1'.1AY DEPTH AVFRAGF lHFFERFNCE f!I S?LACEf1ENT 
OoO o. o. o. Oo OaO o.ooo OaOOO 2a740 
1.0 97. S7o -l42o -140o laO 11.900 -?o400 5ol40 
ZoO l4L l4lo -187o -187. ZoO J.6o40Q OaOOO L•o240 
3o0 140o 14 10 -l86o -185o 3o0 l6o300 lo200 3.040 
4o0 81. 80o -127. -127. 4.0 10.375 -lo425 4o465 
s.o 63o c4o -l10o -11Go 5o0 8o675 -lo32') 5o790 
6.0 50. 5lo -94. -93. 6.0 7.200 -lo30Q 7o09Q 
7.0 67. 69. -115o -113o 7.0 9.100 -fLAOO 7.690 
8.0 74. 8 Oo -12lo -118. 9o0 9.825 Oo625 7.065 
9.0 1110 1l4o -157. -15f.l. 9.0 t3 0 500 o. 6 00 6.465 
10.0 157o l60o -202. -20lo 10o0 18.000 0.700 '5.765 
lLO 197. 199. -244. -242o lloO 22.050 ~o650 2 0 115 
12o0 223o 224o -266. -266. 12o0 24o475 1-to475 -2o360 
13.0 l92o 194. -2 3El 0 -236o 13.0 21.500 lo 300 -3o66Q 
14o0 148. l 50. -lg4. -195. 14.0 17.175 -3o525 -0.135 
l 50 0 l66o l67o -210o -206. l5o0 18.725 -2.4 75 2.340 
? ., <-aL +149o00 
SURFACE DISPLAC~~ENT= 3o05 
rJP.IGif\JI\L DIH4 
DEPTH T\Ji,,!APD S AlrJAY ntPTH AV t=R.AGE: CIFI=ERE~ 1 CE f) I SP LAC E"1UH 
OoO Oo Oo n. Oo OaO OaOOO OoOOO 3.058 
1.0 72. A8. - 1 6 f:., 0 - 1 () 2 0 1o0 1lo 7 00 -2.600 5.61)0 
2.0 11~. 114. -210. -210 0 ZoO 16o250 0.750 4oQOO 
3o0 il8 0 116. -213. -2llo 3.0 16o450 1 0 3 50 3.550 
4.0 5 p 0 56. -1 53 0 -l52o t..O 1Cat.75 -L 325 t..B75 
5.0 3 7 0 3C)o -13."3. -133. 5o0 8.5:iO -1 o6·50 6.325 
6.0 27o 28. -120. -120. 6.0 7. 3 75 -.lo 125 7.4t:;O 
7o0 4 3 0 43o -13(). -138. 7.0 q.075 -O.A25 8o075 
BoO 49. 44. -lf•f)o -145,. 8 t1 0 .• q.600 0.400 7o675 
9o0 87,. f~ 4 0 - Ul3 o - 1 8.J a 9o0 l1oLr25 0 a 5 zc:; 7 .150 
10o0 133. 1?2. -227 0 -2ZP.. 10.0 ).8.000 0 0 7 00 6.450 
11.0 173o 17 0. -267a -26 7 0 11. n 21a925 3.52':" 2 0 9 2 5 
12.0 ZGOa l <; 7o -zgl. -291o 12o0 24.475 4oL.75 -1o550 
L3.0 167. H 5o -26lo -26lo 13.0 21.350 1.150 -2.700 
14 0 0 123o 121. -215o -2l6o J.L..oO 16.875 -3o825 l. 125 
l5o0 l30o 13qo -225o -233. 15¢0 1Ro400 -Z.ROO 3.925 
2.2 +176o00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= 3.65 
!JRIGI"lAL DATA 
DEPTH T:HMk.DS A \riA Y DEPTH AVERAGE OTFFt=PEr\:CE IJT SPLACE;'I.1ENT 
OoO 0. Oo o. 0 0 o.o o.ooo o.ooo 3.650 
10 0 84 . 0 84. -180. -180. 1.0 13.200 -1.100 4o750 
2.0 116. 114o -207o -209. z.o 16.150 0.650 4 0 l 00 
3o0 113. l l 0 0 -2C7o -209. 3.0 l5.C:75 0.875 3.225 
4.0 30o 31. -131. -130. 4.0 Ao050 -3o750 6.975 
5o0 24. 2lo -118 0 -121o 5.0 7o100 -z.aoo 9.875 
6.0 59. 59. -154. -155. 6.G 10.675 2.175 7.700 
7.0 7'2. 73. -173. -176. 7.0 12.500 2.800 4o900 
8.0 85. 88. -179. - 1810 SoC 13.3.25 4.125 0.775 
9.0 103. 99. -198. -201. 9.0 15.025 2.125 -lo 3 50 
10.0 140. 1 3 7 0 -237. -235. 10.0 18.725 1.425 -2.775 
11.0 174. 173. -268. -270o 1lo0 22.125 3.725 -6.500 
1.2.0 202. 202. -299. -zqg. 12.0 25.050 5.050 -11.550 
13. 0 153. 152. -249. -249. 1.3.0 20.075 -Oo125 -11.425 
2.2 +224.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= '+. 2 7 
UPICIN_t'.L 0.!.\!A 
DEPTH TOHARDS AWAY f)[PTH AV t=RAGE lliFF!=REf'iCE DISPLACEMENT 
o.o 0 0 () 0 o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 4 0 2 7:) 
1.0 81. 82. -lCJO. -189. LO 13.550 -0.750 5.020 
2.0 lOS. 1 (' 8 0 -216. -217. 2.0 16.250 G.750 4.270 
3.0 1 07o l 0 8 0 -215. -216. 3o0 16.150 1.050 3.220 
4.0 28o 28o -135. -137. 4.0 8.200 -l.oOO 6.820 
5.0 18. 18. -124. -127. s.c 7.175 -2.825 g .645 
b.O 54. 54., -157. -159. 6.0 10.600 2.100 7.545 
7.0 71. 71. -177. -17 9. 7.0 12.450 2.7.50 4.795 
s.o 78. 77. -185. -185. 8.0 13.125 3.925 0.870 
9.0 99. 95. -2 OS. -206. 9.0 15.125 2.225 -1.355 
10.0 137. 135. -244. -245. lCl.C 19.025 1.725 -3.080 
lloO 175. 1 72 0 -279. -281. llo 0 22.675 4. 2 75 -7.355 
12 .. 0 205. 203 .. -312. -313. l2o0 25.,825 5.825 -13.180 
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<:: I ! F i= /' C := n ! S P L A C >.: f·t: != f\/T = 0 • 3 0 
n R ! (; 1 1\l M. DATA 
DEPTH rn:.J/\Rns /J. :r~ .~ y nFDTH t'\l ;: r;:: t>. (; f n r r= F F ~< ~ l\1 C E n I S P L fl. C c:: .·A c :'.! T 
o.o o. ;). 0 0 o. ') 0 0 J.GJO 0.000 O."'CO 
1.0 q l La gl6o 6l<J. 61 go 1.0 14.380 0.400 -0 0 1 ()i) 
? ,, 
t-o\J 733. 784o 748. 7L·.4 o 2oC l 0 8 7"': -0.22" 0 0 1 2 'i 
3o0 750. 7 L, .'3 o 7Q2. 782. 3 ,-, oV -l.f.')f..") -0.?50 f).j7<; 
4o0 698. 697o .~J(l. 8 2,6o L; o 0 -f-:.22'5 -1}.02'5 o Q /~c~ 
5.0 r: u~. 616. 9(>0. CJU3o c: n 
-· 0 ...... -lc:;ol5 1) 0 0] 50 ~)o 2"<) 
6o0 638. 638o f393. 892o 6.0 -}_?.72'5 -0.()25 ().275 
7.0 672. 672o 8 6 ,? 0 ~~ 6 c 0 7a0 -9 a L:-5 0, -n.oso 0.32'-5 
SoO t· cz 0 6°3o r_;; l ... 2 <' p l:-0. >l.Q -7 0 4. 2 5 -')oCJ() iJ.j'-(1 
9.0 (:.CJLo ~CL·. 0 ?36. 839. Ci.() -7.175 C.C',?S o. ~2") 
10.0 718. 720o IH2 o 810. }IJ o () -L;.of,OC -0.1(}() Oo·4(~5 
11.0 P.08o ?Qf; 0 777. 7 ~5o l ,_ 0 0 '+.)_(;{) o.ooo (1 a L .• 2 :: 
12.0 EO~. 8GP. 724. 724o 1 2 0 (' 4.200 C.OQO Oo425 
13.0 P50. t'l52o 7')2 0 ?C'Oo lJ.O 7.1)0~) G.F~O\J -C>o3'5 
l !;.0 0 EE'7. r, ~ 7 0 f-.. LL·~ o (-.,4_~ ._.) .. 0 14.0 12.1'11' -0.(1')0 
-0.37'5 
15.0 f83o 'H'6. 6')(). 6"i0o 1 s 0 0 J L 7?5 O.l2S -c:.4':'0 
1.2 -l o00 
SURF~CE DISPLACF~F~T= 0.61 
OPIGJ:'\I/.1L DATA 
DEPTI-l T 0 •,1 A F: [l S .~ :r;t~ Y ClEDTH t\VER.:\.Gi= fl J F F F :; r: ~I c f iJ I S P L i\ C E ~11:= 1\J-
OoO Oo 0 0 Do Oo i) 0 0 OoOOO 0. 0 JO J. 6 L) 
LO 8 9 Oo .3 g Do 596. 594. 1 0 0 lL.7'50 (Jo 3 50 Oo 26C 
2.0 759. 762. 723. 72;J.,. 2.0: 10 r.z~~ -(),L-.7'j 0.73S 
3.0 727. 728. 760. 7S7. '.0 -1.55) -0.1'50 Oo fJ 5=:5 
4.0 6 76o f, 7 6 0 81 r;: 0 819. !.;. 0 0 -7 0()')1) -Oo250 l. 1. 35 
5.0 592. ss~. 900. 896o SoC -15.250 no050 1.085 
6.0 bl4. 616o R72. 871. 6.:J -1?.825 -0.).?5 lo21Cl 
7.0 f.A7. >:;,!.~ 8 0 942o 8 4 2. 7.0 -'.; 0 7 2 5 -n.3?5 1..53') 
8.0 670. 67L 822. 322o f1 ~ ' Q '__. -7. 5 75 -0.17S lo 71J 
9o0 67 o. A72. E22o 8 20 0 9.0 -7.500 -0. Y~O 2.011\ 
10o0 f.: C) 8 0 6CiFL 786. 7°0. lOoO -4.5CO n 0 ooc 2.1)10 
lloO 7'J5o 7 f3 6 0 7G2o 706o 1 LO !..,..075 -0of)2C. 2.·J35 
12o0 7 8 7 0 7 88 0 700o 7 04 0 12 J) • ")"?t:: 4 o L l _) o.n7s 1o-~60 
13.0 8llo 812. 68Co f:,82. l ':( ('\ '0 v A.525 -·~i.l F;, 2. 13') 
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SUR 1- /l C ~ n I S P LAC E ''l (:: ~~ T = 1 • 8 3 
fJRIGI·\I~.L Dl·Tll 
DEPTH Tf]\rJt F' n S A ~,JAY DEPTH A \1 ER .ll. G E [1 I ~ F ;:: P t ~.I C t 'l 1 S P L t, C ;:: ·''1 ;::: ~.1 ': 
o.o c. 0 0 0 0 o. OoO 0.0'];) IJo;J:JO 1.83.] 
loG 150. l5lo -iS Do -l45o LO lt-.ano C. ''JJO 1.33() 
2o0 l9o -.~:; c. -' c -6;:;-:> -62. 2.0 L>o35:) 2.? t:; C' -D.S20 
3.0 -5Lo -t.._7 0 6o 11. 3.0 -2.9')0 -1.'5C.C J 0;:., 30 
4.0 -134. -l3lo S!Oo ::)3o L~. o 0 -11.2on -l+o/+1_)(1 50 ·J30 
5o0 -180o -17f::o 1 2 2 0 1 3 c:; 0 'SoC -l5o575 -'Jo27c:; c:;.30S 
SaO -150o -l'56o 112. 116 0 fo:J -1~.575 -Oo87':~ b 0 100 
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w 0 ....... ('.J ("{) ,j- 1.0 ~ r- co 0' 0 .-1 
4.2 +1.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= Oo6l 
ORIGI"Ln DATA. 
DEPTH TmJAF'DS .f:... :.-1::\ y OcPTH A\/t!=:.!IGF I) I F F t P E rx E OTSPLAC':MENT 
OoO Oo Oo o. o. Oo() OoOOO OoOOG OoblO 
1.0 726. 730o 700o 703. l 0 c 1.325 Ool25 Oo4S5 
2.0 736. 7L..L • 0 6Cl0o 693o 2.0 2.425 noszs -O.OL,-0 
3.0 744. 72E. 68?o 6 610 3o0 3.2?5 Co625 -0.66<;, 
4o0 10f-:.. 699. 716. 71Ro 4o0 -0.725 0.375 -lo QL:.CJ 
5o0 ' 0 ' rJ_,o. 6 7 8o 750. 7 /+2 0 5o0 -3o2Cl0 C. len -L 140 
6o0 6 5 >~ 0 66lo 773o 77Co 1-,oO -'1.600 0.000 -lolL~Q 
7o0 684o ?l4o 7 '+4 0 721. 7.0 -1.675 o.ozs -1.165 
8.0 695o 691. 7 310 713o R.0 -1.575 -Oo175 -c()gqo 
9.0 723. 71 p, 0 694. A97o 9.0 lo2SO (J.L;..t;() -lc 440 
10.0 75 3 0 7'-.r r -- :J o 677. f-78. 10.0 3.3.25 0.225 -lo665 
lloO 77 Go 771., 660. 661o 1 lo 0 5o500 o. 2 00 -L865 
12.0 780. 782o 6L1-Q o 650. 12.0 A.5'5 0.1''5 -2.040 
13.0 :3 2 0 0 8 2 Oo 61 o. 6ll9. 13.0 10.'5.25 0.325 -2.36"i 
14o0 828. 830. c; q 8 0 sqs. 14.0 llo'SSO o.osa -2o4l'5 
L •• z t0.oo 
SLJR>=ACF [)J SPLACHilf"JT= 3.35 
!lFIGTNAL DA"TA 
DEPTH Tn.U.FDS .A',-!:,. y DEPTH Alf';f:AGE ll T F F f R U; C ': r1 IS PLACE:" E ~· t 
o.o 0 .. 0 D o. o. o.o 0.0)0 OoOCO 3o3C:'Q 
1.0 -6 0 _c:; 
-'• 
-40. -LrO o loO lo7?5 Co':·25 2.825 
2.0 50 7o -54. -52 0 ?.oO 2.950 1 0 0 50 1 0 7 75 
3.,0 9o 12o -!57 0 -55o 3.0 l.32!:i 0.,725 lo 050 
4.0 -24o -20. -16. -l5o 1,. 0 ('I -0.325 0. 7 75 0.275 
5.0 -66. -6lo 20. :2 7o 5o0 _,+o?.50 -1.050 lo325 
6o0 -83. -ROo 41. ItS 0 AoO -6o30:J -0.700 2.0?5 
7.0 - ,.;_ <; 0 -51. 7. 6. 7.0 -2.R25 -lo125 3.15/J 
8.0 -39. -37. -~. -1. .CLG -lo725 -0.325 3.!...75 
9.0 -eo -7 0 -zeo -25. 9.0 0.950 lL 150 3o325 
10.0 16 0 l6o -6lo -5 g 0 10.0 3.800 o. 2 00 3. 12') 
ll.O 34. 36. -80o -80. lloO ") 0 7 r.; () 0.450 2.675 
12.0 .!...6. l, 50 -oL -90o 12.') 6.80C o .4nn 2o27'J 
l3o0 88. E 7 o -l3lo - 133 0 l ~ 0 Q l0a975 Oo 7 75 1o500 
14o0 oc:; ~ 0 C13 0 -13go -141. 14a0 1 L 6 75 0.,175 1. J zs 
L.?. t13.()Q 
SLJQFACf:= f)'!SPLACEf·IE'H= L!o27 
~RJGINt\L Di\Ti'·. 
DEPTH T n~uH~ D S Alti t'! Y DEPTH !l\fEP.I\Gf r; I F F E F E ~-~ C E !1J s D L A c E ·~ E !\I T 
OoO o. o. Oo c. 0o0 0.(•00 o.ooo 4.270 
LO -17. -14. - ') 2 0 - L; e. 10 c 1.725 (\ 0 ':- 2 5 3 0 745 
2.0 ---< 
-· 0 o. -f-7. -6~a 2.,0 3.22'5 1.32<:: 2.<+20 
3.0 CJ o 3o -69. -69o 3.0 3.525 0. 0 25 lo495 
4.0 -34, -32. -31. - '34 0 Lt o ~ -0.025 1.075 0.420 
5.0 -82. -77 0 13 0 llo s.o -4.575 -1.275 1 0 6 95 
6.0 -96. -0 l. 26. 30. 6o0 -6.075 -O.Lc75 ? 0 l 70 
7o0 -58. -54. _,;:; .~ 0 -3. 7.0 -2.600 -C. GOO ?•o070 
8.0 -49. -48. -l 8 0 -16. 8.0 -1.575 -Q.t75 3.245 
9.0 -20. -19, -4f-. - 46o 9o0 1.325 0.52? 2.720 
10.0 4. Oo -71o -70. 10o0 3.775 0.175 2.545 
11.0 24. 25. -CJ3 0 -92. 11.0 5.850 0.55(' l.sas 
12.0 ?, '") _, l~ 0 33. -l0'+o -101. 12.0 h.750 0.350 1.6~5 
13.0 77. 76. -146. -)_46. 13.0 11.125 0.925 0.720 
14.0 Bl. 82. -154. - 15 2 0 lLJ·o 0 11.725 0.225 0.495 
4..2 +23.00 
SURF/\CE OISPLnCE:!I:~EI\!T= '-'-.88 
CJ 1<-IGII\t'L Cln.t\ 
nEPTI-' TO\rJAQDS f, 1,,1AY flEPTH 1\\1 EP l\G E' o r ~ F E 1.;: un~ :: DI SPLACFrJ.F!'IT 
o.o o. o. 0 0 o. OoO o.coo 'J.O(JC ·';. 0 3 80 
1.0 -16. -l lc o -52. -52. 1.0 l.Rt:;() C.6"iC 4.230 
ZoO -3 0 _c; 
-· 0 -69. -68. 2.0 3.2:~5 1.325 z.c;os 
3o0 1. 2 0 -72 0 -70. 3 0 0 3 0 f. 2 5 l 0 0 25 1.880 
4o0 -33 .. -32. -33. -31. Lc o 0 -0.0?5 l 0 0 75 c~.sos 
5.0 -81. -so. Lie 1 50 5o0 -t)o725 -1.425 2.230 
6.0 -95o -ss. 2f':o 2CJ. 6.0 -6.125 -0.525 2.755 
7o0 -55. -55 c -12. -8o 7.0 -2.25•1 -0.550 3.305 
8.0 -4q. -5lo - L'. -lb .. 8.0 -1.625 -J • ."225 3.530 
a.o -19. -1!3. -45. -45o 9.0 1.32~) 0.t:25 "3.0-GS 
10.0 4. 5. -73 0 -7 3. 1o.n ""3.,~75 0 0 2 ?r:., 2.730 
11.0 /""l, 
·- .... c 24. -O?.. -93 c 11.0 0 5.800 0.500 2.230 
12.0 33. :< 1 ~ .L 0 -102a -101. 12.0 Aof7S 0.275 l.'J.~5 
13.0 76. 74. -148. 1 (. r -~+Jo 13 0 c llo 0 75 Oo875 10 0 80 
14.0 82. 79. -153. -152o 14.0 ll.b5J o. l 50 0.930 
4.2 +36.00 
SiJRF.i'.Ct OlSDLACE!-iE;\IT= 6."'9 
DRIGIN/),L O!'.T'\ 
DEPTH nJ'~J .A P n s f., \..-ft4 y nE=PTH !W r:.R f\G~ Dll=i-EPENCt rJISPLf'([,'-~Ef\!T 
0 '"' 0 v o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 6o6qo 
L.'J -15. - 16 0 -55 0 -53. laO l 0 q 25 0.725 5o:;6S 
z.o z. 3. -72. -70 0 ~ (l £:.. 0 ..... 3.6 7 5 1.77') 4. F'C) 
3.0 B. 9. -77. -70. 3.0 t .... 100 1.500 2.6CJO 
4.0 -27. -29. -31. -31. 4.0 0.150 L2 '50 1o440 
5.0 -7'-;J,. -77o 7 8. 5.0 -4.2 7 ') -0. 0 75 2.415 • 0 
6.0 -9.3. -S8. 33. 33. 6.0 -f • 55 0 -Oo\'50 3 .. 365 
7.0 -5 f, 0 -S7. -ll. -9 0 7o0 -2.325 -0.625 ~3o990 
8o0 -52. -s2o -17. -16. 8.0 -1o775 -no375 1+ 0 3 () 5 
9o0 -1 t .. 0 -8o -46o -4 7 0 o.o 1o775 n. 9 75 3o39!J 
10.0 7. ll. -74 0 -71. 10.0 4 .• Q7:::; OoL 75 2. 0 1'5 
llo c /"" '-....,. 29. -92. -'no 1 L Q 6o075 0.775 2.140 
12.0 36. 38. -l'J3. - l 0 l 0 12 0 0 6o9'50 0.550 loSCJr) 
13.0 78. R2. -1 L.C 
- ' ·' 0 -1 Lf4 o 13.0 l L 325 1 0 l 2 5 0.465 
14.0 86. 87. -1 56 0 -15 5. 1'h0 12o100 O.AOO -Ool35 
4.2 +43.00 
SUF~ACE DISPLAC~~~~T= 7.92 
tl PIG IN 1\L [1 tH A 
DEPTH TmJARD S A l;}A Y DEuTf--1 A\fFPf~GE D I F F C: !=: U: C E D l S P L 4 C f ~q;: 1\IT 
o.o o. (). o. o. n.o o.ooo c.ooo 7.920 
loO 6o 10. -37. -3Ao 1.0 2.225 lo 025 £;.895 
2.0 2 2 0 26. -53 0 -53. 2otJ ~~.?50 1.950 4.945 
3.0 27c 32. - '39 0 - ')6 0 3.0 L1-. 3 c:;o 1.750 3.195 
4.0 -7. -f. 0 -10. -17. 4o0 0.575 l 0 6 75 1.520 
5.0 -62. -57. 3:~ 0 35o SaO -4.fl7') -1.375 2.895 
6.0 -8lo -75. 4g. 53. 6.C -f-,.450 -OoR50 3.745 
7.0 -4Qo -36. 12 0 B. 7.'J -2o400 -0.700 4.'+45 
s.o -31. -26. 3 0 L Ro 0 -lo52~1 -0 0 12 5 L;.57Q 
9.0 2 Q 3. -2£--. -30. o.o 1.525 'J.725 3. BL.-5 
lOoO 26. 29. -55. -55 0 10.0 4.125 C.525 3.320 
ll.O 43. 46o -7.":, 0 -7 50 1 1 0 0 t..oo;J •Jo700 2.620 
12.0 &:,? 
-"' ·- 0 53. - i32 0 -83o 12.0 f-J.75Q n.350 2.270 
13.0 95. 04. - i 30. -128. 13 a 0 11.175 0.97C:. 1.295 
14.0 1 J2. 102. -13b. -135. l L· .• 0 ll. R 75 0.375 O.G20 
4.2 +5LOO 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT= 8.23 
ilRIGI!\!AL o.C\T.t\. 
DEPTH TO\...J M< !JS AlrJAY DFPTH .1\\fEPA::.E ll!FFEP~t>~CE 0 IS PI!' C F~1EN7 
OoO o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo 8.230 
loO -~ -· .. -3 .. -44. / :, - "i -· 0 loiJ 2.025 a. p.zs 7.<+05 
2o0 l -~ J 0 U'·· -62o - f,Q 0 2.0 3.725 l. S2':l '.>oS?() 
3o0 18. 10 ' 0 -67o -64o 3o0 4.200 1.600 3.93'] 
4o0 -18. -lt.Q -27 0 -16. Li. o 0 Ool75 1 ? -. c:; - o .. _ I __ ;?..70'5 
5.0 -73. -70. •) c: L-' o 26o 50 0 -C..85C -los 50 4o255 
6.0 -so. - f< q a 41. 46. 0.0 -(-,.675 -1.075 5o330 
7o0 -54-o -48o -2o r -oo 7.0 -2. 3'5<:) -O.f-.C.)C 5.9FI() 
8.0 -38 0 -37. -7. -~ 8.0 -lo575 -0.175 6. 1:·5 _, 0 
9.0 -flo -to -36. -32o o.o 1.350 o.c:;so 5.605 
10.0 l 7 0 17 0 -65. -63. 10.0 4.0"i(J Oo L:-50 5.155 
1lo 0 35. 3 50 -32 0 -Rl. l l. 0 5.825 0.525 4.:)30 
12.0 43. L2. -92 0 -91. 12.0 6o700 Ce300 L,-.330 
13.0 86. ;~50 -137o -J 3L; 0 l3o0 11.050 C.85C 3.480 
14.0 93. 91 0 -143 0 -142 .. 14.0 11.7?5 0.225 3.255 
~o2 +72.00 
SUPF,'\CE DTSPLACUi:=~H= 8.23 
;lRJ\,IN~L Q.A,TA 
DEPTH TQlAIAr.:OS f...ltlAY DEPTH AVERAGE D IFF f r; ff\1 r: E IJ I S P L ll C f: f< t ~H 
0.0 o. o. Oo o. o.o OoCOO OoOOO Bo230 
laO -1"\. -l4o -ss. -55o 1.0 2.025 OoE:25 7o40::; 
ZoO 50 5o -75o -7L.. z.o ).q7'5 2.075 :-0 3 30 
3.0 ll. 10 0 -8lo -79. 3. 0 4.525 l.gzr:; 3o405 
4.0 -Z3. -17. -L,Q o - 3~ 0 4.0 8.S75 2 .. 07"> l. 3 30 
5.0 -'l1o -78. lOo lL 5o0 -L.5CO -lo2CO 2.53() 
6.0 -97o -96o '17 (_ 0 3 1 0 6or. -6o275 -C.(,7C:. 3o20S 
7o0 -S6. -55 0 -5. -3. 7.0 -2.575 -0 0 f375 4.080 
8o0 -46o -44. -20 0 -17 0 ,q 0 0 -1o325 (\ oO 75 4o0C5 
9.0 -l5o -13. -50. -49. ~.0 1o77S o. g 75 3.030 
10.0 6 c 7 0 -76. -75. 10.0 r+.lCO Cl. ')(){) 2o530 
lleO 2 L:. • 25. -C)f.; 0 -94 0 ll.O 5.'=125 C.t-.25 loC!05 
12.0 2C ' 0 2 7 0 -101. -9q. 12.0 6 o LqJ(1 o.ooo ~ 0 905 
13.0 74o 73o -l44o -14 3. l3oC 10.P50 0.6 50 1.255 
14.0 80. 77. -l52o -lC:l. 14.0 11.500 o. lJ 00 lo2':>5 
1+ 0 2 + g 1 0 oc 
SURFACE D1SPLAc::r1f!'-IT= 9olt. 
fJ R lid N /\ L fJ f1 T A 
DEPTH T~"Jl~JARDS b.l.lt!., y f)EPTH /2,\/EP!I(;t; n I F F E F: E f..,: C f. D 1 S PLACEr,; r ;\: T 
OoD Oo Oo Oo Oo OoO OoOOCJ no000 9.140 
LO -29o -28 0 -72o -72o LO 2ol75 f!oCJ75 Flo165 
2.0 -6o _o \.1 0 -g ~) 0 -S5o ZoO L..o425 ZaS25 c: 0 :04 Q 
3o0 Oo Co -H'lo -99. 3o(l 'SoOOO ? 0 l 00 ~.24-C: 
4.0 -37.. -35. -60o -5 g 0 L..oCJ L 175 2 0 2 75 0.965 
5.0 -q2 0 -.:to. -lOa -9o Cj n - 0 \) -L,o 075 -() 0 775 l o 7L,0 
OoO -109. -lOBo 12 0 1 2 0 6.0 -hoG 2 5 -0.425 2 0 16 5 
7c0 -6EL -(-..4 0 -34 0 -36 0 7 0 c -lo'55') 0.150 2o0l5 
8o0 -61. -t-2. -3"o -36o 8o0 -1o300 O.lOD l. 915 
9.0 -34c -33o -64o -62 0 c: 0 0 1.475 ':,o675 1.240 
lOoO -l3o -l4o -85o -85o lOcO '3ct575 -Oo025 lo 265 
11.0 6. 6o -10 50 -l03o 1 1 0 J 5o500 Oo2C'O 1.065 
l2o0 l 2 0 l3o -115 0 -113 0 12o0 no3?5 -0 0 0 7 5 l Q 140 
l3o0 ~Oo ')8o -lhl. -l. 60 0 l3o0 lGoc7r; ·Jo 7 75 Oo:-365 
l4o0 65. (:,~. 0 -lf:-7o -166 0 l4o0 llo55C Oo050 (;.315 
1to2 +107.00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMfNT= 0 .R4 
'J ;:< I c; Ii'L~ L DATA 
Oi:PTH T !l1t,J t, F: [:; S Ate: .t.Y nEPHi t,VER.A,C,E 0 I I= >= :: ? ~ "' ( '= nr SPLP.CE'1E=~iT 
o.o o. o. o. o. 0 .·'l ().000 r.noo 3.3~() 
1.0 -18. -19., -6Lt..c - 6L. LO 2.275 l 0 0 75 7.76") 
z.o ~ __ ; 0 L. -R5. -[;8. 2.C 4~580 ?.cOO ~). lt-'1 
3.0 9. 8. -GL -oz. 3.C 5.00C 2 o 4 :JO 2.765 
4o0 -22. -26. -45. -52. 4o0 10 2 2 ~ 2 0 32 5 0o4L.Q 
5.0 -84. -Bq. 5. 4. s.o -4.550 -L25C l.A90 
6.0 -10L -106. ":l '4 0 "' r·· -;;;.~so Oo250 10 L4C -' 0 OoV 
7o0 -:;o -~· ,I 0 -62o -1ho -13. 7.0 -2.175 -0.475 l.GJ5 
8.0 -5lo -5"i. -23 0 -23. Q "" ,_, 0 u -L 500 -G.l·')O 2.01S 
9o0 -24. -2fL -50. -50. q.c 1o2JO Ct.40C )_ 0 615 
lOoO -6. -8. -'3o -73. 1{1o 'J 3.300 -C.300 l. 915 
llo 0 l3o l2o -Q3. -92o 11.0 So25J -0.0')0 1.065 
12.0 20. 16 0 -103. -l03o 12.0 6.('!50 -G.35C 2o315 
13.0 67. 65. -150. -150 0 13.0 10.800 0.600 L 71S 
14.0 7 3 0 71 0 -1 55 0 -1k6o 14.G 11.375 -~.125 1.8'•0 
4.2 +119.00 
SURFACF DISPLACEMENT= c.75 
'J R. I G I t\1 t1 L 0 t, T t_., 
DEPTH T ~J \·!A. R D S t-:.JAY DEDTH 1WERAGE n J F F F ~' E ~~ C F D I S P L :\ C F M F: f·H 
o.o o. o. Oo o. o.o o.ooo 0 .oo 0 q.7'50 
LO 3 0 2. -4f-. -40. l 0 0 z.c::oo 1.300 8.L:-50 
2.0 26. 2 3 0 -68. -71 0 z.o 4.700 ?.ROO 5.650 
3o0 30. 27o -73o - 7 f; . • ~! 0 0 "'.100 2 o 'SOC 3~150 
4.0 -6o -Ro -33o -34-o 4-0 c 1.325 2.425 0.725 
5.0 -64. -6<i. 22. 23o r n :) 0 " -4.4?5 -L 125 1.850 
6o0 -83. -85o L..i) 0 41o s.o -f:-..225 -Co625 2.475 
7o0 -41. -I+L, 0 o. -L 7.C -2.100 -0.400 2.875 
8o0 -34 .. -37o - s 0 -6. ELC - L SOO -0.100 2.975 
9.0 -2o _c:; 
- 0 -34. -34o '7.0 1.525 n.72S 2.250 
lOoO 1 5 0 13 0 -55. -55 0 lOoC 3o450 -~lol50 2ot.CO 
11 .o 34. 32o -75 .. -75. l LG 5.4()0 0.100 2.300 
12.0 t;. 2 0 3 C) 0 -83. -84. l2.0 6.200 -(1.200 2o')0(J 
13.0 87o 97. -133. -132o 13 0 0 lO.S75 ·) 0 7 7~ 1.72~) 
14.0 96. 07 • ' 0 -l3R o - ~- 3 .s 0 lL...,Q 1 L 72S .J.225 1.500 
4o2 +132o00 
SURF~CE DISPLAC~NENT= 10.36 
nRIGI'\Jt',L D.AT6. 
DEPTH T!JirJAR.QS A\H.Y DEPTH .~V>=P.4G'C D I F F E R t 1,1 C t fJ IS P L tl C t= r_, E ~IT 
o.o o. 0 0 Oo 0 0 o.o OoOOO o.ooo l0o3f:O 
1.0 3. -2. -44. -4 3. 1 0 0 2.200 lo 000 ?o36Q 
2.0 29. 2 50 -69. -69. 2oCJ !: ... ROO 2oCJ00 6.4AO 
3.0 34o 31. -72. -73. 3.0 5.250 2. 6 50 3 •. ::no 
1
-i- 0 0 -5o -6. - JOo -33. 4.0 1.300 2oi+!J0 lo4l0 
5o0 -62 .. -65o 26o 23o SoC -4.400 -lolOO 2 0 510 
6.0 -79o - S? • 4 3 0 4 3. 6o0 -6 0 17 5 -0 0 57 5 3oOB5 
7.0 -38. -3So 1 0 Lt o 7o0 -2c0"3J -0.350 3 o4 35 
BoO -2go -3 3. -2. -2o >LO -lo45Q -().050 :3a485 
9.0 -lo -2. -3 3 0 -33. C1.0 L 575 Oa775 2o710 
lOaO 1 7. 15 0 -53o -54. 10.0 3o475 -0.125 2oR35 
110 0 36o 33. -73. -73. lLO 5.375 Oa075 2.760 
12.0 44-0 L. 2 0 -82 0 -83 0 12.0 6.275 -OoJ?5 2o835 
1 3., 0 90. 90. -132. -13 L l3o0 ll o075 C.875 2.010 
14.0 97. 97. -l36o -1.3 5. 14.0 11.625 0.125 1.885 
4.2 +149.00 
SU~F~CE DISPLACEME~T= 10.97 
CJPIGINt:1L 0 AT~ 
DEPTH TOWARDS f':l.'flAY DEPTH t>..V tR .1'.1. G~. iJ T F FER Ef\; C E n I s o L ~, c E ~1 un 
o.o o. o. Oo o. n 0 
'• 0 ··' 0.000 0.000 10.970 
1.0 -2Lo -22. -6qo -63o LO 2.2 7 5 1.075 9.895 
2.0 3o <:: -90. -93. ?.0 4.775 2.~75 7.020 _, 0 
3.0 Q ' 0 12. - gg 0 - g 7 0 :L 0 5.400 2.8C:) 4~220 
4.0 -27o -26. -50. -50. L.O 1.375 2 0 4 75 1.7L5 
5.0 -92. - ~ 2 0 3. l 0 5.0 -4.700 -1 .400 3 0 1£: 5 
6.0 -108. -106. 20. 1 f: 0 b.O -6.300 -0.700 3.845 
7.0 -61. -60. -2 5 D -23. 7.0 -1.825 -0.12') 3.970 
8.0 -55. -55o -27 0 -zc;. 8.0 -l.350 Oo05() 3.,920 
9.0 ? / -_'-?o -25. -56. -58. 9.0 Loz:, 0.825 3.ocs 
10.0 -7. - s 0 -77. -79. 1 0 0 0 3.575 -0.025 3.120 
ll 0 0 11. l 2 0 -97. -98. 11. c 5.L..SO 0.150 2o97iJ 
l2o0 19. 2L -106. -l06o l 2 0 0 6.300 -0.100 3.070 
13.0 C6o 69. - t 55. -154. l3.CJ 11.100 0.900 2.170 
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5.0 bg9o 697 0 729, 730. s.o -1.575 0.225 -0.325 
6.0 707. 705. 722. 7 2 3 0 6.0 -Oo825 -C.325 o.ooo 
7o0 716. 7! '5· 0 7llo 711. 7.0 0.225 -0.17';;5 0.175 
8.0 71t. 712. 715. 716. 8o0 -Oo075 0.325 -Ool50 
9o0 72L... 720. 7 08 ~ 7 08 0 9.0 0.700 Oo200 -0.350 
lOcO 73'.5-. 732. 7 0 l 0 70lo lOoO Lf-.2 5 0.325 -Oo675 
11.0 72 3 0 719 0 718o ?l2o 1 1 0 0 1L500 c. 400 -1.075 
12.0 738o 7 36. 602. 6S4. 12.0 2.200 0 0 '+ 00 -1o475 
13.0 727. 7 -;::s. 701. 702o 13.0 1.300 0.100 -L575 
14.0 bSL... i) 8 2 0 7'-tL..o 748o 14.0 -1.150 -0.1.50 -lo 42 5 
15.0 700. 7 0 l. 72'3. 72Bo 1 50 0 -1o375 0.125 -1.550 
3.1 +6.00 
SURFt(E OISPLtCEME~T= -1.L5 
rJfUGIN.6L [lATA 
GEPTH T OlrJ 4 P 1J S !::.l .. ,i t, y f)[DTH AVER 11. GE :::liFFERENCc D I S o U1 C E ;,~ E: iH 
o.o Oo o. 0. Oo o.o o.r]t'O o.ooo -L 450 
loO -103. -102. 103. 1Clh. 10 c -1o.3r.;o -OoOS() -1.400 
2.0 -81. -80. "l,? - 1-. 0 35o ?.0 -5.700 -1o400 OoOOC 
3.0 -44. -42 0 -50 -2 0 " n ) 0 l.J -1 o975 lo 125 -LL~5 
4.0 -30o -26. -21.. -17o L; o 0 -0.4>';0 1. gso -3.075 
5.0 -3 50 -310 -l~o -11. ').0 -1.o:::s 0.775 -3o850 
6.0 -24o -21. ')·~ - L.:'!s 0 -21. 6.0 -0.02"."· 0.4 75 -L;.325 
7.0 -l6o -12. -3~o -10. 7o0 Oo875 o. /., 75 -1.0 300 
8o0 -2 :) 0 -l7o -30. -?R. R.O Oo525 :.). 0 25 -5.725 
9o0 -1 3 0 -110 -~6. -34. YoO 1.150 0.650 -6o375 
10.0 -7o -5o -3'.:l 0 - 3~ 0 10.0 1.5 7 5 no z 75 -6oS50 
lloO -21. -19. -zr;G ?r - ·- _') 0 11.0 0.350 0.250 -6.900 
12.0 - ':-. 0 -7 0 -40 0 -3B. 12.() 1.')50 -0.250 -6.610"10 
13.0 -35o -35. -15. -l4o 13oC -1.02'5 -2o225 -4o42"i 
14.0 -60o -5 Y. 12 0 13. lIto 0 -3.t:OO -Oo600 -3o825 
3o1 +13o00 
SURFACE DISrLACEMF~T= -2.37 
fJRU~Ir'\i.LIL [<(ITA 
f!EPTH TO\f.JAPDS 1\H 6 Y r)EPTH t\VERA!-;E D I F F f R. E f\1 C E n I S P L u C F ·'-1 E N T 
OoO " Oo (Jo 0, OoC OoOOC ;)o 0 00 -2.370 '-' 0 
1.0 -119 0 -11°. ~-:; 7 0 103. 1.0 -lOo 0 50 -C.650 -1.720 
2.0 -C;g o -84. 28. 30. 2.0 -6.025 -1.725 Oo005 
3.0 -61 0 - s r:. -1. 1 0 -8. 3.0 -2o500 0 0 600 -Oo595 
4.0 -45. -42. -2 50 -2 3 0 4o:J -'Jo975 1.425 -2o020 
5.0 -47 0 - L} It o -22o -P-l. s.o -1.275 Oo'i25 -zo:.t.s 
6o0 -3 7 0 -34. -33o -31o 6o0 -()o175 '). 325 -2o870 
7o0 -25. -22 0 -1.,6 0 -41. 7o0 loOOD 0.600 -3o470 
8.0 -30o -27. -L2. -3Co RoO O.AJO 1.000 -4o470 
9o0 -2 3 0 -ZOo -48. -L4 .o goO 1 0 2 2 5 n.725 -5olq5 
10.0 -17. -16. -50 0 -4 7 0 1 0 0 0 lo60Q 0 o300 -5c495 
lloO -33. -3lo - 3~, 0 _-:n. 1lo0 Oo275 0.175 -[;_)o670 
12o0 -1Co -l8o -50 .. -4g. 12.0 1.550 -0.250 -5o42C 
13.0 -4 7 0 -'+6 0 - 2~- 0 -?3o l3o0 -lo150 -2o350 -3o070 

















Cl f< I G I I\' .4 L 




















- .-~ 0 
-2 >3 0 
-24. 
-3.3. 









SUPFtC~ DISPLACFMENT= -2o75 
~. • .. ,rr, Y DfPTH 
0 0 0 0 ·) 
66o LO 
27. ? ('; ... _ 0 \..) 
-8. 3.0 
-27 0 Lr o 0 
~4 
-C . . o 5o() 
-34. 6.0 
-L+-5 <~ 7.0 
-L 3 o A.O 
-L.C 0 ~cO 
-52. 1 J 0 0 




AVEPbGE OIFF!==RE~ 1 CE fJ I S P L/1 C E ,\l::: NT 
o.ooo o.ooo -2.750 
-10.975 -f:o675 -2.075 
-6o-:: 7 5 -2.075 OoOOO 
-:2.750 Oo350 -0.350 
-0.975 1.425 -1.775 
-lo1"i0 Oo650 -2o42'."· 
-0.275 0.225 -2ob50 
loOOO Oo600 -3o250 
D. f:: 75 l. 0 7'."' -4.325 
lo 25C Co750 -5.07'5 
lo70Q 0.400 -5o475 
0 0 2 75 Go 1 7 5 -5o650 
1 0 6 7 5 -0.125 -5o525 
-1 0 0 50 -2o250 -3o275 
-l.675 -u.t75 -2.600 
3.1 +30.00 
SURF~CE niSPLACEM~~T= -1.65 
,.l;::IGif\JIIL Df,TA 
DEPTH TOW.l'FOS AWb.Y OEPTH AVEPAGE 0 T F F E P. HJ C E f) J S P L/'. C E ~1 E N T 
0.0 o. Oo o. o. o.o o.ooo CoOOO -lo650 
1 0 0 -l37o -l 3 So 2-S. 91 0 l 0 0 -11.300 -loOOO -0.65C 
2.0 -P6. -86. g 0 8. 2 0 .J -LLo725 -0.425 -0.225 
3.0 -54. -51. -7. -E:. "3.0 -2.250 Co850 -1oCJ75 
4.0 -5 ( 0 -"'" _,c... 0 -13o -9. 4.0 -2.050 0.350 -1. 42 5 
5.0 -31. -31. - 12. - 12. 5.0 -G.950 Oo850 -2o275 
6o0 -2So -32 0 -10. -19. 6o0 -Oo550 -0.050 -2o225 
7.0 -13. -10. -33. -32. 70(1 1.050 0.650 -2o875 
8.0 -17. -14. -3L -30c R.O 0.750 1 0 150 -4..025 
9.0 -11. -8o -37 0 -37 0 ·:J 0 0 l. 375 Oo875 -4.9CC 
10.0 -4. -2. -41. -39o lOoC lo 8 50 Oo550 -5o450 
11.0 -2 0 0 - 1 p, 0 -28o -26o 11 • c Oo400 Oo?OO -5o750 
12.0 -7. -6. -38. - 38 0 12 0 0 1.575 -0.225 -5.521) 
13.0 -35o -'2t; ....1 .,. 0 -lL:. o -1 2 0 13.0 -1.100 -2o300 -3.225 
14.0 -S9o -50. 11. 1 2 • 14oC -3.52!) -Oo'325 -2o700 
3.1 +36.00 
SUq~6CE DIS~LACEMENT= -4.05 
rJPIGir'JI\L OAT A 
DEPT~ T1HARl'S At,!A Y DePTH AV[PAGE D ! ,:: F E P E ~; C f fl! SPLAC:Fi''1E~H 
o.o o. c. 0~ 0. o.o o.coc. o.ooo -4.050 
LO -154. -152. :'\0. -. .~\ 'J 'J o loO -11.650 -l. ':3'50 -2.700 
2. 0 -104. -104. '"lt::; c..._, 0 3lo 2.0 -6.600 -2 • .300 -0.400 
3.0 -72. -7L ~ o. 3.C -3.'100 -!l.400 o.ooo - ~~ 0 
4.0 -72. -70. -4 ~~ 0 -53. 4.0 -1.025 J. 37':· -1.375 
s.o -47. -43. -27 0 -2 50 5.0 -0.950 n.eso -2.225 
6.,0 -39o -35. -40. -35. boO 0.025 0.525 -2.750 
7.0 -3L -?. 7 0 - i~·- 50 -47. 7.0 0.850 0.450 -3.200 
8.0 -32. -2S. -46. -43. P..O 0.700 1.100 -4.300 
9.0 -25. -23. -52 0 -48. 9.0 1.300 O.BCW -5.100 
10.0 -1C - -· Q -15 0 -56o -53. 10.0 l.P75 0 0 5 75 -5.675 
ll.O -36. -33. -42 0 -3 '? 0 l l 0 0 0.300 0.200 -5.875 
l2o0 -2L -21. -53. -50. 12.0 1.525 -Oo275 -5.600 
13.0 -Slo -4 7 0 -28 0 -25. 13.0 -1.125 -7.325 -3.275 
14.0 -7 L; • -73 0 L o. 14.0 -3.70'J -0.700 -2.575 
3o1 +L3.QQ 
SURFACE ~ISPLACEMF~T= -5.10 
1j R I G I N f-' L D A T\ 
DEPTH TO I~ A R D S A',~A Y DEP;H t:l. V F:R llG::: [I J F F '.: R E r.• C E n ~ S P L ll C F ~~EN T 
o.o o. 0 0 Oo Oo o.o 0.000 o.ooc -5.100 
1.0 -114 0 -114. l?Bo 132. l. 0 -12.200 -1.91)0 -3.200 
2.0 -86. -85o !J.Q ' .~ <I "i:L 2.0 -6.825 -:z.r.:,zs -0.675 
3.0 -55. -53. 2 o. 2 3. 3.0 -3.775 -0.675 o.ooo 
4.0 -30. -30 0 -3 0 Oo 4.0 -1.42 5 0.975 -0.975 
5.0 -23. -23o -7 0 -4. 5.0 -0.875 0.925 -loCJOO 
boO -16. -1 s. -17. -15. A.O 0.0?5 0.525 -2.Lt25 
7o0 -9. -5. -27 0 - ;?4. '7 0 0 0. 92 5 o.~zs -2o950 
.3.0 -13 • -C / 0 -24Q -22. PoO O.AOO l.OOO -3o950 
9.0 -8 0 -4o - ;> 0 0 -?_7. qoO lolOO O.f:f:\0 -4.5'10 
10o0 -1. 2. -35. -31. 10.0 l 0 6 7 r::, 0.375 - 1-r 0 .:) 2 5 
lloO -18o -14. -ZOo -lB. 1 1 0 0 OoJ.?o 0.050 -4.975 
l2o0 
-' 0 
o. -33. - ')Q ~-- " 0 12 0 0 1.475 -·J.325 -L.650 
13.0 -33. -32. -7. -5. 13.0 -1.325 -2.525 -2ol25 
14.0 -0:,{-. .-' ... , 0 -56 0 1 " _Oo 1 8 0 14 .fl -3.700 -0.700 -1.425 
3o1 +51.00 
SUP~tCE DISPLAC~~ENT= -5.05 
CJP. I G I !\J.~L D ll.T A 
DEPTf-l TQ,·JAPD S /:,\riA y DEPTH ,WER.I\GE D I != F f R E ~'-~C. E fiT SPLliCE!-1E~H 
o.o o. Oo o. Co 0 D 0 o.ooo o.ooo -5o050 
1.0 -146 .. -1L8o q2. 93. 1.0 -11.:::75 -L A75 -3.375 
2.0 -95 Q - q f..: 0 3go L. c. 2e0 -6 0 7 50 -?. 1 .. 50 -0.925 
3o0 -6t:" -f.·: 0 ll Q 13 0 3.0 -3o875 -0.775 -0 o Fi 0 
4.0 -63. -fl. -l2o -1C. L..O -2.550 -0.150 OoOOO 
5.0 -39. -33o - 1 p 0 -1 (-. 5.0 -0.950 8o850 -0.?350 
6.0 -28. -30. -27o -2 t; c 6.0 -Oo!25 Oo375 -1o225 
7.0 -2L - H:o -71.6. -34. 7.0 0.82~i 0.4 25 -1.650 
8o0 -22o -18. -35 0 - "3 3 0 8.0 Oo700 1.100 -2.750 
9.0 -1 50 -l2. -40. -40. a.o L32"i O.R25 -3.575 
10.0 -7 0 -5o -45. -41. 10.0 l.S5tJ 0.550 -4.125 
ll.O -?4 L • 0 -2lo -32 0 -29. 110 0 0.4r)Q 0.300 -4.425 
12o0 -l3o 1 ,, - Uo -44o -43. 12.0 lo60C -Oo200 -4.225 
13.0 -'20 -38o -1 7 0 -1 5. 13.1J -1.125 -2.325 -1.900 _! -' G 
14.0 -62il -60o 7 0 8. 14.0 -3.L.?5 -O.L.25 -1o475 
fJEPTH 
o.o 












SURFACE DISPLACtr1Eh!T= -5.7'5 
rJRIG!Nt\L n4Ttl. 




























1 0 0 
z.c 
3.0 

























-l. 1 25 
0 0 2 JC:., 
0.'525 
-0 0 175 
-0.1?5 
Oo55Q 
0 0 2 7 5 
0.47'5 
0.750 














SURF~CF DISPLACEMENT= -9.97 
\lRIGit\JAL DATA 
DEPT!-' 101rit.RnS l.J.'rJAY DEPTH AVF:PAGE DIFFEF;Ef\;CE [) I S D L f! C E ~1 E N T 
o.o o. o. Jo Oo o.o o.ooo D.OOO -0.970 
loO -1 Q 3 0 -13 2. 74o 75. loO -12.850 -2.550 -7. 1+2C 
2o0 -130. -13'] 0 2 50 2 5. z.o -7.750 -3.450 -3.970 
3.0 -123o -12L 20. 1'7. 3.0 -7o075 -3o075 fL005 
4.0 -lOCo -98. -54 0 -55. 4.0 -2.225 n.l75 -0.170 
5.0 -33o -31. -70 0 -70 0 5.0 1.900 3.700 -3.fJ70 
6.0 -2 7 0 -25. -'8. -77 0 6.0 2.575 3.075 -6.9~5 
7.0 -43. -41. -61. -60. 7.0 0.0.25 0.5?5 -7.470 
8.0 -57. c:r:: - ) . ..- 0 -~8. -~ 7 0 8.0 -0.~25 -0.025 - 7 c445 
9.0 -60. -58. -4·4 0 -42. 9.0 -O.BOO -l. 300 -6.1~5 
lOoCl -55 0 -54. -46o - Lr6 o 1 0 0 0 -0.425 -1.721'; -4.420 
llo 0 -:!t: 0 -36. -67o -A6. llo u 1.525 l 0 i·. 2 5 -~'o845 
3ol +107o00 
SURFACE DISPLACEMENT=-11o40 
IJ R I G TN 1\ L O.F."' 
DEPTH T0 1 . JAPD S A'.JAV DEPTH AllERt\~[ D T. FFfF E},:(E r;r SPLt,CEMENT 
OoO Oo Co :). o. OoO OoCJ~):J O .. OJO -11.400 
1.0 -173. -l76o 92o 9 1 • l 0 0 -13.300 -3.000 -8.t-t00 
z.o -121. -l 2 3. 40 0 "'38. ZoO -Bo050 -3o750 -4o650 
3o0 -11"> 0 -115 0 3 (~ 0 33. 'LO -7.4 75 -L:·o375 -0.275 
4.0 -6 8 0 -6So -15. -l"io L, o 0 -2.675 -().275 o.ooo 
5.0 - 2.0. -21o -5 B o -6 0 0 5.0 lo925 3.725 -3.725 
6.0 -16. -17. - 64o -66o 6.0 2 0 4 2 5 2o 0 25 -6.650 
7.0 ""), ., -__.,Lo -32o -4P o -50. 7.0 O.Rt:;O 0.450 -7.100 
8.0 -46o -4 7 0 -32. -3ft. 8o0 -O.h75 -0.?75 -6.825 
9.0 -so. -51. - zg. -31. 9o0 -lo 02 5 -Lc::zs -5o3J0 
10o0 -42. -44. ~~ -.-_jo -?6. 10.0 -0.425 -1.725 -3.575 
11.0 -?6o -27. -5 '3 0 -53 0 11 0 0 1o325 L225 -L.·.SOO 
3.1 +llo.oo 
~ u p F £\ c E [) I s p L A c E f 1 E i\! T = - l 2 0 2 5 
'lR Tf', IN::l.L OL'I.T'\ 
DEPTH TO'riA RDS A'.·lb..Y !JEPTH .AVFRAG~ OIFFFPEI\'CE rq SPL.ACE:'JlENT 
o.o o. o. o. o. o.o o.ooo n.ooo -12.250 
1.0 -lt5. -164o 1 l 3 0 114. 1 0 0 -13.900 -3.600 -P..650 
z.o - l QL, o -1 04 • 59. 57 0 2.0 -8.100 -3.800 -4.1350 
3.0 -10C. -100. ')'). 5'). 3.0 -7.750 -4.f50 -0.200 
4 ,, 
0 v -72. -72. -19. -2lo 4o0 -2 0 t 00 -0.?00 o.ooo 
5.0 -2 -2o -42 0 -45. 5.0 ?.0'50 3.850 -3.850 
-' 0 
6.0 2. l 0 -/_,.'). -4"'-J 0 A.O 2.325 2.825 -6.675 
7.0 -14. -14. -700 -.29. 7.0 0.750 0.350 -7.025 
s.o -30. -za. -13. -13. n.o -0.825 -0.425 -6.600 
9.0 - -~ 4 -~ ' D -32. -10. -9. 9.0 -lol75 -1.675 -t...qzs 
10.0 -26o -25. -12. -13. 10.0 -0.650 -1.950 -2.975 
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- 16 0 
-33. 
3.1 +132.00 
S lJ R F A C E D I S PtA C UJ, F i\1 T =- 1 2 • 57 
f., icl /l, Y DEDTH 
r• 




()4 '~ Cl 0 
-40. 5.0 
-ir5 o 6.0 




-32. 1 1_ • 0 
l\VEYAGE DIFFt?ErK,F DI SPLACE~'1tNT 
OoOiJO n.ooo -12o570 
-13.700 -3.400 -9.170 
-8o350 - cf o 0 ~) 0 -5ol20 
-B.OOC -4o900 -0.2~0 
-2.625 -0.225 o.oo:: 
l.R75 :3o 6 75 -3.67J 
2.300 2.800 -6.470 
0.725 'J.325 -6.795 
-0.800 -0 0 .!, 00 -6.395 
-1.050 -1.550 -4.E45 
-0.375 -1.~·75 -3.17') 




Di::PTH T0 1.~APDS !-\ l·.: :·. '{ i!EPTH AVt=RAGE D I I= != E R F ~! C E D I S P L t C. F t;J:: r\1 T 
o.o o. o. Do o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo -13.701) 
1.0 -164. -l6h. 120. 1 2 3 0 l.C -14·.325 -4.025 -9.675 
2.0 -129n -129. 37. ?. 5 0 z.o -.3.250 -3o'?5G -5.725 
3.0 - 12 7 0 -1_;~~9. 35~ :JL. -~ • 0 3.0 -8.125 -:::.025 -Oa700 
4.0 -75. -78. -14 0 - 1.8 0 4.0 -3.100 -C.700 o.ooo 
5.0 -?6. -26o -64. -(-,6. 5.0 l. o S:J "3.750 -3.750 
6.0 -2 2 0 - .23. -67n -f-8. f· 0 0 2.250 ?.75G -6.500 
7.0 -38. -39. - ~2 Q - ~\4 0 7oC D.725 0.325 -6.825 
8.0 -54o -I", C. -~ ~-· 0 -3"1. -37. q.,o -0.925 -0.525 -h.300 
9.0 -59. -58. -32. -33. s.o -lo 300 -1 .P.OO -4.5CO 
10.0 -49o -49. -39. -3 9 0 10.0 -0.500 -1.800 -2.700 
11.0 -33. -33. -58. -58. ] l 0 0 1.2'50 1. 0 l 50 -3.850 
3o1 +l?boOC 
SURFACE DISPLACE~f~T=-l3o20 
IJqj(.INAL 'J 61 A 
DEPTH Tn''lf.RDS _/';._ \.1 ."., y DEPTH AV!:F<:f.SE !J I F r- E F u.: C t= DI SPLt~CE~-1fi'JT 
OoC Oo o. (\ Oo OoO o.coo OoOOO -l3o200 'J 0 
l.O -lf1.8o -1f'7. 1 3 7 0 137. 1.0 -h.225 -:,.t:?25 -7.275 
z.o -128. -1?·?. -::1.(.: """) ;:l ?.0 -!~ 0 32 5 -i, 0 0 2 5 -3.250 ~· :._! 0 ..JUo 
3.0 -lOt: o -111 0 1So 18. 3o0 -tSo35G -3o2t:,0 J.OCJ 
4.0 -62. ·-6 50 -62. -62. 4o0 -0.075 2.325 -2.325 
5.0 -31. -31. -Jl'io -J1go 5.0 4.300 r·. 1 oo -[1.L25 
6.0 -22. -25. -62. -65. I ,., Jou .2.000 2.~00 -10.925 
7.0 -4.3o -~Co - LtO 0 -43. 7.0 -Ool50 -0.550 -10o375 
8.0 -S.6o -5FL -28. -30. 8.0 -1 o40') -1o000 -C.375 
9.0 -63. -64o -20. -22. q.o -2.125 -2.t-25 -6o750 
10.0 -65. -&5. -7. -8 0 10.0 -2oEl75 -4. 1 ?S -2.575 
ll. 0 -62o -62o -Z'Jo -25. ll. 0 -l.f.:;O -1.9')0 -0.625 
3.1 +224.00 
S U R F A C E f) I S P Lt• C f= ~': 01: = - 1 3 • 2 0 
ORIGPH-1L 1),'\TA 
OEPTH T'JirJARDS AH/Y,Y DEPTH t, V r:r-: ACE f) I F FE P E ~,: C E 01 S P L A C E ~1 E f\JT 
o.o o. o. o. Oo o.o C:.OOO c.ooo -1.3.200 
1.0 -138. -184. 13 50 138. l 0 0 -16.125 -5.825 -7o 3 75 
2.0 -129. -127. ':>Q -. ' 2.0 -8.250 -3.950 -3.425 ~J ' 0 :)t>. 
3.0 -105. -109. 19. 1 ;~ 0 3.0 -6.275 -3.175 -0.250 
4.0 -63. -64. -(:4. -60. 4.0 -0.075 2.325 -2.575 
5.0 -3 3 0 -29 0 -JJ.L~o -11 5. 5.0 4.175 s.cqs -8.550 
6.0 -22. -23. -64. -64. 6 r. 0 u 2.07': 2.575 -1L1?"i 
7.0 -4L~- 0 -45. -42. -42. 7.0 -0.125 -0.52'5 -lO.AOO 
8.0 -52 0 -57. -2 8 0 -27. 8.0 -1.350 -O.C150 -9.650 
9.0 -6.?o - f; 3 0 - 2lo -24 0 9.0 -2.02"i -2.525 -7.125 
10.0 -67. -67. -So -8. lO.O -2.950 -4..250 -2.875 
11.0 - (. 3 0 -62. -24. -26o llo 0 -l.f.75 -1.075 -0.90') 
t...l +6o00 
SURF!CE DISPLACEMENT= O.CO 
'JRIGI~~.AL O.l\T6 
DEPTH TCl •-.it, F D S t\H lJ,y DEPTH 1\VE.=~:,~GI:: 0 I t= F E R E f\i C i= OJ SDU'·CE 1~Ei\I'T 
o.o o. o. Oo Oo o.a o.ooo 0.000 o.ooo 
l 0 0 27. ::lo --n. -77. loO 5.301) o.coo o.ooo 
2.0 -38o -34 0 -1 ~ 0 -go 2.0 -lo325 -0.125 0.125 
3.0 -92. -70. ~~ ?! 0 Lr 8 o 3.0 -6.325 0.375 -()o250 
4o0 -167. -167. l2lo ll8 0 !., 0 0 -1L.·o325 -0.225 -0.025 
5.0 -15So - 15 50 ., , = .:.. .... --' 0 11 7 0 5.0 -13.650 :).050 -Oo07'J 
6o0 -122o -llP'o 7 L, o 78. 6o 0 -9.8CC1 o.zco -0.275 
7.0 -5 f. 0 -r 6. 70 7.0 -3.100 C.l00 -0.375 -") J 0 
8o0 -4flo -45o Oo l 0 SoO -2.3Cn -0.100 -0.275 
9.0 -L;- 9 0 -t..7. _? lo 9.0 -2.375 J.1210; -0.4CJO <....O 
10o0 ~ .~ -q6o L;. 7 o so. 10.0 -7.275 -0.075 -0.225 _.._,Co 
lloO -114 0 -112o 62. 65. 110 0 -3. 1p 5 -J.02~ -o. ~ o,; 
12.0 -1:?2o -1?2 0 Pt.. c• 0 86. 12.0 -10.850 -C.050 -0.250 
13.0 -172o -1 710 l 2 3 0 125. 13.0 -14.775 Oo025 -Oo275 





3 .. 0 
4.0 
5 .. 0 
6.0 
7 .. 0 
8 .. 0 
9 .. 0 
10 .. 0 
lLO 
12 .. 0 
13.0 
14 .. 0 
4 .. 1 +13 .. 0C 
SURFACE DISOLACEM~NT= -2 .. 20 
:JPIGINAL CAT.~ 
TOWARGS AWAY 
Co Co Oo Oo 
12o l2o -31.. -8Co 
-53o -52o 
-106 .. -105 .. 
-187 .. -1P.3 .. 
-l 7 0o -l6go 







-182 .. -18&. 
-185 .. -186. 












114 .. 115. 
DEPTH 
o .. o 
laO 
2.0 
3 .. 0 
4.r 
5 .. 0 
6.0 
7 .. 0 
8 .. 0 
g .. o 
10 .. 0 
11 .. 0 
12 .. 0 
13 .. 0 
l 4 0 fJ 
t>.IJEQt;Gr-
G .. OJD 
4 .. S25 
-1 .. 750 
-7 .. 1'10 
-l!+o800 
-l3 .. 5 7 :::=j 
-Y .. 7?5 
-3 .. 275 





-1L .... B5G 
-15 .. 000 
D I := c E R E i'! C f. 
Cl.OJO 
-0 .. 675 
-() .. "'50 
-0.450 




- il 0 1 7 5 
OoO(IQ 
-•) .. 0 50 
0 .o 75 
0 .. 150 
-0 .. 05C 
-n .. 100 
D 1 S P L A C ': t-1 F ~\; T 
-2 .. 200 












-O .. liJO 
c.ono 
4ol +23o00 
SUR:=ncF ClSDLACEi''E,\JT= -2.60 
CPTGI'\AL f)11TA 
DEPTH T 0 1·1 D. R f) S f-,,I,JA V DEPTH 1:::,\f'::_PL\CC: 0T Fi=~RE~ 1 CE 0 i S P L A C E rc' EJ.I'T 
o.o o. Oo Oo 0 'o o.o o.ooo OoOOO -2.600 
1o0 0 ' 0 10. -8 f) 0 -77o 1 0 0 4.40fl -Oo s 00 -1.700 
ZoO _t:;L:. ·-' 0 -5 (f 0 -15. -13. ZoO -2.000 -C.8:JO -Oo 0 0J 
3.0 -108. -l06o 3 9~ Lc L:. ' 0 3o0 -7.L..2'5 -C.725 -0.175 
4o0 -179. -178o ll?.o ll5o 4o0 -1L.-o600 -OoSOO 0.325 
5.0 -1.6tco -166~ 1J3. 102. 5.0 -13o4·2'5 Oo275 Oo050 
6.0 -128o -128o 65. 64. 6o0 _go625 S.375 -Oo325 
7o0 -66. -t4o -? - 0 -lo 7o0 -3ol75 Co025 -Oo'350 
8o0 -57o - ') 6 0 -1 ~) 0 -8. 8o0 -2o375 -:-:1.175 -0.175 
9.0 -58. -SCJ. -8. -8 0 q.o -2.525 -Jo!J25 -0. l5C 
1::Jo0 -lGE'o -107. 37. 3qo 10.0 -7o27S -J.075 -0.075 
lloO -1'23. -122. 5Zo 54. 11.0 -8o775 {).!)25 -0. 10·~ 
12.0 -139., -ll.:L 73o 74. 12.0 -10.675 0.12'5 -0.225 
13.0 -lf;4. -lf4o ll3o l 1 '5 0 13.0 - l f·. 0 c 'J 0 -()o 100 -0.125 
14.0 -lf~4. -lE::. l 15 0 117 0 14.,0 -15oC25 -Ool25 OoOOO 
t...ol +36o'JO 
SURFACE DISPLA[E~ENT= -4o40 
~ J R I C I \1 £1 L 0 i-1 T A 
DEPTH :']:-!A P 8 S hlt•t::.Y DEPTH 'WEr.>J'·GE [' ~ ~ != E R c ''I C E D l S P L '\ C c ~'1 c •'I T 
OoO o. o. o. Oo OoO O.JOO OoOOO -4oL.OO 
loO 8 0 9. -77o -76. lof'J 1+ o 2 50 -1 0 0 50 -3.350 
2.0 -59. -58. -9o -9. ? n 
'·· 0 '-' 
-2.47': -lo2...,5 
-2ol)75 
3.0 -1.09. -lOCi. 43. 46. 3.0 -7.675 -0.975 
-1.100 
4.0 -190. -185. 115 0 11So 4 f1 0 v -15.225 -l_o125 Go025 
5o0 -16c;. -167. l:) lo l04o 5.0 -13.,525 0 0 1 75 -Ool50 
6.0 -12 7 • -124. c)o. 65o 6.0 -Ci.4JCJ 0.600 -0.75G 
7.0 -64. -~L ~ 0 -14. -L. 7o0 -2o 7 5Q 0.4 50 -1. 200 
8.0 -(:~:, -f:2o -10. -9 0 ~3. 0 -2.85') -0.650 -Oo5t10 
9.0 -62. -60o -7. -so qoO -2o650 -0,.150 
-Oo400 
lOoO -lOClo -107. 42. 4 3 0 10o0 -7o525 -0.325 -0.075 
lloO -125. -121. L-.9 0 54o 11 0 c -IL 7 2 5 J.fJ75 -0.150 
l2o0 -l39o -ll;-0. 75. 77o 12.0 -10o775 Oo025 -o. 175 
l3o0 -1b3o -1 E 3 o 116. 118. l3o0 -15.00C -0.200 0.0~5 
14.0 -18A. -lsc. l 17 0 118. 14.0 -15.300 -O.LOO o • .:t25 
Lhl +<:-3.()0 
SURFACE 1)JSPlACflV1E'H= -4.50 
ORIGINAL DATA 
D::PH-' T']\pl,'\ RD s A I:,'AY f)CPP-1 AVER."'.SE lj r i=I=>=S( f:i\1( E fJ J S P I_ A C E -~ E 1\~"T 
o.o 0~ o. G. Oo o.o o.ooo o.ooo -4-o~CJ 
laO 27. '2 8 0 -58. -57. 1 0 () 4.2'50 -lo050 -3.450 
2.0 _-:~c _) -· 0 -38 0 6. 8. 2.0 -2.275 -1.075 -2.375 
3.0 -q3o -qo. (-;2 0 f,t.... 3.0 -7.725 -1.025 -1.350 
L;- 0 0 -16 8. -174. 133. 133. 4.0 -l5.20C -l.lCO -J.25C 
5.0 -1'.:0. -148. 120. 121. 5.0 -13.47'5 l")o225 -0.475 
6.0 -1C7. -108. 8L 81. b.C -9oL;-?5 o.sr:, -1.0'30 
7.0 -L6. -46. : J 0 llo 7.,0 -'2.3?5 o. 3 75 -1.425 
8.0 -38o - 3q 0 !3. 5. 8.0 -2.250 -<Jo050 -1.375 
9.0 -L..2o -41. 10. 10. o.o -2.575 -·).075 - L 3 'JC 
10.0 - c; f:· • -96o 52. 59. 10.0 -7.725 -0.525 -0.775 
11.0 -1 15 0 -112. 71. 73 0 lloO -9.27"i -0.475 -Oo300 
12.0 -1 !..6 0 -145. q3. ':) 3 0 12.0 -11. 0 25 -1.125 Oo-i25 
1 3o 0 -lt-2. -lt~o. 132. 134. 13.0 -15.075 -0.275 lo 100 



























-L·.g o -48 o 
-9P.o -(n. 
- l J. l 0 - 1 1 1 0 
-l~R. -J.30. 
-171. -174o 


















SUR>=ACF OISPL.LI..C.cm:i'IT= -4.60 
A ~r 1 ~.'I DEPTH 
o. o.o 
-6 3 0 1.0 
3. 2.0 
57 0 '3oC' 




1 0 3.0 
z. a.o 
~..., 
J :; 0 10.0 
S8o lloC: 
t't7 0 I 0 12.0 
128. 13.0 
128. 14.0 
/;.,VEP/'-1GF 0 ~ F I= ~ H E i'J C E C'l S P U C. ~ ~·1 i: 1\1 T 
o.ooo O.ODO -~J .• 6CO 
4 0100 -1.200 -3. 1-+00 
-2.425 -l.22>i -2.175 
-7.2.':,0 -1.150 -1o025 
-14o875 -0.,775 -0.250 
-1.3.37:, 0.325 -0.575 
-9.225 J.775 -l. 3 50 
-3.100 0.100 -lo450 
-2o300 -0.100 -lo350 
-2.S50 -.J. oc:;o -~.3'Y) 
-7.&:;00 
-rs.3QO -1.000 
-3.925 -0.125 -0.875 
-1J.77: 1Jo025 -0.900 
-15.000 -0.200 -0.700 
-15o075 -Oo175 0 - ) ~ - o'Jt_:> 
4.1 +72.-JO 
SU~FACE DISPLACEMENT= -5o2C 
nRIGif\JAL c.r:. T A 
OcPTf-' TCl·.!/I.Rr:S ti.J.4 y nEPTH •\\1 c:p £. GF r: ~ F!=ER :=f\:CE 01 scLucr::<r=rn 
OoO c. o. a. Oo OoO OoOJO OoOOO -5o200 
LO 4o 5o -73o -71. J 0 0 3o825 -lo475 -3o725 
z.c -58. -58o -lOo -10. 2.8 -2,400 -LZOC -2.525 
3o0 -llLo- 0 -113 0 4"' 0 45. 3o0 -7 0 q.)J -1.200 -L 325 
4.0 -18lo -126. l !. 9 0 ! 1 7o 4.J -15.075 -Oo975 -0.350 
SeO -169. -166. 10 lo 10 lo 5.0 -13.425 0.275 -0.625 
6.0 -127. -1~':. ?;2. A l. 6.0 -CJ.35C' 0.650 -lo 2 75 
7o0 -6lo -6lo -5o -3o 7.') -2.85(': C.350 -1.625 
BoG -55. -55 0 -1-8o - q 0 8.0 -2o275 -0.!)75 -l.55D 
9.0 -::9 0 -54. -lOo -So 9 0 ·J -2.375 •) 0 12 5 -1.67~ 
lOoO -1C7o -1C8o 37. 39o lOoO -7.275 -0.075 -lo600 
l1o0 -122o -122. 53. 54. lLC - g 0 7 75 0.025 -!..625 
l2o0 -l3f·o -l3lL 70. 70o 1 ? n ..1-'-oU -10.350 0.450 -2o075 
13.0 -179. -1RL !12. 113 0 13.0 -14.625 J.l 75 -2o250 
14.0 -l84o -u::t::. ll3o 116 0 14.0 -14.0.5') -O.O"iO -2,.200 
4.1 +9LOO 
SURFACF DISPLACE~ENT= -6.12 
CIRIGI'\'.IIL I).H A 
DePTH IQipJARDS A'..IAY DEPT!-' AVER.I\GE r t F FE~· Et· C E DI SPL.I\C;::VtE\ T 
o.o o. Oo (L o. 0o0 \) 0 coo OoOOO 
-6.12J' 
LO -14. -15. -130, -87. l. ;J 3.6JG -L 'CO -l·. 0 -4 20 
2.0 -77 0 -7g, -22. -21. 2 or~ -2.825 -L625 -2.795 
3o0 -132. -131. zg. 29o 3.:J -8.025 -1.325 -1 0 L.; 7 0 
4o0 -20 7 0 -2 05 0 lOtS. 105. 4.0 -1.5.575 -1_.L,75 o.oos 
5.0 -182. -lS2. SA. 85o 5.0 -13.375 r.325 -0.320 I 
6.0 -u:.2. -l3S. 45" 44. 6.C -9.?'JO 0.7'50 -L070 
7.0 -85. -gt.... -')'""' .. _ J 0 -23 D 7.0 -3oD75 0.125 -l.1CJ5 
8.0 -72. -7t.to -2 5. -24. 8oC -2.425 -0.225 -0.,970 
9o0 -7f. 0 -75. -25. -28. ·::: 0 0 -2o45C 0.050 -lo02Q 
10.0 -12 50 -1zt.,. 2 /~ 0 25. 10.0 -7.1...50 -Oo250 -Oo770 
11.,0 -13S. 
-l3°o 3c: o 4L lLO -3.,<i')0 -0 .l 50 -o.t.zo 
12.0 -153o -154. S6o 58. 12.C -l0.52s:i 0.275 -0.8CJ'5 
13.0 -19CJ. -lCJS. 1. 00 0 l 02. 13.0 -lS.OC'O -0.200 -0.695 
14.0 -200. -203o l02o 103 .. 16..0 -l5o200 -0.300 -0 0 3C<:5 
4.1 +107.,00 
SUPFACE DTSPLACEM~~T= -7o~O 
ilP.lGii\lt1L OJITA 
DePTH T m-; I~ P. Q S Aic,'AY nEPTH AV EPA C E f1 I F F:: R E !'ICE C~ SPU\Ct:>IE:\JT 
OoO 0., Co Oo o. o.o 0.0[)0 0.000 -7.400 ' 
1.0 -(-,. -7. -72o -74. LO 3o321) -l.S75 -5.425 
2.0 - f; c 0 -69o -7. -9o z.o -3.050 -lo850 -3.575 
3o0 -121. -124. L~ 5 o 45o 3o0 -8o37'5 -1.675 -l.qoo 
4.0 -193. -1<?6o 117. 117 0 4.0 -15.575 -1.475 -0.425 
5.0 -170. -172. 97, 94. 5o0 -13.325 Oo375 -0.800 
6.0 -1?6. -129. 54. 53 0 6.0 -9.01)C o.aso -L 750 
' 
LO -72 0 -70. _qo -12. 7.0 -3.025 C.l 7 5 -1.925 
8.0 -57 0 -A 5o -10. -10. 8.0 -2.550 -0.350 -1.575 
9.0 -66. -60. r -.t.. <) 0 0 -3.075 -(1.':;,75 -1.000 -c: o \..I 0 
10.0 -112 0 -114. LOo 39. 10o0 -7.625 -O.L,25 -0.575 
11.0 -1 2 8 0 -lzq. 55. 4G .• 0 llo 0 -9.025 -C.225 -0.350 
12.0 -lLl3o -l45o 7lo 72. 12o0 -10 0 775 :.::.025 -0.375 
13o0 -l8C:o -1qo. 115. 113. 13.0 -15.175 -C.375 0.000 
14.0 -JS:lo -1c;3o 117o 117 0 l4oC -l5o4s~; -0.55G 0.550 
4.1. +llS.CJO 
S t i P F A C ~ ~ ! S P L A C E fc1 E i\1 T = - o o 1 0 
ORIGJf\IAL DATA 
o:::PTH T r:JlrJ £ R D S f-'.lr' 1\Y DEPTf-l AVER!-·. Gc CI~FEP£:;\!Cc C'I SPLACFi,E!\'T 
o.o (). o. n. o. 0.8 o.o::;o 0.000 -9.100 
laO lL lC. -64. -53 0 1.0 3.4-50 -lo 850 -7o250 
z.o _>-;-;), 
--- 0 _r::: ''· ··' 0 10 0 10 0 2.0 -3.175 -l 0 9 75 -5.275 
3.0 -105. -1tJ7. 63. 6 3. 3.0 -s .4sr; -1.75() -3.52::; 
4.0 -176. -177. i £. lo 134 0 L, c 0 -1C::.7QJ -1.AOO -1.c25 
5.0 -15 l 0 -1C.:3. l 1 .6. 0 114. 5.0 -l3.l.JO C.400 -2.325 
6.0 -107. -1110 72o 12. 6.0 -9.050 -:'.Q5Cl -3.275 
7.0 -50. -102. 12. 12 0 7 0 0 -L, 0 40:J -1.200 -2.075 
8.0 -!.. .. L·. o -43o .., '- 8.0 -2.,500 -;). 300 -lo 77S ' 0 \.) 0 
9.0 -48. -5lo 10. c • 0 q.o -2.C150 -0.450 -1.325 
10.0 -96. -95o 51o 5 A. 10.0 -7o t-.5 0 -0.4SO -0.875 
11.0 -111. -112. 73. 71. J.1.0 -9.175 -0.375 -o.soo 
12.0 -127. -127. R0 o 89. 12.0 -10.8('lC ('r o OQO -0.500 
13.0 -173. -173. 1?2. 13 L·. o 13.0 -15.30.] -·Jo 5CJC C.OCJ 
14.0 -17 5. -17 6. 1 3 50 135. 14.0 -15.525 -0.625 C.625 
L;-.1 +132.00 
SlW F l'.C E D I SP li:\C t: ~; E ~r:::: -o. 30 
r: F I G I (\~ A l 'J "· T t\ 
DEPTH rm~t-.F r) s Ah1 C\ v fJE:PTH .11Jr==RL~GE 0 I F F E R E j\1 C ~ [') 1 S 9L Ll C F.,'1 t f,; T 
o.o o. :J 0 " 0 0 o.c ').000 ;Jo IJOQ -9.30:) 
" 0 
1.0 ll 0 0 -50. -52. 1 .o 3.o:.o -2.250 -7.050 '0 
2.0 -52. -54. 21. 13 0 'J n Lov -3.500 -2.300 -th 7 50 
3.0 -10:,. -107. 67. 65a 3.0 -R.6:JO -l.OJQ -2.850 
Lr o 0 -lt:lo -1.34. 139. 140. 4o0 -16.1CO -2.000 -0.850 
5.0 -150. -15lo J.lO. 113. 5.0 -13.100 0.600 -l .L·.')() 
6.0 -1C8. -l 07 0 72. 71. 6.0 -3.9"i0 1.0'50 
-2.500 
7.0 -54. -4S. llo , 7 
.l -· 0 7.C -3.J.5J J.05:J -2.550 
8.0 -43. -43 0 10. 13 0 (:).0 -2.600 -(L 4C(J -2.150 
9.0 -50. -4S. 9. lL 9.1) -2.975 -() 0 4 7 5 -1..675 
10.0 -S5. -97 0 58. 57. 10.0 -7.675 -J.475 -1.200 
lLO -11 0 0 -110. 73o 74. l l 0 c -'0.\_75 -0.375 -0.825 
12.0 -125o -126. c.~c 0 92. 12.0 -10.8?5 -0.025 -O.ROO 
13.0 -172. -173. 135. llt. 13o0 -15.4']() -C.6GO -o.zoc 
14.0 -17~. -17 5 D l 36 0 }36o lL.O -15o525 -0,625 0.425 
4.1 +l49o00 
SU~F~CE DISPLAC~ME~T= -9.50 
rJ~IGI~IJ.L 0 AT A 
DEPTH TOtr·ARfJS A H/1 Y fJEPTH AVERil.GE n ~. >= f ::: R E f\: C ~ D I S P LAC F .. ~ E ~. T 
o.o o. o. Oo o. o.o o.ooo o.ooo --9 0 500 
1.0 -llc -l3o -76o -79. 1.0 3.275 -2.025 -7.475 
2.0 -7(-, 0 -7Go -12. -13. 2.0 -3.250 -2.(l5G -5o425 
3.0 -126. -127. 42o 40o 3 o IJ -B.375 -l. 6 75 -3.750 
4.0 -203. -207. llOo 1 07o 4.0 -15.1-,7'5 -1.'57':i -Zol75 
5.0 -173. -177o 92. f39o 5o0 -l3o275 {)oL:-25 -?.o600 
6.0 -131. -133o 4=1o 49. IS.O -CJ.OSO 0.950 -3.550 
7.0 -94. - l:;'-:~ 0 -13. -l5o 7.0 -4.000 -OoPOO -2o7c:o 
8.0 -(:, 7 0 -68o -l4o -ZOo RoC -Zo525 -Co325 -Zo425 
9.0 -72. -74. -13 0 -15. 9o0 -2o9'3Q -Oo450 -lo 0 75 
lOoO -llS. -120. 34. ").~ _J -· 0 lOoO -7oS25 -r1o425 -lo5":C 
lLO -L33o -135. 49o 48. l.LO -9.125 -'J.325 -1.225 
12.0 -149. -149. 67o 67. l2o0 -lOo8iJO OoODO -L225 
13.0 -lS6o -196. ll Oo 1 1 2 0 13.0 -15.350 -0.550 -0~675 
14,0 -lC7o -}C,S. 1 1 3 0 J l 50 l L;.o 0 -15.,575 -Oo67') OoJOO 
4ol +l76o00 
SUP!=ACE DISPLACt:~iEf\IT= -9o20 
') p .! G T \J.~ L C;~\TA 
DEPTH TCJI<tl.qos .!:\ 1,'./), v !!EPTH b..V ::R~f:;E n I r FE i-< E~~ C E IJI SPLACH'·':fi'T 
OoC Co Co Oo Co OoO o o ::·co OoOCO -9o20Q 
leO -2 "'0 -zc" -5°o -59o leO lo60Q -3o7CO -5o 50() 
ZoO -BCo -86o -2o -4o ZoC -4 0 1.5 c -zoaso -2o55Q 
3o0 -136. -140. 51t '() S::So leO -9o62S -?o925 C1o37"J 
t~ 0 0 -224o -223o l46o l~Oo t..,(j -1Po325 -.6.0 225 4~600 
5o0 -1 q 3 0 -19C)o llOo ~07o "ioO -l5ol25 -lo425 6o025 
6o0 -C-eo -9 7 0 t.;. 7 0 4f.o ' '" Do •.J -o o ~.so 3o350 2 0 6 75 
7,.0 ?\ 3 0 3Zo -122o -122o 7o0 7o725 10o 0 25 -8o250 
8o0 -L4o - iy 7 0 -4lo - 3Cf 0 BoO -Oo275 lo 0 25 -l0ol75 
9o0 -80o -8lo -lOo -0 j 0 9o0 -3o55D -lo05Q -(,Jol25 
lOoO -!75o -l 7 5o 8flo 87. lOoO -13.,125 -5o925 -3.200 
lleO -l7Zo -172. 83o 32o l 1 0 r; -l2o725 -3o9?"J ~o72S 
12.0 -l57o -l55o t),q 0 70. 12.0 -llo250 -Co~:-~Q l 0 l 75 
13.0 -20Co -2 02 0 ll L} o ll4o l3oC -l'5o75Q -ooaso 2ol25 
4ol +2:(4o':O 
SUDFtiCE OISDLAC.t:Ci>=~'T= _qocO 
'JRIG1~c\l_ C) i\ T .~ 
DEPTH TrJ'·1A:-:'r S ,'::,.·'f) v 0 F: PT H tJI ::o £\Gc or~=:=:=r~-=~ ce:: D I SPUl.C ::·1~r~r 
Oo') c 0 c 0 I'J 0 Oo OoC OoOOO GoQ')Q -9o001) 
loO -32o -3 3o -A?. o -.!.,50 LO lo550 -3o75J -5oS&:;!) 
ZoO -91 0 -9L -3 0 -3o 2o0 -4o40Q -3o2(10 -2o650 
3o0 -l44o -l4f, 0 c: .~, ·~ 0 "13o 3o~ -9oP.2S -:3ol25 Oo475 
1, o 0 -227o -2·3 2 0 1 .!·.o o 1 ?.6 0 L., 0 0 -l8o37'5 -L,o?.75 4o75'J 
5o0 -lCfo -1Cl0o l~to 1 05o "ioO -l5o20C: -lo50{) f-.,250 
6o0 -C:2o -9Lo 2 0 2o hoC -L>o 750 c:;o25J loOQ[) 
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